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Perdido
Perdido is located 32km (200 miles)
from the Texas coast in Alaminos
Canyon Block 87

Perdido’s project life is expected to
be about 20 years

Its scope of supply includes five
subsea production trees and three
subsea water injection trees, each

The ROV’s operators were recovering drilling
equipment from the seabed. when they saw the
creature with its mass of bent tendrils and a large
undulating fin hovering near the well.

Below: The spar
and deck being
mated

Far left: Comparison of water depths for
developments
Left: Construction of the Perdido spar
Below: The Perdido spar on location
Right: Location maps
All illustrations: Shell

The development will also
include 77 miles of oil export
pipelines and 107 miles of gas
export pipelines.

“That such a substantial animal is common in the
world’s ecosystem, and yet had not previously been
captured or observed, is an indication of how little is
known about life in the deep ocean,” said Shell survey
coordinator Patrick Desrouleaux when he first saw the
images.
“Every time we get a video observation like this
one, it adds another piece to the puzzle. If we can
determine exactly how big it is, that will be important
information.” Judging from the footage, its eight arms
and two tentacles were about 5-10m (1-33ft) long.
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1. DHXT-SP - a standard production
tree designed for lowest installed
cost and reliability. A modular concept
is used for all major components of
the tree. This system delivers full
deepwater capabilities in a compact,
lightweight and flexible package.
2. DHXT-EP - an enhanced
production tree system offering
additional functionality. The annulus
wing block is extended to include
additional valves and sensors
for improved annulus pressure
management.
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Officially opened in
October 2009, the
new SmartCenter
facility offers
assistance and
services to the field
at every stage of
development– from
installation and
commissioning,
through field start
up and onwards into
routine operation for
operational support,
condition monitoring,
diagnostics, and
production optimisation.
The DHXT deepwater tree
with integral control system
also features the option for a
SemStar5-R, which is a freestanding
subsea data hub package designed for
installation on subsea trees, manifolds and
process facilities.
The unit is deployed and retrieved by ROV,
with connections to the subsea control and
instrumentation system made with wetmateable ROV-deployed jumpers – using
either electrical or fiber-optic connections.
The external package is fully marinised
for long-term subsea immersion, and the
internal data-hub multiplexing unit is an
application-specific configuration of the
SemStar5 subsea electronics module.

Mod Pod
The new D-Series package
includes the integral VetcoGray
ModPod, powered by the VetcoGray
SemStar5, a fifth generation
subsea electronics module, for first
deployment next year by Statoil’s
Tordis Vigdis controls modification
(TVCM) project in the North Sea,
west of Norway.
Featuring a modular design
approach, SemStar5 offers new
levels of open architecture IP-

enabled communication capabilities
and infrastructure to support the
higher bandwidth requirements of
modern instrumentation, while also
offering high reliability.
The VetcoGray SemStar5 is being
developed and manufactured at
GE’s facilities in Nailsea, along with
VetcoGray ModPod subsea control
modules, and will be shipped to the
project site in Norway for installation
offshore shortly.

Offshore Projects
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Argus Subsea, which manufactures
subsea products for time-critical
fields, has introduced the AZ-15J
subsea tree and wellhead system.

Multiphase Metering

.....
15 000psi Drill-Through/Completion System
Specially designed for
jack-up mobile drilling
units, the Argus AZ15J is the world’s first
purpose-built system that
allows operators to drill and
complete wells up to 15 000 psi
working pressure without special
riser systems or cumbersome
temporary abandonments.

The AZ-15J requires only minimal
tools to install, versus the large
amount of tools for a typical vertical
or horizontal tree adapted system.
The AZ-15J mono-bore vertical tree
weighs less than 45,000 pounds and
can be handled by all cranes without
disassembly. These features provide
for smaller crews and fewer thirdparty services.
“The innovative AZ-15J subsea
tree will enhance the development
of shallow water marginal fields
where time is critical and fast-track

One area of particular interest in
multiphase measurement, however, is
where the gas fraction of a multiphase
stream reaches 95–100%. This is
termed wet gas.

AZ-10J Subsea Tree and Wellhead System The
system’s patented universal tubing hanger

The majority of gas producing wells
normally contain small amounts of
liquids, and thus wet gas metering
represents a growing interest for the
gas field operators. Even in cases
where the reservoir only produces
gas, liquid condensation usually
occurs in the flowlines because of
the reduction in temperature and
pressure, causing wet gas conditions
at the metering location.

deployment can lead to millions of
dollars of increased profitability for the
operators,” said Carl Aubrey, General
Manager of Argus Subsea. “The AZ-15J
can save a minimum of 15 days rig time
as compared to the current industry
standard drilling and completions time.”
The AZ-15J features a patented
universal tubing hanger and a running
tool system that allows for streamlined
drilling and completions.

“Wet gas applications are challenging
from a user as well as a metering point
of view,” said Saettenes.

All of the AZ-15J components and
assemblies have been designed and
validated using API specifications 6A
and 17D under the API Q-1/ISO 29001
quality system standard requirements.
They also comply with applicable MMS
requirements such as API specification
6AV1, one of the industry’s most
stringent testing standards for subsea
valves and actuators.

“From the user’s perspective, flow
assurance of the production system
is particularly demanding and is
often directly related to the water
production.

Platypus
Dana has made a significant gas discovery at the Platypus
prospect in the UK Southern North Sea. The Dana operated
48/1a-5 well was drilled in a water depth of approximately
142ft to a total measured depth of 11 048ft, targeting a
high quality Rotliegendes, Lower Leman prospect. The well
encountered some 218ft of good quality gas bearing sands
and an extensive set of wireline log data is being acquired
over the reservoir section.
Preliminary analysis indicates that the reserves discovered
are in line with pre-drill estimates of approximately 130 billion
ft3gas. The Leman is the major producing reservoir in the
Southern North Sea, and Dana is already producing gas
from this reservoir horizon at the Johnston, Victor and Anglia
fields. The Leman is also the reservoir in the Babbage field,
which is currently being developed by Dana, with first gas
expected in mid 2010.

Perla
Eni Has reported one of the most significant finds in recent
years, and the largest ever in Venezuela. The Perla field is
located in Cardon IV Block in the shallow waters of the Gulf of
Venezuela. The Perla-2 well was drilled in (60m) 197ft of water
by the ENSCO 68 jackup. It encountered 260m (840 ft) of net
pay in carbonate sequence and confirmed by 210m (700ft) of
bottom hole recovered cores.
During a production test, the well flowed at a rate of 50 MMcf/d
of gas and 1500b/d of condensate, and production per well
should increase to more than 70 million ft3/d and 2000b/d of
condensate. Perla has exceeded pre-drill expectations, thus
increasing initial resource estimates by 30%, with the potential
for further improvement.
Eni and Repsol have evaluated options for a fast-track
development through an early production test expected to
commence in early-mid 2013 with 300 million ft3/d. Repsol,
operator, holds 50% while Eni holds the remaining 50% interest
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Installation

Spud can
Discharge

“These discoveries demonstrate
that also the deeper, western
parts of the Norne area remain
prospectable. This may well have
a bearing on our field longevity
work,” said Geir Richardsen,
Statoil’s head of exploration for
acreage close to the infrastructure
in the Norwegian Sea.
Together with its partners, the

WZ11-1E oil field is located in the BeiBu
Gulf Basin in a water depth of about
40m. The development and production
operation of this field will mainly rely on
the facilities of the adjacent field WZ
11-1. WZ 11-1E, with three wells on
line currently, is expected to hit its peak
production of more than 3000 barrels per
day within the year.

BZ 3-2, with an averaged water
depth of 25m, is located in
the central part of Bohai Bay
and about 20km southeast of
producing field Qinhuangdao 32-6.

Integrated technology. Increased productIon. put them together at otc Booth #1941.

A self-elevating producing
platform is used for the
development of the field to
reduce cost. BZ 3-2 is currently
producing from seven wells and
is projected to peak at a daily
production at 4800 barrels by
later this year.

Drilling
West Orion

Operations were completed in
December 2009 for Nzanza-1 and in
February 2010 for Cinguvu-1.
The positive outcomes from the two
wells will allow proceeding with the
currently ongoing pre-development
phase of the “Western Hub”.

MPM’s
Self-Confi
guring
Meters:
Unprecede
nted
accuracy
for multi-pha
and wetgas
se
applicatio
ns.
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Statoil has entered the hook up phase of the Peregrino
field following the topsides installation of two wellhead
platforms. The heavy lift operations were performed by
the Hermod crane vessel. Statoil installed the two jacket
substructures for platform late last year.

WINNER

www.fmctechnologies.com

© 2010 FMC Technologies. All rights reserved.
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production wells as well as seven water injection wells.
These will be drilled from the two platforms A and B.

The Peregrino oil field lies offshore Brazil. It is Statoil’s
largest offshore project outside the Norwegian
Continental Shelf. It is also a heavy oil field that requires
advanced technology to exploit.

The oil will drain into a floating production, storage and
offloading vessel (FPSO). The Peregrino vessel is being
built by Maersk at the Keppel Shipyard in Singapore.
It is scheduled to arrive on the field for hook up and
commissioning in 2010. Earlier this year, the FPSO’s
mooring systems were installed using the offshore
construction vessel Boa Deep C.

Peregrino is located in just over 100m of water 85km off
Rio de Janeiro. The drillnig plan calls for 30 horizontal

First oil from this field is expected to come on stream by
2011 and continue up to 2040

The Peregrino development
Image courtesy of Statoil

Cygnus Western Area Appraisal
GDF SUEZ, operator of the Cygnus gas field
on behalf of its licence partners Centrica and
Endeavour Energy has successfully appraised
well 44/11a-4 in the western area of Cygnus,
which lies within UK Continental Shelf (UKCS)
blocks 44/12a and 44/11a in the UK southern
North Sea, 15km north west of the Tyne field.

Keppel FELS has delivered the third
DSS 21 deepwater semisubmersible
(semi) drilling rig to Maersk Drilling,
43 days ahead of schedule and with
a perfect safety record, garnering a
bonus of US$400 000.
Mr Claus V. Hemmingsen, CEO of
Maersk Drilling said, “The MaerskKeppel partnership, spanning a
decade, has achieved considerable
milestones together.
“Now, with the addition of Maersk
Deepwater Semi III, our highspecification DSS 21 rig fleet which
is in the league of some of the
world’s most advanced deepwater
rigs will help position Maersk Drilling
as the leading offshore solutions
provider in the industry.

Petrobras completed the drilling
of another well in the Tupi area
that confirms the potential of the
pre-salt reservoirs in that area.
The new well, 3-BRSA-795-RJS,
which is informally known as
Tupi OW, is located in the area
of the Tupi Evaluation Plan, at a
depth of 2,131m below the water
line.
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The West Sirius is currently serving a
six-year charter with Devon Energy in the
Gulf of Mexico, while the West Taurus is
operating offshore Brazil under a six-year
charter with Petrobras.

The eastern area has technically recoverable
volumes estimated to be in excess of 500
billion ft3. The ultimate recoverable reserves
for the whole field development rank Cygnus
as one of the most significant southern North
Sea projects in recent years.

West Orion is the sixth unit of a series of 6th
generation Friede and Goldman ExD Class
semi-submersible rig delivered by Jurong
Shipyard. This dynamic positioning
ultra-deepwater semi-submersible drilling
rig is capable of operating in 3000m water
depth and harsh environment drilling
conditions in most of the world’s known
challenging deepwater arena.

Following the successful appraisal of the
eastern area in 2009, the licence partners
are pursuing a revised and optimised field
development plan for Cygnus. The new plan
will comprise a two-phase approach with
an enlarged first phase to include the full
development of the eastern area, and a phase
two development of the western area.
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DSS Series rigs are highly cost
effective exploration units capable
of drilling down 10 000m (30 000ft)
wells and operating at a water depth
of 3000m (10 000ft). The series
also features a dynamic positioning
system, with the ability to attach to a
prelaid mooring system.
They are particularly well suited to
drill deep and complicated wells in
areas such as West Africa, Brazil,
the Gulf of Mexico and Southeast
Asia.

Statoil has sent Seadrill a letter of
intent for a harsh environment jackup drilling rig for the Norwegian
Continental Shelf. The letter of intent
represents a five-year contract
with an estimated contract value of
approximately US$650 million, and
start-up is scheduled for the third
quarter 2011.
The jack-up rig of the Gusto MSC
CJ70 150A design is currently under
construction at the Jurong shipyard
in Singapore. The rig is scheduled to
be completed at the end of the first
quarter 2011. Seadrill will exercise its
option to purchase the drilling unit from
the Jurong shipyard for approximately
US$350 million.
The rig is an advanced, ultra large,
harsh environment, high specification
drilling unit, specifically built for
Norwegian requirements and matching
the specification of the largest jack-up
drilling units in the world.
The unit provides means to operate
in water depth up to 150m with a
higher variable deck load and a higher
operating efficiency compared to
previous jack-up generations.

The search for new finds is moving
to deeper waters and areas with
complex soil conditions and more
advanced drilling rigs are needed to
meet those challenges.

The size of the unit allows for
additional opportunities within areas
like logistics, well testing and early
production.

Nexen Petroleum used a real-time
system developed by Emu Ltd,
for monitoring sea state to inform
operational decisions when moving
the jack-up rig Galaxy III into position
alongside the Buzzard wellhead
platform.
Emu’s oceanographic team has
developed additional functions to
augment its real-time monitoring
systems currently being used on
North Sea oil and gas platforms.
The recent successful use of the
real-time system by Nexen involved
data telemetry systems which had
been installed using receiving
stations on their Buzzard platform
and on the Galaxy III.
The wave periodicity was of
particular significance, with a
swell period of six seconds being
assessed as the limit for the repositioning operation. Emu, in
conjunction with Nexen, developed
the real-time spectral interface to
isolate longer swell energy from
locally generated wind waves.
The new real-time spectral splitting
system resulted from research
carried out by Emu’s Oceanography
Team. This enables information on
wave energy spectra to be available
to non-technical users.

Trials have also shown a potential
for cost saving for Wind Farm
developers

The ENSCO 100

Maersk Deepwater Semi III,

28
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Real-Time Monitoring Speeds up Rig Move

Additional joint research with the
Channel Coastal Observatory in
Southampton (CCO) into the effect
of long period waves on beach
defences led to adoption across
the CCO network, extending from
Kent to Cornwall, of the new system
of monitoring sea states to warn
of potential sea defence failures.
The system is soon to be applied
to Offshore Wind development
operations as well.

The state-of-the-art rig is engineered for
stability and versatility with operational
displacement of 43 400t at 17m draught
and 46 750t at 20m draught It also features
high load capacity and an efficient drill floor
layout with improved safety and working
environment features.

Angolan discoveries

Statoil/Seadrill

Our ultra deepwater semisubmersibles are well equipped to
meet this demand,” Hemmingsen
added.

“The demand for modern drillings
rigs has increased over the past
years concurrently with the growing
technical challenges we are faced
with in the drilling industry.
This result is very positive although additional
work needs to be done before any figure on
western area resources can be released by
the operator.
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Rigs
Third Deepwater Semi

This first western area appraisal well has
confirmed gas in block 4 of the Cygnus
structure, a previously undrilled area of the
field.

Bound for development drilling operations
offshore Brazil under a six-year contract
with Petrobras, the West Orion is expected
to commence operations at the end of July
2010. The West Orion follows after the
delivery of sister rigs West Sirius and West
Taurus in 2008.

13

12
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The Jurong Shipyard has successfully
delivered the West Orion, the third of four
turnkey 6th generation semisubmersible
drilling units built for Seadrill.

Petrobras notes that the result
reinforces the estimations of the
potential of 5 to 8 billion barrels
of recoverable light oil and
natural gas in the Tupi pre-salt
area.

25
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The 44/11a-4 well achieved a stabilised flow
rate of 28 million ft3/day confirming a good
quality reservoir. The well was drilled by the
ENSCO 100 jack-up. It reached a true vertical
depth (TVD) of 12 344ft and encountered 133ft
of gas bearing reservoir in the Leman interval.
A second appraisal well is due to spud in fault
block 5 once operations are complete on well
44/11a-4.

The discovery was proved by
means of light oil samples
(25deg API) collected via a cable
test from reservoirs located at
depths greater than those of
previously drilled wells.

Nzanza-1 and Cinguvu-1 results
follow the recent success of Cabaça
Norte-1 reaching a count of three
consecutive oil discoveries in the
block in 2009, five in total, including
Sangos and N’Goma drilled by the
block 15/06 partnership in 2008.

10
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Waverider buoy used for logistics decision making

ABS Classes new Jack Ups
ABS has been selected to
class the first newbuild jackups
for Petrobras in 25 years. The
Brazilian energy giant has
ordered two LeTourneau Super
S116E design jackups. The sister
units, to be named Petrobras 59
and Petrobras 60, will be built
at São Roque do Paraguaçu,
Bahia, Brazil, by Consórcio Rio
Paraguaçu.
This consortium is composed
by three major Brazilian
contractors, Oderbrecht,
Queiroz Galvão and UTC. The
rigs are intended for operation
offshore Brazil.
ABS will class the self-elevating
rigs that are capable of drilling
under high pressure and high
temperature, operating in water

31
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depth of up to 350ft with up to
30 000ft wells.
This type of high specification
jackup has not been built in
Brazil for nearly 25 years. The
jackups are scheduled for
delivery in 2011.
“We are honored to have been
chosen as the class society for
these drilling units,” said Jose
Carlos Ferreira, Vice President,
South American Region, ABS.
“Some of the world’s most
complex and challenging
offshore and marine projects
take place in Brazil. This award
recognizes ABS’ practical
work experience and technical
knowledge with respect to
jackups.”
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measured. It is also essential to know
the salt content of produced water
in order to prevent corrosion in the
pipelines and production equipment.
“Knowledge about salt content is
also important from a reservoir
management perspective.
Discrimination between salt and fresh
water can be used to identify the origin
of produced water – condensed water
vapour or produced formation water,”
he said.
From a metering perspective, the
important challenges are related to the
desire to measure accurately the tiny
volumes of liquids passing the sensors

in a fluid stream completely dominated
by gas. Furthermore, in this tiny liquid
fraction should be determine both
water and hydrocarbons. On top of this,
operators would often like to measure
the conductivity and salinity of the
produced water.
A wet gas flow meter therefore
needs to be robust with respect to
uncertainties in the configuration
parameters such as density,
permittivity, mass absorption
coefficients and viscosity data for
the individual fluids contained in the
wet gas. If the fraction measurement
is entirely based on the wrong
configuration parameters, it may cause

Electronics
enclosure

Outlet

Gamma
detector
Single energy gamma
source
Sensor
body

Electronics flow
computer

Transmitters

3D broadband
Salinity
probe
Termination box
Venturi

Inlet
Exploded image of the
MPM multiphase meter

The MPM multiphase meter

measurement errors for the liquid
parts which easily may be of several
hundred percent. This is overcome by
MPM’s self-configuring features.
“The determination of accurate gas flow
rates when liquids are present is far
more complex than in single phase gas
flow,” said Saettenes. “The presence
of liquids with varying properties
(viscosity, surface tensions) disturbs
the picture and flow rate measurements
will be more inaccurate than in the
single phase cases.”

Multiphase Meter
The most common method for
measuring flow velocity is by using
differential pressure units, in particular,
Venturi meters. A number of studies
have been done to develop wet
gas correction factors for velocity
measurements by use of Venturi
meters in wet gas cases.
The meter developed by MPM uses a
combination of wet gas flow models
that take into account the physical
distribution of liquid as droplet and
film in the cross-section of the pipe
and the velocity of the gas, droplets
and liquid film.

Goliat
MPM has recently signed a
contract with Aker Solutions for the
manufacture and supply of subsea
meters that will be installed at ENI’s
Goliat field in Norway.
One subsea meter will installed on
each production well at the Goliat
field for a total of 13 meters, making
this the largest order MPM has ever
received.
This is the fourth subsea field
development that will use MPM
meters for field implementation,
joining the Vega, Morvin and Mya
projects.

The meter
combines the
input from a
Venturi, a gamma
detector, pressure
and temperature
transmitters
and an EM
(electromagnetic
wave) based
system for
dielectric
measurements.
The meter is
installed downstream of a blind-T, in a
vertical position with flow either up- or
downwards. The flow first passes first
through the Venturi, which creates
radial symmetric flow conditions, then
enters into the electromagnetic/3D
broadband section.
“The 3D broadband is used to
establish a three-dimensional picture
of what’s flowing inside the pipe,”
said Saettenes. “The basis for the
technology is often referred to as
‘process tomography’ which has
many parallels to tomography used in
medical applications.
“In the oilfield, the challenges are
different than in a hospital. Firstly, the
meter is measuring fluids and gases
under high temperature and pressure.
Secondly, the multiphase mixture can
be mowing at velocities of more than
30m per second inside of the pipe,
and the amounts of gas, water and oil
are normally unstable and change all
the time.

When in wet gas mode, the meter can
be further configured to operate in
either two-or three-phase
mode. In three-phase mode, all the
fractions (oil, water and gas) are
determined based on measurements
performed by the MPM meter,
whereas in two-phase mode the
gas oil ration (GOR) is used as an
additional input parameter. The MPM
meter can also be configured to switch
automatically between multiphase
and three-phase wet gas mode. This
is particularly useful for slug flow
applications.
“During the period with high
gas content, the meter will select
wet-gas mode and the meter will
automatically switch to multiphase
mode when the liquid slugs arrive.

“The 3D broadband system is a highspeed electromagnetic wave based
technique for measuring the water
liquid ratio (WLR). By combining this
information with the measurements
from the Venturi, accurate flow rates of
oil, water and gas can be calculated.”

The performance of the MPM meter
at wet gas conditions has been
extensively tested at the MPM loop
(2005–2008), A 10in meter was tested
at K-Lab (2006 and 2008) a 5in meter
at the Southwest Research Institute
(SwRI) in San Antonio, Texas, in
October and November 2007.

The meter can be software configured
so that multiphase and wet gas
applications are addressed with the
same hardware. With capability to

The test was performed as a blind test
with eight international oil companies
participating as a joint industry project
organised by SwRI and StatoilHydro.
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measure water salinity, the MPM
meter bridges existing measurement
gaps in conventional multiphase and
wet gas meters.
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Installation

Galapagos and NaKika

Saipem Dragados

Subsea 7 has been awarded the
award of an installation contract by
BP for the Galapagos and Nakika
Phase 3 developments in the Gulf of
Mexico.

Saipem America has been
awarded two subcontracts
from Dragados Offshore/
Dragados Offshore México,
for the transportation and
installation of the Pemex
Litoral Tabasco quarters
platform HA-LT-01.

Engineering work will commence
immediately at Subsea 7’s Houston
office. Installation will take place
during late 2010 using Subsea 7’s
pipelay and construction vessel, the
Skandi Neptune.
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The Skandi Santos is first of three new well intervention vessels in
Aker Solutions’ portfolio. Delivered last year, it is currently working
for Petrobras on a five year contract with a five year option. It is
designed for the cost-effective installation and removal of subsea
christmas trees.
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The West Orion

Dockwise has announced seven
near-term contract wins for the
transportation of four jackup rigs, jack-up construction
vessels, supply boats and a
floating crane barge. These
will be transported to Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, Egypt, Shar

41
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Norne is also linked to the gas
infrastructure on the continent by
means of the pipeline systems
Norne gas export and Åsgard
transport via Kårstø in Rogaland.

After loading and transporting the
spud cans from Dubai to Arendal,
they were safely discharged one
by one in single lifts, with the crew
carefully ballasting both the ship
and the spud cans. The Port of
Arendal is half open to sea.

40

Are you stuck with mature fields producing up to 98% water, because workovers are just too expensive? Now FMC Technologies
has the tool – thoroughly field-tested in the North Sea – to boost production using less expensive, monohull vessels. It’s called
riserless light well intervention (RLWI), and it can increase oil recovery by up to 46% – at half the usual cost. Discover the full
potential of our intervention technologies at    

CNOOC fields

By using this system, Aker Solutions says that it releases the rig to
leave its well 10 days earlier to start on its next job.

The partners in Block 15/06 will
continue during 2010 the exploration
drilling with the target to secure
the resources that will support the
sanctioning of the second production
hub in the north-east area of the
block.

To handle the 700t spud cans,
each with a diameter of 21m and
a height of 8m, Jumbo used a
project-specific shackle. Jumbo’s
standard onboard lifting gear
includes 500t shackles. The new
shackle, weighing 1.5 t, can carry
loads up to 1000t.

Once overboarded, they were
handed over to two tugboats and
towed to a nearby construction
site. After final adaptations by
Master Marine, the add-on spud
cans will be put on the seabed in
approximately 25m water depth off
the Norwegian shore. Here they will
be used as a foundation for a jackup platform.
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Tupi

Jumbo Shipping’s latest heavy lift
vessel, the Jumbo Jubilee, has
completed the loading, transport
and discharge of four 700t spud
cans from Dubai to Arendal
(Norway). The spud cans were
discharged into the water and
handed over to two tugboats, which
brought them to the quay for further
handling by Master Marine.

Although there is barely any swell,
there is a current, which can get as
strong as 2kts. To keep the cans
in control, mooring winches were
installed at the side of the Jumbo
Jubilee. With these winches, the
cans were kept in the correct
position during overboarding and
after discharge in the water.





Location of the Fossekall prospect

company will consider developing the
discovery through a tie-in to Norne,
where the storage and production
ship Norne receives production from
seabed templates.

Angolan Finds
Eni has made two new oil
discoveries in Block 15/06,
Nzanza-1 and Cinguvu-1, offshore
Angola. Both wells, located around
350km north-west of Luanda in
1400m of water depth, successfully
reached the objectives in the Lower
Miocene targets where oil pay sands
with good reservoir characteristics
were encountered.

Multiphase Metering

“Because the capacities of the scale
and hydrate inhibitor systems are
limited, it is important that water
production rates are accurately

Installation
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The well has performed in-line with
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Projects

Peregrino

MULTIPHASE

“Monitoring makes it possible to detect
water breakthrough or avoid hydrate
formation, and it is used to minimise
environmental issues by contributing
to reducing and optimising the use of
chemicals and inhibitors.”

37
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It forms an important part
of New Zealand’s energy
infrastructure, with a critical
role in securing the country’s
gas supply needs for the
next 15 to 20 years.

This marks the completion of the
first phase of development of
the Don fields, and operational
focus will now shift to phase two
anticipated to commence during
the second quarter of this year.

At its centre is a tower system with a 125t lifting capacity. There is
also an elaborate skid system to manage the movement of the heavy
subsea equipment.

Metering
FMC Technologies’ subsidiary,
Multi Phase Meter (MPM), has
been awarded a ‘Spotlight on New
Technology’ prize at the Offshore
Technology Conference (OTC) for its
self-configuring multiphase meter. The
meter has been rated at 15 000 psi and
temperatures of up to 480°F (250°C).
It has been designed for use at water
depths of 3500m (11 500ft).
“Being able to precisely measure the
amounts of hydrocarbon is useful
for a number of reasons,” said Bjorn
Saettenes, director, subsea systems
at MPM. “It is necessary to allocate
field production (and revenue) to the
different partners. Measurements
are also important to monitor and
thereby maximise well production and
reservoir recovery.

The Argus AZ-15J provides an
easier installation experience
for operators, which takes less
manpower and leads to safer, more
cost-effective production applications
than with conventional mudline
suspension systems using wellheads
adapted for horizontal or vertical tree
completions.
The well is drilled with conventional
casing program to total depth, gravel
packed and the tubing hanger is set
and tested in the wellhead prior to
breaking back all tie back strings.
After the tie-backs are retrieved, the
subsea tree is run landed, tested
and left with the appropriate barriers
in place before the tieback is made
to the host facility.

expectations reaching initial flow
rates equivalent to over 15 000
b/d oil. Water injection into Area 5
in the north of Don Southwest has
also commenced.

Completion of the Thistle export route
has also allowed the Don Southwest to
start production from the recently sidetracked Area 22.

Operations are assisted by a fibre rope deployment system and
three remotely operated vehicles.
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Installation

Underwater Equipment

3. DHXT-GP – a gas lift production
tree system offering further
functionality. Additions to the
standard system include a gas lift
choke, dual-bore flow-line connector
and sensors.
This design builds on the S-Series’
In addition, the new DHXT
SVXT tree for harsh shallow-waters
that was launched last year. It delivers and subsea system can be
monitored remotely from GE’s new
improved functionality and flexibility
SmartCenter (Subsea Monitoring
by incorporating common project
requirements to meet a wide range of and Remote Technology Center)
a state of the art remote-access
customer standards.
data hub connected to subsea field
control and instrumentation facilities
The new VetcoGray DHXT has three
around the world.
primary configurations:

Installation
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Underwater Equipment

The new
VetcoGray DHXT
deepwater horizontal tree

The rig Ocean Quest, which drilled the OGX-6
well, and the Ocean Star, which drilled the OGX-8
well, have been moved to the shallow water of
the Santos Basin where they are engaged in the
drilling of the Natal and the Niteroi prospects.

Petrobras’ Mono-Column Floater, Production,
Storage and Offloading Unit (MPSO)

Deep Water Tree

The D-Series package includes
the integral VetcoGray ModPod,
a subsea control module that is
powered by SemStar5, representing
a new generation of ultra-reliable,
open architecture subsea control and
instrumentation systems.

The volume of associated and free
gas is estimated at 1–3 billion m3
gas. Last year Statoil discovered
oil on the Dompap prospect, which
also lies north of the Norne field.

Based on the final well information combined with
the 3D seismic data interpretation, OGX estimates
recoverable oil volume of between 1.4 and 2.6
billion barrels for the accumulation composed of
the Pipeline and Etna prospects (OGX-2A and
OGX-6). For the potential structure composed by
Waimea and Fuji prospects (OGX-3 and OGX-8),
the company estimates recoverable oil volume of
between 600 and 1100million barrels of oil.

Underwater

The DHXT is
designed to operate in
water depths up to
10 000ft and at
pressures up to
15 000psi.
The streamlined design
reduces standard industry
horizontal tree footprint
by 12% (to 4.5m by 4.4m)
and weight by 10% (to
43.7t), delivering significant
installation, maintenance
and cost benefits for
operators.

Statoil has found oil and gas in the
Fossekall prospect just north of
Norne, in the Norwegian Sea. The
proven recoverable resources are
provisionally estimated at 37–63
million barrels of oil.

Water depth in the area is 111m. The well was drilled by semi
submersible drilling rig Songa Delta.

Well OGX-8, Fuji prospect, was drilled up to 4110m
and also encountered evidence of hydrocarbons in
the carbonate reservoirs in the Albian and Aptian
sections.

Equipment
Expanding its advanced technology
portfolio for the deepwater drilling
and production sector, GE Oil and
Gas has officially launched the
new VetcoGray DHXT deepwater
horizontal tree and integral control
system.

Fossekall

Det norske discovered a 57m hydrocarbon column when
drilling an appraisal well 16/1-11 to delineate the Draupne
oil and gas discovery. It was identified in the same reservoir
interval as found in discovery well 16/1-9. The 16/1-9 well was
drilled in the spring 2008. The appraisal well also found non
movable oil in the deeper formations of Trassic age.

OGX has concluded the drilling of wells OGX-6
and OGX-8 on the BM-C-41 block, in the shallow
waters of the southern part of the Campos Basin.
The OGX-6 well, Etna prospect, was drilled
to a depth of 3604m resulting in evidence of
hydrocarbons in the carbonate reservoirs in the
Albian and Aptian sections.
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Don Phase One Completed
Valiant Petroleum has announce that
Don Southwest and West Don in the UK
North Sea have come onstream via the
permanent pipeline export route to the
nearby Thistle platform.

The Kupe field was
discovered in 1986, when
gas field was discovered off
the South Taranaki coast.

Drilling

With water depths pushing the
10 000ft mark in some field
developments, industry has

Draupne

Rockhopper Exploration has discovered oil with its
well 14/10-2 on the Sea Lion prospect. Initial
data collected indicate that this well is an oil
discovery, which would be the first in the North
Falkland Basin.

Deep Blue

Petrobras and Japan Oil, Gas
and Metals National Corporation
(JOGMEC) have been jointly working
toward the practical application of
the MPSO concept together with
partners National Maritime Research
Institute (NMRI) and IHI Group in
Japan. The unit calls for storage
capacity of 800 000 barrels.

Location of Annamaria B

Kupe

The Kupe field

.....
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Rockhopper now intends to collect additional
logging information prior to making a decision
whether to plug and abandon the well, or to
suspend the well for future testing. It is
also considering whether to drill an appraisal well
on Sea Lion later during the current drilling
campaign. It remains the intention of the Company
to drill the Ernest prospect in the fourth slot of the
overall Falklands drilling programme.

The MPSO was assessed by ABS
for its hull strength by evaluating
load components, conducting
fatigue assessments and reviewing
the Global Motions and Stability
reports. ABS also conducted a
Hazards Identification Study (HAZID)
to identify possible safety issues
associated with the offloading
system. Feijo says the intent is for
offloading to be carried out using
dynamic positioning (DP) class 2
shuttle tankers. ABS provided its
approval of the DP system on the
shuttle tanker design as well.
Since the unit is slated for Gulf of
Mexico operations, ABS has provided
regulatory compliance assistance to
Petrobras. “Our extensive experience
in the Gulf of Mexico and our ability
to work closely with the US Coast
Guard as well as the Minerals
Management Service has been a
valuable contribution to the project,”
says Feijo.

For example, the MPSO has some
characteristics of a Spar but a
much shallower draft. The design
is such that it minimises heave and
pitch making it more suitable for
the application of steel catenary
risers (SCRs).

The twin Annamaria A platform in
the field, is already operational
and run by InAgip (a joint
venture between INA and Eni).
The platforms were built by a
consortium consisting of Rosetti
Marino, Saipem Energy Services
and Intermare Sarda in the Italian
yards; Marina di Ravenna and
Arbatax, and the Rijeka yard in
Croatia.

In March 2010, the Prime
Minister of New Zealand,
the Hon. John Key, officially
opened the Kupe gas
project.

Also included is the fabrication and
installation of subsea structures and
jumpers, and pre-commissioning.
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“A round FPSO design was
unheard of ten years ago,”
commented Luiz Feijo, ABS Project
Manager for the MPSO. “Today we
are not surprised by the designs
being put forward for classification
review. If we are not able to review
a design to prescriptive rules then
we take a risk-based approach for
determining criteria,” he added.

treatment plant, roughly 70km
away, to be fed into the national
distribution network.The confirmed
reserves of gas produced at the
field, plus estimated reserves,
total approximately 10 billion m3
(equivalent to about 64 million
barrels of oil).

CNOOC’s WeiZhou11-1 east (WZ11-1E)
in the Western South China Sea and
BoZhong (BZ) 3-2 in the Bohai Bay have
recently commenced production.

A big-fin squid found by the ROV





Rockhopper ran a suite of wireline logs which
indicated that the well encountered a 150m gross
interval of sand and shales. The data show that the
well has 53m of net pay distributed in multiple pay
zones, the thickest of which has a net pay of
25m. These pay zones have an average porosity
of 19%.

The MPSO was designed to
be permanently moored to the
seabed, remaining on station for
its operational life. This presents a
major advantage over the traditional
ship-shaped FPSO which would
require a disconnectable turret due to
the environmental characteristics of
the Gulf of Mexico.

The MPSO concept is a non shipshaped floating production storage
and offloading facility (FPSO)
that breaks with the tradition of
converting existing tankers into
FPSOs. The MPSO is a short
cylindrical mono-column floater
being considered for sites offshore
Brazil as well as the Gulf of Mexico.

A year ago, Bluewater awarded
Technip, the subsea contract covering
engineering for the welding and
installation of two steel catenary risers
and two oil and gas export flowlines,
measuring 31km (1miles) and 52km
(32 miles) long.

Offshore Projects

voiced some concern with the
possibility of riser fatigue caused by
the motions of the FPSO assigned
to the field. Feijo says this new
Petrobras hull design is intended
to reduce heave thus lessening the
fatigue on the SCRs.

ABS provided an early conceptual
stage review of the design and
issued its “approval in principle” or
AIP in 2005.

The gas is transported via an
underwater pipeline to the Fano

The ATP Titan has an expected life
of 40 years and is anticipated to be
redeployed multiple times during its life
span in water depths of 1500–500ft
(457–26m).
The floating deepwater drilling and
production facility was built at Gulf
Marine Fabricator’s dock near Aransas
Pass, Texas.
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ABS Approves Petrobras MPSO Design
The approval is significant as it
consolidates the MPSO design
concept as one viable option for
the next phase of the Cascade
Chinook field in the GOM. The
MPSO is a short cylindrical monocolumn floater that is also being
considered for sites offshore Brazil.

Eni has started the production from
its Annamaria B field in the A.C11.
AG concession. Annamaria extends
between Italy and Croatia, 60km
from the coast and at a depth of
about 60m. It is the first cross-border
field to be put into production in the
Adriatic, and the unitisation and
joint development agreement was
approved by the Croatian and Italian
governments in July 2009.

© 2010 FMC Technologies. All rights reserved.
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Class society ABS has provided
its basic design approval for
Petrobras’ Mono-Column floating
production, storage and offloading
(MPSO) unit intended for ultra
deepwater operation in the Gulf of
Mexico (GOM).

Annamaria B

Production is approximately
800 000m3 per day, but will reach
about 1.2 million m3 per day
(equivalent to 7500 barrels of oil)
when on plateau.

In November last year, the ATP Titan
was installed on Mirage (Mississippi
Canyon 41), in a water depth of 300ft
(115m) to commence phase 1 which
will include the development of Morgus.
After full production, it will move on the
second phase and be redeployed to
Atwater Valley Block 63.

At the Great White discovery, an ROV also
encountered a Greenland sleeper shark 200m
(8530ft) below the sea. This species was previously
thought to live at ocean depths less than about 2000m
(52ft).

By using a single well slot for
accessing the wells beneath the
host, the size and cost of the host
can be reduced without limiting well
count flexibility, which is important
given the increasing subsurface
challenges in a maturing
deepwater environment.

Left: Water depth
records. Right; The
spar that will be used
to develop the field
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The ATP Titan has been designed with
a capacity for 25 000b/d of oil and
50 million ft3/d of gas, and has deck
space for third party growth and
additional drilling opportunities. It will
serve as a production hub for three
fields – Telemark, Mirage and Morgus,
located in the Central Gulf of Mexico.

The wet-tree DVA system will use
a single high-pressure drilling and
completion riser suspended from
the host to access 22 subsea
trees directly below the host. The
configuration will allow the use of a
surface blow-out preventer (BOP)
for the drilling, completion and later
sidetracking of wells.

Deepwater production records

Telemark
ATP Oil and Gas has announced first
oil production from the Telemark hub
in approximately 4000ft of water. This
development centres around the deepdraught drilling and production platform,
the ATP Titan.

Dr Michael Vecchione, the laboratory director of the
National Marine Fisheries Service, identified the bigfin squid as belonging to the magnapinnidae species.

Another feature of Perdido is that
it will be the first application of
wet-tree direct vertical access
(DVA) wells. DVA configuration
allows a larger number of subsea
completions to be accessed by
the facility’s rig drilling, resulting
in significant savings in the drilling
and completions programs for
these wells.
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Cameras mounted of the remotely operated vehicle
(ROV) flying 2km (1.2 miles) beneath the surface,
recorded a variety of rare underwater animals.
Left: Subsea
facilities on
Perdido

It originally supplied 1 trees,
two 10-slot manifolds, casisson
separator assemblies and 30
slimbore subsea wellheads, as well
as valves and hubs for 14 pipeline
end terminations

Offshore Projects

Deep Sea Animals

rated at 10 000 psi. FMC will also
manufacture and provide subsea and
topside controls, manifold and tie-in
equipment, and other systems and
services. Deliveries will commence in
the third quarter of 2010.

“Perdido has low-energy
reservoirs, with low temperatures
and pressure, so we have to
separate liquids and gas at the
seafloor and then pump it to the
surface. Without developing the
technology to do this, we simply
couldn’t reliably produce the fields,”
said project manager Dale Snyder.

Construction of the Perdido host spar
began in late 2006. Topsides were
mated with the spar in a single lift in
early 2009.

Development

Perdido’s drilling/production
spar hub has shattered the
current spar water depth record
by over 2200ft. The floating
structure will weigh 0000t
and it can gather, process and
export production within a 30mile radius.

“It presented technical challenges
unlike any we’ve ever seen in
the Gulf of Mexico. Shell’s team
used its expertise to open this
new frontier and confront complex
reservoir characteristics, extreme
marine conditions and record
water depth pressures. ”

FMC Technologies will supply
subsea and topside systems for
the Perdido Stage II regional
development project in the Gulf of
Mexico. Terms of the transaction
were not disclosed.

Drilling

“Perdido is an impressive project
in a strong Gulf of Mexico portfolio
that continues to grow,” said
Marvin Odum, Upstream Americas
Director, Shell Energy Resources
Company.

Subsea Equipment

Drilling

Last year, Shell set a then
world water depth drilling
record on Silvertip. The well
was drilled in 282m (936ft)
of water. The plans envisage a
total of 3 wells.

The development is centred
around the world’s deepest
offshore drilling and production
facility.

In addition, the initial reservoir
pressure is lower than typically
encountered. This will therefore
be the first application of full host
scale subsea separating and
boosting, which enables improved
recovery by removing about
2000psi of back pressure from the
wells.

The Great White field represents
about 80% of Perdido’s total
estimated production

.....
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Perdido has a Paleogene reservoir
which is typically older and buried
deeper than most reservoirs
previously developed in the Gulf
of Mexico. Consequently, this type
tends to have more challenging
porosity and permeability
characteristics.

Offshore Projects

The Perdido development
consists of the Great
White, Silvertip and Tobago
developments. Tobago sits in
more than 2900m (9600ft) of
water and surpasses the world
depth record for a completed
subsea well.

Offshore Projects

Offshore Projects

Perdido Onstream

Shell has produced first oil and
natural gas from its Perdido
development. Located in the
Alaminos Canyon, an isolated,
ultra-deep sector of the Gulf of
Mexico (GoM), the facility sits in
approximately 20m (8000ft) of
water. Shell operates the fields on
behalf of Chevron and BP.

Offshore Projects
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Conte

The Galapagos area and Nakika
Phase 3 projects are subsea tie-backs
scheduled to come on stream in 2011
and produce into the Nakika platform.
The projects are located in Mississippi
Canyon approximately 130 nautical
miles southeast of New Orleans, LA in
water depths up to 6300ft.

UT3 May 2010

The platform will be installed
in late 2010 or early 2011
in the Litoral Tabasco
field, located in the Bay of
Campeche (offshore Mexico)
in approximately 26m of water.
This will provide
accommodation for 201 people
including meals, recreation,
training, fitness, administrative
services, first aid and basic

42

Noble Drilling
medical services for personnel working
on the adjacent facilities.
The company has also awarded
Saipem the transportation and
installation of Pemex’s power
generation platform PG-ZAAP-C. The
platform is scheduled to be installed in
2011 in the Zaap field, also in the Bay
of Campeche, in approximately 80m
of water.
The scope of work for both awards
comprises transportation and
installation of the jackets, fully
integrated single-piece topsides
weighing approximately 4500t for
each platform and one bridge per
platform connecting to existing
facilities, including the engineering,
procurement and project management.

InterMoor has been awarded a
preset mooring project for Noble
Energy offshore Equatorial Guinea.
The company will be providing the
design, engineering, procurement
and installation services for preset
moorings in the Aseng field. Five
mooring legs will be installed at a
water depth of approximately 1050m
(3445ft).
The Pride South Pacific and the
Atwood Hunter are the rigs Noble
Energy will be using for this project,
and the Maersk Terrier will be the
installation vessel.
Personnel will also be provided by
InterMoor for the drilling program
that will last approximately 14 to 16
months.
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Huntington

Jubilee
Ghana’s first FPSO, the vessel, the
Kwame Nkrumah MV21, has been
successfully converted by Sembcorp
Marine’s subsidiary Jurong Shipyard
for MODEC. Set to be an integral
part of the Jubilee Phase 1. The
FPSO is scheduled to deliver first oil
in the fourth quarter of 2010.

Kitan gets green light

Statoil has laid plans to develop the
North West flank of its Njord field
in the Norwegian Sea, in a project
that has been put at NOK 1.8 billion.
This development will increase
Njord’s total recoverable reserves,
secure continued gas exports and
extend the field’s lifetime by up to
two years.
The flank lies about 6km northwest of the Njord platform. The
development solution comprises
two new extended-reach wells.
Drilled directly from the platform
with 8km of well paths, the wells will
be tied back to the platform.
The pressure in the flank is slightly
higher than in the main reservoir.
This will necessitate modifications
to the platform. These modifications
will mainly be carried out under
the terms of the existing frame
agreements. Plans call for major
contracts to be put to tender later
this year. The future contracts will

Rigs
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cover engineering, procurement and
construction of equipment, including
risers and elements for the process,
and a drilling unit.

Altogether, NOK 1.15 billion has
been invested in equipment for gas
export, while NOK 450 million has
been invested in new production
wells. The field produces around
20 000b/d, while gas exports is
average six million m3/d

“This is an example of how we
can use existing infrastructure in
a prospective area to maximise
the potential of the Norwegian
continental shelf,” says Ståle
Tungesvik, Statoil’s senior vice
president for reserve replacement
and business development.
The main Njord field is being
developed with a floating steel
platform, Njord A, which has an
integrated deck with drilling and
processing facilities, as well as living
quarters.

The oil from Njord is transported
by pipeline from the platform to
the storage vessel Njord Bravo,
anchored next to the platform. The
vessel has an oil storage capacity
of 110 000m3, and is anchored to a
tower buoy, which in turn is fastened
to the sea floor by an eight-point
anchoring system. The oil is then
transferred from Njord Bravo to an
oil tanker, for transportation to the
market.

During the first phase of the field’s
lifetime, the oil has been recovered
using 11 production wells, while four
injection wells sent the gas back
down into the reservoir, to provide
pressure support.

Gas from the Njord field is exported
through a 40km pipeline tied back
to the Åsgard Transport pipeline
which ties into the Kårstø gas
processing plant and the trunklines
onward to the European gas market.

Eni has started the development of
the Kitan oil field in the permit 06-105
of the joint petroleum development
area (JPDA) between Timor-Leste
and Australia, approximately 250km
south of the Timor-Leste capital
of Dili and 500km north of Darwin,
Australia.

The Glas Dowr

Eni is the operator (40%) in the
permit with INPEX Timor (35%) and
Talisman Resources (25%) as joint
venture partners.
The Kitan field will be developed
through three sub sea completion
wells connected to the floating

production storage and
offloading (FPSO) vessel Glas
Dowr, operated by Bluewater.
First production is expected to
commence in the second half of
2011 which would see oil being
delivered to market just over three
years from commercial declaration.

BG Norge has submitted the
development plan for the Pi
field to the Norwegian ministry
of Petroleum and Energy. If
successful, this will be BG’s first
operated development in the
Norwegian sector of the North Sea.
First production from the Pi field is
expected in late 2011.
Pi is an oil and gas development
located adjacent to the NorwayUnited Kingdom international
border, some 225 km from the
Norwegian mainland and 12 km
south of the Varg field (PL038).
The plans will see the field tied
back, across the North Sea median
line to its Armada platform complex
in the UK sector, the fourth subsea
tieback to these facilities.
Pi consists of two structures,
north and south. The latter was
discovered by a previous operator

in block 6/3, while BG discovered Pi
North in 2008 with exploration well
15/12-19. The two combined present
a commercial proposition, with
estimated reserves of 28 million boe.
A subsea well is to be drilled on
each of the two Pi structures.
These will tieback separately to a
100t manifold within the Armada
500m (1640ft) exclusion zone. The
pipelines will be 8–12in pipe-in-pipe
systems. The inner pipe will consist
of 22Cr or 13Cr steel, the outer
pipe a combination of 22Cr steel,
plastics, and/or carbon steel.
The pipelines will have to skirt the
exclusion zone of the North-West
Seymour subsea well, another
Armada satellite. The length of the
tieback from Pi South will be 5.6 or
7.2km while for Pi North it will be
8.2km whichever route is selected.
BG has designed the field layout with

“The Bosphorus Strait is well recognised
as being a hazardous area for navigation.
Despite the bridges and other obstacles,
which actually interrupted other satellite-based
reference systems onboard, we were able
to reference our position continuously, with
the DPS 4D. The availability of position data
helped to improve safety and efficiency of
operations, and will enhance future navigation
and manoeuvring operations for Leiv
Eiriksson,” said Stein Egil Svendsen, Marine
Manager at Ocean Rig.
Kongsberg’s DPS 4D uses all available
satellite navigation signals by combining
GPS/GLONASS and MRU 5+ into a single
system. The MRU 5+ measurements
effectively bridge gaps in the satellite signal
caused by physical obstructions, ionospheric
activity and shadowing from nearby objects
which may reduce signal availability. Receiver
autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM)
enhanced by data from MRU 5+ also provides
an assessment of the reliability of position
and velocity data under challenging GNSS
conditions. DPS 4D is also designed to utilise
all frequencies in systems available today
as well as future GNSS signals and future
global satellite navigation systems such as
GALILEO.

UT May 2010

Ocean Rig’s semi-submersible drilling rig Leiv Eiriksson
successfully navigatin the Bosphorus Strait
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The DPS 4D has an intuitive and easy to use
human machine interface (HMI) developed
in close co-operation with end-users. The
primary goal of the HMI is to enable the
operator to instantly identify and react safely
to critical situations. Operators need to
assess the quality of their position quickly and
effectively so user-defined visual presentation
using multiple layers of information is
available.

East Timor
West Timor

Troubadour

Northern
Territories
Location of Sunrise/Troubador (Greater Sunrise)
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Equipment
Laggan Towmore

Marulk

FMC has signed an agreement with Total for the
manufacture and supply of subsea production equipment
to support the Laggan-Tormore field. The award has a
value of approximately $210 million in revenue to FMC
Technologies.

FMC has signed an agreement
with Statoil for the manufacture
and supply of subsea production
equipment to support the Marulk
field. The award, a call-off from
FMC’s existing frame agreement
with Statoil, has a value of
approximately $62 million in
revenue to FMC Technologies.

Laggan-Tormore is an offshore gas field located in water
depths of approximately 1950ft (600m) west of the
Shetland Islands in the North Sea.

The Marulk gas and condensate
field is located in the Norwegian
Sea, approximately 30km (18
miles) south-west of the Norne
field at a water depth of 365m
(1200ft). ENI operates the field,
but Statoil is responsible for the
concept choice, pre-engineering,
construction and installation of

FMC’s scope of supply includes the manufacture of nine
subsea trees, eight wellheads and two six-slot manifolds.

Deliveries are scheduled to commence in the
first quarter of 2011.

the subsea production system
for Marulk.
The initial development will
consist of two wells tied back to
the Norne floating production,
storage and offloading (FPSO)
vessel, using idle capacity.
FMC’s scope of supply includes
the manufacture of 2 subsea
trees, 1 manifold, 1 template,
subsea control modules and
associated topside controls and
connection equipment.
The systems will be
manufactured and assembled
at FMC’s operations in Norway
and Scotland.

GE Oil & Gas
Drilling & Production

Our VetcoGray DHXT is a next generation deepwater
tree engineered for up to 15,000 psi and 10,000 ft. It’s also
smaller and lighter, with final deployment configuration
weighing less than 100,000 lbs. This highly flexible
deepwater system delivers value, efficiency and reliability
as standard.

You call it next
generation
performance

Visit us and see the next generation tree at OTC – Booth 1641,
May 3–6, Houston, Texas
geoilandgas.com\drillingandproduction

We call it
Innovation Now

GE imagination at work

The Marulk gas and condensate field
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Granherne on Arne Laggan-Tormore

Kebabangan

West Seahorse, Australia

KBR’s consulting subsidiary,
Granherne, has been selected
to take part in the front end
engineering design contract for
the Greenfield sections of Hess
Denmark ApS’ South Arne Phase 3
development in the North Sea.
Granherne was selected for the
study via a competitive bidding
process. The project will use the
combined expertise of Granherne
and KBR and has assembled an
experienced team to manage the
fast track schedule.

Aker Solutions has been selected by
Kebabangan Petroleum Operating
Company (KPOC) as its contractor
for the detailed engineering of the
Kebabangan (KBB) Northern Hub
development project located in the
South China Sea, 130km offshore
Sabah in East Malaysia.

3D Oil Limited has begun front end engineering
and design for the West Seahorse oil field
development in Bass Strait. It is on track to
reach a final investment decision in the second
half of 2010.

“This project will further consolidate
our excellent relationship with
Hess which has built up over
several smaller studies,” said
Richard D’Souza, Vice President,
Granherne. “The project has a very
tight schedule and we look forward
to working with Hess to meet that
challenge.”

Bredero Shaw received a contract
with a value in excess of $90 million
from Corus UK Limited to provide
pipeline coatings for Total’s LagganTormore project.
Laggan-Tormore lies 125 km
northwest of the Shetland Islands in
water depths of up to 600m.
The work will be executed at the
Bredero Shaw pipe coating facility
in Leith, Scotland. This contract
involves coating approximately 298
km of 18in dia and 241km of 30in
pipe that will be protected with threelayer polypropylene anticorrosion
coating, internal flow efficiency
coating and concrete weight coating.
Coating will commence during Q4
2010.

Under the NOK 170 million.
four-year contract, Aker Solutions
will provide detailed design and
engineering support through to the
start up phase of project.
The KBB facility comprises single
integrated drilling, oil and gas
production, utilities and quarters
(PDUQ) topsides mounted on a
fixed 8-leg jacket in 142m of water.
The gas and oil will be evacuated
via 135 km export lines to shore.
The Shell-operated Malikai deep
water field will be tied in via
separate partially-stabilised liquid
and dry gas lines shortly after first
gas from KBB.

The scope of the project comprises
two new well head platforms, one of
which is bridge linked to the existing
South Arne facility. The other is
located 2.5 km NNW of the existing
platform. The two platforms are
linked by subsea pipelines and an
umbilical.

Pipecoating at Leith

Fluor Umm Lulu

Belinda

Jordbaer

Fluor’s Offshore Solutions unit
has been awarded a front-end
engineering and design (FEED)
contract by ADMA-OPCO, for
offshore facilities at the Umm Lulu
field 30km northwest of Abu Dhabi.

Mustang has been selected by
Noble Energy to perform the
FEED study for the Belinda
project in Block “O”, which
is located in approximately
243ft (74m) of water offshore
Equatorial Guinea.

FMC has signed a multi-year
frame agreement with BG Norge,
a subsidiary of BG Group, to
provide subsea systems for
offshore projects.

The Umm Lulu phase II
development includes six wellhead
towers, production facilities, living
quarters, infield subsea pipelines
and the export pipeline to Zirku
Island. The project will tie into
ADMA-OPCO’s SARB project (for
which Fluor is currently performing
the FEED) for further processing at
the Zirku Island facilities.

Darwin

FMC will also provide 12 multiphase meters, 10 subsea
control modules and associated control systems. The
equipment will be manufactured and assembled at FMC’s
facilities in Dunfermline, Scotland and Kongsberg, Norway
and at FMC’s Multi Phase Meters (MPM) operation in
Stavanger, Norway.

O F F S H O R E
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West Seahorse was originally discovered in
1981 by the Hudbay-Beach Energy group, but
was deemed to small to be commercial at the
oil prices of the day. The field lies 2km west
of ExxonMobil and BHP Billiton’s producing
Seahorse field, which was discovered in 1978.
The commencement of the FEED has resulted
in the re-assessment of the option of a subsea
well tied to shore with a production pipeline.
Once onshore, the production will be sent either
to a new crude oil stabilisation plant or linked to
existing third-party facilities.
3D Oil believes this development option offers
the lowest capital and operating costs while also
maximsing the ultimate recovery from the field.

Victoria

The topsides weight is estimated to
be 17 000t and is designed to be
installed by the floatover method.
The jacket weight is estimated to be
14 000t and will be launch-installed.
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The scope of the FEED includes
the design of both the jacket and
topsides of the facility, which will
process gas condensate. The
Belinda project is being designed
as a gas cycling project designed
to strip condensate from the field
and re-inject the gas for future
sales.

The five-year contract includes
provisions for two additional fiveyear extensions.
The agreement also includes
an immediate call-off to perform
a detailed engineering study
related to equipment and
services to support the Jordbaer
field, located in the Norwegian
North Sea

.....

Development
Helix Producer 1
The Helix Producer I is a ship-shaped vessel that produces
hydrocarbons. Unlike a conventional FPSO or a platform, however, it
is dynamically positioned. It uses a disconnectable buoy to bring oil
and gas onboard, process the stream and then send it to shore via
export line. No product is stored onboard.

"
"
"
"

The advantage of using dynamic positioning is that in the event of
a hurricane or other weather event, the Helix producer I can shut
the stream off, drop a marker buoy into the water and sail away with
crew aboard, instead of evacuating the facility and leaving it to face
the brunt of a storm. This results in less risk to the vessel and crew
and faster return to production.
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The vessel has recently just finished sea trials in the Gulf of Mexico,
and is about to commence her inaugural production job on the
Phoenix field.
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P57
Snapper
Marlin
Halibut

3D Oil has 100% of the project although company, however, is
actively looking for a farm-in partner for help with exploration
of its Felix prospect further east in the same permit. Felix is
believed to hold as much as 100 million bbl of oil.

Bream
Kingfish

Location of the West Seahorse field

Development costs are currently estimated at
under $80 million including contingency and
well reentry. The West Seahorse field, owned
100% by 3D Oil, has reserves of 5.3 MMbbl
with an additional 3.4 MMbbl of contingent
resource.
The FEED contract’s first stage will be
undertaken by WorleyParsons, which will review
the pipeline-to-shore options that include a
flexible steel pipeline that can be installed by
workboat without the need for a pipelay-barge.

The West Seahorse reservoir
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The second stage will comprise full FEED of the finalised
concept and further development of the engineering, while
the third stage will be an extended FEED process to further
develop the project to a bankable feasibility concept.

Barracuda

Sunrise

JPDA

16
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Ocean Rig said that DPS 4D provided
continuous, accurate position data during the
transit of the Bosphorus Strait, demonstrating
integrity and availability of position data at all
times.

The Sevan Voyageur was built at Yantai Raffels (hull) and Keppel
Verolme (topsides, integration). It has an overall length of 66m and a
55 000t displacment at 18m draught. It has a 3200m2 deck area and
10 riser slots. It can produce 30 000 bbl/day and store 270 000 bbls/
43 000m3

FPSO Kwame Nkrumah MV21

The Sunrise JV participants include Woodside
(Operator) which has a 33.4% interest, ConocoPhillips
(30%), Shell (26.6%) and Osaka Gas (10%).

“Following an extensive and rigorous commercial
and technical evaluation of the various development
options available to the Sunrise JV including building
onshore processing plants at Darwin and in East
Timor, a floating LNG processing facility best satisfies
the key development requirements outlined by the
IUA,” Voelte said.

Lundin Petroleum has a
40%working interest in PL292 and
BG Norge, the operator, has the
remaining 60% working interest.

The Leiv Eiriksson is one of the first vessels
to apply DPS 4D, which uses the latest
advances in GPS/GLONASS technology,
aided by inertial technology using Kongsberg
Seatex’s new high performance motion
reference unit, MRU 5+, to optimise signal
tracking, integrity and availability for
dynamic positioning (DP) applications under
challenging conditions.

In August 2009, the Sevan Voyageur commenced production on
Premier’s Shelley field in the Central UK North Sea, in 95m water
depth. It is estimated that the most likely time for termination of the
production at Shelley will be at the end of July 2010.

In January, East Timor approached Malaysian state
oil company Petronas to look at developing Greater
Sunrise.

Woodside chief executive officer Don Voelte said that
the international unitisation agreement (IUA) signed
by the governments of East Timor and Australia in
February 2007 required ‘the Sunrise joint venture
(JV) to develop the Greater Sunrise fields to best
commercial advantage consistent with good oilfield
practice’.

Both drilling and subsea
installation are due to start in
spring 2011, with start-up the
following October. Production
could continue until 2021. This
will require the agreement of
the Armada licensees to extend
operations on the platform,
currently expected to end in 2017.

Ocean Rig’s semi-submersible drilling rig
Leiv Eiriksson successfully navigated the
Bosphorus Strait using the sophisticated
new DPS 4D differential positioning system
developed by Kongsberg Maritime’s specialist
position reference and satellite positioning
division, Kongsberg Seatex.

Sevan has signed a letter of intent with E On Ruhrgas, for the for the
charter of the FPSO Sevan Voyageur. This will be used to develop
the Huntington oil field.
The proposed charter party will be for a firm fixed term of five years
with extension options for the Huntington owners. The estimated
contract value would be USD 535 million for the fixed term.

“We expect that the selection of a floating LNG
processing option will, in addition to generating
significant long-term petroleum revenue, provide a
broad range of social investment, employment and
training opportunities for East Timor.”

The Greater Sunrise fields include the Sunrise and
Troubadour discoveries. These are located about
450km north of Darwin. The fields, which have a total
contingent dry gas resource of 5.13 Tcf and 225.9
million barrels of condensate, are partly located
in a Joint Petroleum Development Area (JPDA)
administered by the governments of Timor-Leste and
Australia.

The Pi fluids will access the
platform via a new 30in riser
caisson. On the topsides,
production will be directed to a
separator dedicated to handling
flow from the Maria satellite.

DGPS in Bosphorus
Strait transit

Rigs

3

A day after a floating liquefied natural gas (LNG)
facility was unanimously selected by Woodside as
the preferred processing option for Greater Sunrise
gas, the plans were blocked by East Timor. The
country rejected the plan to develop the field without
developing an onshore plant to liquefy the gas.

a spare third slot in the manifold.
The maifold will be equipped with
subsea multi-phase flowmeters
and a subsea isolation valve.
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The conversion of FPSO Kwame
Nkrumah MV21 from the very
large crude carrier (VLCC) tanker
Ohdoh (ex Tohdoh) encompassed
detailed engineering, installation
and integration of 17 modules,
including a water treatment plant,
crude separation plant, chemical
injection plant, gas process and
injection plant, the turret, electricity
generation plant and a 120-room
accommodation facility.

East Timor blocks Greater Sunrise FLNG

Life of Pi

Underwater Equipment

The Njord platform

Njord by North-west

Designed to operate for 20 years
without dry-docking, the FPSO
Kwame Nkrumah MV21 is equipped
with the biggest turret ever
constructed in the oil industry. It is
capable of processing 120 000b/d oil
and 160 ft3/d of production gas/day.

It as a storage capacity of 1 600 000
barrels of oil and a water injection rate
of 230 000b/d.

Development
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Marathon Droshky
Subsea 7’s has completed its first project involving the new
North American spoolbase at Port Isabel, Texas
Marathon’s Droshky Gulf of Mexico field contract involved
the fabrication and installation of two 8in flowlines totalling
58km (36 miles). Pipeline production took place at the
Port Isabel spoolbase between June and October 2009 and
offshore operations commenced afterwards with the arrival
of the Seven Oceans pipelay vessel, to start spooling the
first of three offshore pipelay campaigns.
Ian Cobban, Vice President – North America for Subsea 7
commented: “Nearly one year on from Port Isabel opening,
I’m pleased that we have proven the spoolbases capabilities
with the successful delivery of the Droshky project. Our
ability to fabricate and install high quality pipelines locally
is an important competitive edge for Subsea 7 and these
are very exciting times for the region as we build upon our
presence here.”
In addition to the Droshky project, Subsea 7 also conducted
the engineering, fabrication and installation of two 580m
(1900ft) 8in risers, four termination pipeline end structures
and two initiation pipeline end manifolds. The scope also
included metrology, fabrication and installation of three rigid
jumpers as well as pre-commissioning of the entire Droshky
pipeline system.

The LB32 Pipelay Vessel Copyright J. Ray McDermott, S.A. 2010. All rights reserved

New Cable Lay Vessel

LB32
J. Ray McDermott has added the
new shallow-water pipelay vessel
LB32 to its worldwide fleet.
The vessel is designed to S-lay
pipe up to 60ins in diameter,
and is equipped with the latest
pipe tensioning equipment with
a capacity of up to 120t. It will
deploy both rigid and buoyant
stingers enabling work in water
depths from 2.5–300m.
The 111m long new-build vessel
has a fully integrated custom-built
pipelay system including J. Ray’s
advanced automatic welding
systems, and has a completely
air conditioned pipe lay work
area.

UT3 May 2010

“The LB-32 is a significant addition to
our marine fleet as a lay barge with
unique shallow-water lay capability.”
said Steve Johnson, President and
Chief Executive Officer of J. Ray.
“This new vessel, outfitted with
updated support and construction
equipment, fits our strategy of fleet
renewal for this traditional area of
offshore field development, and will
enable our crews to work safely in a
climate controlled atmosphere, with
the latest technology, equipment
and systems.”
The lay barge LB32 was completed
by the Kim Heng shipyard in
Singapore and outfitted in the Middle
East before embarking on project
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work in the Arabian Gulf. Thereafter,
LB32 will relocate across the world
as project work requires.
The vessel has a pair of 120 kip
tensioning machines. There is a
240kip abandonment and recovery
hoist and which can hold 2.5in
diameter wire rope. Operations are
assisted by an 170ft Amclyde Model
35000 pedstal crane
with a capacity of 76t. There is also a
Manitowoc 999 crawler crane with a
150-ft boom.
The LB32 spread is outfitted with
assisting tugs, material barges,
survey equipment, diving systems, xray, NDT and hammer equipment as
required on a project-specific basis.

Aker Solution’ marine operations
unit has entered into a long-term
agreement with ABB regarding
installation of power cables and
related services. ABB will charter
one of Aker Solutions’ new vessels
for installation campaigns during
2012 and 2013. Aker Solutions
estimates that this can generate
revenues up to NOK 500 million.
The agreement also includes
options for further campaigns in the
period 2014–2016. In addition to the
vessel, key deliverables will include
project management, engineering
and offshore execution.
The vessel is a state-of-theart installation vessel uniquely

equipped to install long, heavy
power cables and subsea
umbilicals. Already under
construction the vessel will be called
Aker Connector and will be ready
for operations from 2012.
The agreement means higher
predictability with regards to vessel
utilisation and associated operations
such as engineering, installation
planning and execution of the
installation activities.
ABB and Aker Solutions have also
entered into a strategic cooperation
agreement where the two parties
have ambitions to combine their
strengths within power cables (ABB)
and installation services (Aker
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Piracy!
High-risk Cable-Lay Through the Gulf of Aden
In recent years, pirate attacks
around Somalia and the Gulf of
Aden have had a significant impact
on the maritime community, forcing
vessel owners to either re-route their
vessels around South Africa, or take
additional security measures in order
to protect their assets and crews.
This problem confronted a Global
Marine Systems’ (GMS) vessel
which was contracted to work
laying cable in this high threat
environment. Its cable lay ship the
Cable Innovator was to install the
India–Middle East–Western Europe
(IMEWE) submarine telecom
system from Jeddah, down the Red
Sea and into the Gulf of Aden.
Due to spend between 4–6 days in
the Gulf of Aden high risk corridor,
the CS Cable Innovator had the a
number of vulnerabilities to attack.
Firstly, she would undertake cable
laying operations at an extremely
slow speed of 2kts. The Maritime
Security Centre Horn of Africa
(MSCHOA) recommends a speed of

at least 15kts for this area with 2kts in
reserve to discourage pirate attacks.
Secondly, the CS Cable Innovator has
a relatively low freeboard, making her
easier for pirates to board.
Lastly, due to the cable-lay operations
being undertaken, not only was
manoeuvrability reduced, but there
would be no effective piracy watch as
at any time half of the crew would be
actively working whilst the other half
would be at rest. Unsutprisingly, on
announcing the CS Cable Innovator’s
next project, the majority of the crew
had reservations about joining the
operation.
Following an in-house security
assessment of the vessel and
project, GMS contracted Maritime
and Underwater Security Consultants
(MUSC) to undertake a full review
of the ship security plans and
contingency plans.
Two specialist security liaison officers
joined the ship during its cable-loading
in Japan to undertake an anti-piracy

The Droshky field development, with a water depth of 900m
(2950 ft), serves five subsea wells via two 29km (18 miles)
insulated pipelines. The development is a life extension
of the Bullwinkle platform, which has seen decreasing
production in recent years. This is Marathon Oil Company’s
first Gulf of Mexico project in 14 years as well as its first ever
deepwater Gulf of Mexico project.

Solutions) in selected projects.
“This is an agreement with excellent
strategic potential, and I am very
pleased that ABB has chosen us as their
partner,” said Svein Haug, president of
Aker Solutions’ marine operations unit,
Aker Marine Contractors AS.

ship security assessment, a vessel
hardening audit, installation of antiaccess systems, development of
emergency responses, contingency
plans and crew drills.
For the duration of the operations
through the Arabian Sea, MUSC
also provided two onboard officers
with necessary equipment to
provide support to the Master and
bridge team as well as a round the
clock anti-piracy watch – a proven
deterrent to pirates.
Following the vessel hardening
and drill measures GMS confirmed
that “vessel hardening measures
and security drills prepared the
crew thoroughly in emergency
procedures, not only improving their
performance, but also raising their
morale and confidence significantly”.
The Ship Security Officer and the
implementation of the anti-piracy
measures enabled Global Marine
Systems to secure a significant
reduction in its insurance premiums
for the project.
Below and right. Vessel hardening measures

The Port Isabel spoolbase was officially opened in July 2009
and enables Subsea 7 to offer a deepwater rigid pipelay
service to clients in the North America region. Located in
Port Isabel, approximately 11km from Brownsville, Texas,
it is 1.5km in length (including 1.2km stalk rack and 0.3km
fabrication building). The base employs up to 100 people
when working at normal capacity.

“The vessel hire is just one, but
important, part of this deal. However, it
will offer us greater visibility with regards
to vessel planning and utilisation.
We have already as a result of this
agreement started to supply engineering
services to ABB in order to increase
ABB’s capacity within the field of marine
installation, which is a market that we
expect to grow over the coming years,”
said Haug.
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Tritech International has launched the
latest addition to its SeaKing family
of imaging scanning sonar products
– the Hammerhead sonar.

Sonardyne has launched its sixth generation
(6G) product range – a matrix of acoustic positioning, inertial navigation and wireless communication technology, which is aimed at producing high-speed innovative subsea solutions for
a wide range of subsea operations.

At the centre of the 6G range is the multi-mode
Compatt 6 subsea transponder. The engineers who
developed the systems have said that by using the
Wideband 2 ultra-wide bandwidth signals, this has
resulted in significantly higher accuracy than using a
conventional seabed positioning transponder.

With the arrival of 6G comes Sonardyne’s
advanced Wideband 2 signal architecture,
offering significantly improved ranging and
telemetry performance. The result are systems
that are faster, easier to set up and operate,
and more robust even in the most challenging
subsea operating environments.

Programmed to operate autonomously without ROV
or vessel control, acoustic ranges and sensor data
can be acquired at specific intervals and logged internally. This data is then recovered via the continuous
acoustic telemetry capability, another new benefit of
Sonardyne Wideband 2 signal architecture. The
Compatt 6, when used as a pure data modem, can
deliver robust performance even in difficult long shallow channels or in reverberant offshore environments.

These will improve the efficiency of field
development projects, reduce vessel time
and generate cost savings for owners. The
flexibility offered by 6G hardware is applicable to all subsea positioning tasks, simple or
complex.

Mechanically, Compatt 6 is almost identical to successful Compatt 5 providing users with the reassurance of a proven, rugged design. Crucially, similarity
allows existing owners of Compatt 5 transponders to

upgrade to the new digital-only 6G platform
by replacing just the internal hardware components of the transponder.
Another variant of Compatt 6 technology is
Fetch – a small, low-cost wireless instrument
designed to freefall to the seabed and autonomously log sensor data over extended periods.
With 6G, wireless-aided inertial navigation is
also now becomes achievable. For example,
structures can be positioned using Sonardyne’s Lodestar inertial sensor, aided by 6G
acoustic positioning systems. This integration delivers smoothed, high precision, high
update rate positioning with attitude, heave,
surge and sway of the structure as it descends and lands. The Lodestar
GyroCompatt 6 offers this capability in a
single subsea housing complete with internal,
rechargeable battery pack.

Jubilee
Technip has made the leap of faith and agreed
to trial this latest 6G Sonardyne technology. The
equipment is currently being mobilised to the
Jubilee field development offshore Ghana. It
joins Sonardyne fifth generation systems that are
already in the field as part of an extensive subsea
metrology schedule carried-out by UTEC Survey
aboard Technip’s vessel the OSV Olympic Triton.
“The aim of the trial is to prove the performance
gains of 6G equipment over the current
Sonardyne technology,” said Richard Binks,
Sonardyne’s offshore business director.

Compatt 6 subsea
transponder

The trial programme will consist of identically
repeating a fifth generation metrology with a
6G subsea positioning system. The focus will
be on the increased measurement collection
speeds that 6G architecture offers, notably by
simultaneous ranging and more robust ranging/
telemetry. If successful, half of the remaining
Jubilee metrologies will be carried-out with
6G-only equipment.

The standard SeaKing Hammerhead
sonar has two frequencies of
operation: a high chirped 935kHz
frequency to enable high resolution
imagery and a second chirped
frequency, 675kHz to allow for longrange capability. The wide
transducer allows for a very
narrow horizontal beam to be
created on both frequencies, to
increase image resolution.

A Sonardyne Lodestar GyroCompatt is also
being supplied to Technip for evaluation. This is
an integrated Lodestar high accuracy attitude
and heading reference system (AHRS) with a
Sonardyne positioning transponder. The aim is
to integrate this into the metrology programme
and speed-up hub dimensional measurements
further.

The Hammerhead unit can
easily be networked with
existing SeaKing equipment.
Or if using on its own, the unit
will automatically establish
communications with little
input required from the
user.

The Lodestar GyroCompatt in planned inertial
navigation system (INS) mode will speed
up operations by enabling fewer seabed
transponders to be deployed for each
metrology.

Commenting on the
launch, Tritech’s product
line manager for imaging
sonars, Ben Grant, said,
“The Hammerhead sonar is
at the forefront of scanning
sonar technology. The
high operational frequency,
combined with a wide
transducer aperture, makes
this the sonar of choice for
any application requiring

Iain Miller, Technip’s Houston-based survey
operations manager, said that he was
excited by the potential of Sonardyne 6G
systems to reduce the time taken for subsea
positioning tasks. “These time savings can
be almost directly correlated with our vessel
operational costs,” he said.

the highest possible
resolution of imagery.”

Below: Pier structure
captured by SeaKing
Hammerhead at The
Underwater Centre
Fort William, 30m

some serious
drawbacks, notably,
an unavoidable loss
of position beneath
bridges.
Large ships,
buildings,
stacked
containers or
other superstructures
resulted in multipath effects, which also
resulted in positional jumps.
To overcome these problems, the
authority visually inspected the position
data for obvious discontinuities. It
would then edit the data manually,
a laborious and time-consuming
process.

A feature of the package is the ease
of application, allowing its use by
those with limited knowledge of INS.
It also readily integrates with existing
processing workflows and can also be
easily scaled to suit a variety of data
streams. A good way of illustrating
its benefits is to show how it is being
employed by the Hamburg Port
Authority (HPA).

Overview of navigation trajectory

The port authority regularly carries
out multibeam echosounder surveys
of the harbour and approaches
within its city limits in order to control

its dredging operations, an essential
process in ensuring the safety of
navigation within its confines.
The authority traditionally relied on

The Nexus Mk E is designed for use
in applications where there is a need
to perform online communication with
up to 7 underwater sensors and/or
1 live video channel. The system
communicates with power and data on
the same conductors along up to
10 000m of coax cable or 3000m
on twisted pair cable. Each sensor
channel can be individually controlled
through the software
package.

MacArtney has developed a new
electrical multiplexer, the Nexus Mk
E, that handles online communication
using existing copper cables.

There are seismometers,
gravimeters and accelerometers,
high-resolution still-frame and
video cameras with lights, microbe
and plankton samplers and

Conductivity temperature depth gauge

Doppler profiler (600kHz)

From anywhere in the world, ocean
scientists will be able to carry out
deepwater experiments while other
interested parties will be able to just
‘surf the seafloor,’

.....

UNDERWATER

Vehicles

3000m Micro-ROV

The partnership sees the
Predator as the first in a new
generation of ROVs. It is compact
and highly modular, allowing for a
very flexible set of camera and lighting
configurations.
The Predator has a length of 900mm
(35.4in), a width of 620mm (24.4in) and
stands 450mm (17.7in) high.
It weighs around 60kg (110lb) in air
and can carry a payload of around
10kg (22lb).
The ROV has power requirements of
3kW at 400VDC. This is supplied from
the surface via a 12mm–16mm diameter
multi-core tether up to 450m (1475ft)
length. This can be neutrally buoyant in
seawater
The Predator’s propulsion comes from
high efficiency brushless DC motors with
a direct drive system, which includes
an easy-to-change seal cartridge. This
allows the thrusters to drive without the
requirement of oil and makes routine
maintenance very quick and easy.

The Predator ROV

There are four thrusters placed in vector
formation as well as a vertical thruster This
gives the ROV a turning rate of around
120deg/sec and an estimated forward
speed of 3kts.
In order to reduce drag and improve the
ROV performance, most of the electronics
have been designed to fit under the
buoyancy module on the vehicle frame
At the front of the ROV are the cameras
and lights. The Predator can house up
to six state-of-the-art LED lights (1600
Lumens per light), as well as two cameras
that can work simultaneously. The system
also has the option to connect up to four
cameras. This can include colour zoom
cameras, fixed focus colour cameras,
low-light black/white cameras and high
definition colour zoom cameras.

“In recent yeas, the ultra heavy
duty (UHD) ROV system has
been particularly successful,” said
a spokesperson, “however, we
reasoned that a smaller vehicle would
have a number of advantages given
the right application.
“The HD is a response to increasing
demand from international
operators, which will be using many

As well as the standard lights and cameras,
the vehicle can also house a number of other
devices, such as sonar systems, laser scaling,
altimeters, multibeam, etc. There is also room for
manipulators for light intervention work.
The Predator is controlled from the surface by a
PC based system. A hand control unit provides
the required functions needed to perform each
operation on the ROV.
The hand controller for the system is designed
to be portable and houses the control joysticks,
dials and membrane pad buttons required to
perform each function on the ROV. All these
controls are sealed from water ingress. The
hand controller functions can be customised by
utilisation of the surface control system setup
interface.
The ROV control system installed in the ROV
utilises a bespoke multi-drop network to control
and monitor the equipment connected to the ROV
as well as allowing the connection of multiple
devices. All vehicle functions are monitored by
a comprehensive diagnostic system which will
isolate fault sectors that may be problematic,
without loss of control to the ROV.

ROV manufacturing company AC-CESS, working in
collaboration with engineering partners and subsea winch
specialist All-Oceans, has developed a new-application for
its micro vehicle AC-ROV 3000.

Specifications

more deepwater support vessels in
coming years.”

Depth Rating
3000m (9843ft)
Optional
4000m (13 123ft)
Weight in Air
3400kg (7497lb)
(with lead trim and standard equipment
installed)
Dimensions:
Length
2.5m (8.2ft)
Width
1.7m (5.6ft)
Height
1.9m (6.2ft)
Lift
3000kg (6614lb)
Payload
250kg (551lb)

In many deepwater operations, subsea intervention
is carried out by large work-class ROVs. These often
have to work in busy, congested and high risk operating
environments. This prompted the AC-ROV 3000
manufacturer to work on a concept where the micro-ROV
could be used to offer visual inspection support for host
vehicle operations.

The more compact vehicle, umbilical,
and its purpose-designed launch and
recovery system (LARS) provide a more
strategic footprint to take up less deck
space, while performing operations that
are increasingly in demand.
“Schilling’s core philosophy is to make
our customers successful in all of their
markets, and our HD system supports
Schilling’s position as a leader in
the ROV industry through a growing
subsea portfolio. The ease of system
maintainability translates to high
reliability for our customers,” said Tyler
Schilling, chief executive officer for
Schilling Robotics.

Power Standard
Bollard Pull
Lateral
Vertical, Up
Vertical, Down
Thrusters (Horiz.)
Thrusters (Vert.)

93kW (125shp)
830kgf (1830lbf)
800kgf (1764lbf)
780kgf (1720lbf)
810kgf (1785lbf)
4 x Sub Atlantic SA380
3 x Sub Atlantic SA380

The Schilling HD ROV

Shark Subsea will also gain
considerable cost savings in space
and handling, by using the compactsized, but powerful, Panther XT work
ROV, rather than a much bulkier
hydraulic vehicle.
The package comes as a complete
compact survey ROV solution with
a pair of three-function hydraulic
camera booms fitted with Seaeye
cameras and LED lights to provide
high quality video images. Also fitted
is an Ixsea Octans Gyro, a Doppler
velocity log, sound velocity probe and
a digiquartz depth sensor.
Fitted to the aft of the Panther XT is
the Reson SeaBat multibeam sonar
and fibre-optic gyro.
The accuracy of the SeaBat sonar,
which can detect a target as small
as a tennis ball, makes it ideal for

The 2300m deep site
lies on the ocean
spreading ridge and
will be instrumented
later
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Energy from the Chilean earthquake radiated into the
Pacific Ocean during the first 30 hours after the earthquake
of 27 Feb 2010. DFO-IOS

The 2200m deep
site lies on the Juan
de Fuca ridge and
will examine plate
tectonics, hot vent
systems and ocean
ridge processes.

On Saturday, Feb. 27 2010, a magnitude 8.8 earthquake
occurred off the coast of Chile. A tsunami advisory was issued for
the British Columbian coast.
According to the USGS, “this earthquake occurred at the
boundary between the Nazca and South American tectonic
plates. The two plates are converging at a rate of 70 mm per
year. The earthquake occurred as thrust-faulting on the interface
between the two plates, with the Nazca plate moving down and
landward below the South American plate.”

At 2660m, this
deepest site will
support experiments
in tsunami
propagation, ocean
crust hydrology
In 1250m on the
and abyssal plain
continental shelf, it will
focus on gas hydrates
and fluids, earthquakes
and benthic organisms

The 400–653m site on the shelf/slope
break/submarine canyon will look at gas
hydrates and ecosystems, sediment
movement, plankton blooms and the
impact on fisheries

architecture allows instruments to be added as
required or removed/replaced for servicing by
using a remotely operated vehicle.

With a magnitude of 8.8, this recent earthquake was the seventh
strongest ever recorded, and 500 times stronger than the
magnitude 7.0 earthquake that struck Haiti in January 2010.
The most powerful earthquake ever recorded, (magnitude 9.5)
also occurred off the coast of Chile in this region, the Valdivia
earthquake of May 1960.
Three NEPTUNE Canada broadband seismometers, buried in
seafloor sediments at the Barkley Canyon, ODP 1027 and ODP
889 locations, recorded the earthquake. The tremor accelerations
were also recorded by the gravimeter in the Seafloor Compliance
System at ODP 889.
Within an hour of the earthquake, tsunami waves over 5m in
height struck coastal Chile, leading to the deaths of hundreds
of people. Tsunami waves ranging from1-5m were observed in
many locations, including New Zealand, French Polynesia and
Hawaii. The tsunami propagated across the Pacific at jet-like
speeds and reached coastal British Columbia 16.5 hours after
the event. Tsunami wave heights of 50 to 100cm were recorded
along the West Coast of Vancouver Island.

Some instruments, such as broadband
seismometers ,require burial in
the seafloor while others such as
hydrophones and pressure recorders
need to be located away from the
instrument platforms. The modular

Manipulating a seismometer underwater

• Pioneering composites for over 28 years
• Moisture-cured carbon fiber
• Unaffected in wet weather conditions
• Geometric versatility for welds, T’s, and elbows
• Factory-controlled, pre-wetting process ensures
consistent in-field performance
• Quality ISO9001 certified facility

A transponder test and
configuration unit (TTC cNODE),
for acoustic test on deck,
configuration and software
download is also available.
The new Cymbal acoustic protocol
used by cNODE and the second
generation HiPAP family is
designed for accurate positioning
of subsea transponders in
SSBL/LBL mode and data
communication with subsea
transponders and BOP control
systems.
It uses direct sequence spread
spectrum (DSSS) signals for
positioning and variable speed
data communication and can
be adapted to the acoustic
communication conditions; noise
and multi-path.

No VOCs

Innovative Composite Solutions

NEPTUNERESEARCH.COM

1346 S. KILLIAN DRIVE • LAKE PARK, FL 33403 USA • 561.683.6992

Worldwide Underwater Technology
R&D

Engineering

System Integration

Sales

Service

The Cymbal protocol provides new
characteristics for both positioning
and data communication. This
includes improved range capability
and accuracy to 0.01m, reduced
impact from noise, directional
measurements for more robust
positioning and expanded power
management for greater battery
lifetime.

t Electric active heave compensated
ROV lift winches

Scientists at Canada’s DFO Institute of Ocean Science fed data
from one of the NEPTUNE Canada bottom pressure recorders
into their regional tsunami model for this event, allowing them
to simulate wave motions and interactions for coastal British
Columbia, including the Straight of Georgia. Data from events
like these are an invaluable aid to scientists, who are working
to improve tsunami prediction models for the West Coast. In
the future, improved models could greatly benefit emergency
response, public safety and disaster-preparedness operations.
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News

MobIUS

SECC

Subsea 7 and Seatronics are
the first companies to commit to
CDL’s mobile inertial underwater
system (MobIUS). MobIUS is
the company’s latest subsea
development, providing heading,
attitude, depth, speed of sound,
acoustic telemetry and ranging in a
slim, compact, rugged ROV-friendly
package.

British engineering design company,
SECC has taken a new approach
to subsea emergency breakaway
technology, bringing offshore operators
cost savings and environmental
benefits.

The system is extremely flexible
and is available with CDL digital
acoustic transponder and
underwater modem or with adaptor
plate, providing the ideal solution
for a variety of tasks ranging from
shallow-water installations to
deepwater metrology.
Subsea 7 said that by deploying a
MobIUS unit on to each hub, it will
be able to carry out heading, pitch
and roll measurements of the hub
and simultaneously carry out range
measurements between the hubs
in a single equipment deployment.
This has the potential to save
considerable vessel time during the
numerous metrology operations
which are part of the
Subsea 7 scope of work. In
addition, the use of the MobIUS
reduces the risk of disturbing
metrology interface equipment, as
only a single deployment onto each
hub is required. Six units will be
committed to Angola this year with
the project expected to last well
into 2011.

t Launch and recovery systems

t Electric stainless steel winches

www.macartney.com
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Emergency disconnections most often
become necessary when a vessel
loses dynamic positioning or the
downline hose becomes obstructed.
Conventional methods can also
compromise staff safety, increase
costs and bring the risk of unwanted
spillages.
SECC Oil and Gas, a subsidiary of the
Self Energising Coupling Company,
has addressed these issues with
the Hot Make Hot Break dry-break
coupling system, which is now being
used for the first time in the North Sea.
Helix subsidiary, Well Ops, has
incorporated the SECC disconnect
system as part of its new subsea
intervention lubricator (SIL) package
on the Well Enhancer, which recently
entered service to provide subsea
operators with both open water and
riser-based intervention services.

London Array
Global Marine and Visser and Smit
have been awarded the contract to
install four offshore export cables,
as well as the installation and burial
of 175 array cables, as part of the
building of the first 630MW phase of
the London Array offshore wind farm
in the Thames Estuary.
The wind farm will be located around
20km from the Kent and Essex coasts
in the outer Thames Estuary, between
two sandbanks, Long Sand and
Kentish Knock. Phase One will consist
of up to 175 wind turbines with a
capacity of 630MW. The wind farm will
be connected by subsea cables
to a new onshore substation, currently
being constructed at Cleve Hill in
North Kent. The London Array is a
flagship project in the UK drive to cut
carbon emissions by 80% by 2050
while helping meet future energy
needs.

Underwater Vehicles

unmanned systems, the vehicle must
carry energy in batteries or energy
from the environment to maintain its
position. This challenge prompted
Liquid Robotics to develop the Wave
Glider concept.

“Oceans cover most of earth’s surface
with an average depth of more
than two miles,” said Justin Manley,
director, scientific and commercial
business. “Placing observation
equipment anywhere in this vast
area is difficult and expensive, yet
government and civilian users have
many requirements for a persistent
presence. This demand is normally
met with manned vessels or traditional
fixed moorings with associated
complex logistics and significant
expense.

The design is based on a unique
two-part architecture and wing
system. Lying on the surface is the
float component, which contains the
sensors and control system.

“The application lends itself to a large
number of small, low cost, unmanned
surface observation systems,
however, these require externally
supplied energy for missions longer
than a few days.”

Below the surface and joined by a 7m
tether is the 0.4m by in 1.9m glider. On
this are the wings 1.07m wide which
convert the wave energy into forward
propulsion. The silent propulsion
system minimises interference with the
payload sensors.

Reconnection is quick and
straightforward, and can be completed
at depths of 10 000ft or greater via
ROV without the need to depressurise
or de-water the high-pressure hose
line. This offers significant safety
benefits as well as cost savings
through both reduced downtime and
fewer hours worked.

Mobile inertial
underwater system

The movement of the glider wings
directly converts wave motion into
thrust. This means that they can travel
to a distant area, collect data and
return for maintenance without ever
requiring a ship to leave port.

Defence, anti-terrorism, antismuggling, port and harbour security,
safety, energy and transportation

“Because the Wave Glider is not
anchored to the ocean floor, it can
move in a planned direction, controlled
via the core navigation, communication
and control module and simple-to-use
software,” said Manley.

Scientific/ Environmental

Power
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Motion Reference
Kongsberg Seatex has launched
its latest motion reference unit, the
MRU 5+. Applications include the
compensation of single and multibeam echo sounders, high speed
craft motion control and damping
systems, heave compensation of
offshore cranes, hydro acoustic
positioning, ship motion monitoring,
ocean wave measurements and
antenna motion compensation and
stabilisation

Chevron is considering the extended tension leg platform (ETLP),
designed by FloaTEC, as suitable for the Big Foot field development in
Gulf of Mexico. The platform will be a local host with dry trees and the
associated top tensioned risers (TTRs), with full drilling, workover and
sidetrack capability on the topsides.
The field is located in Walker Ridge Block 29 in the Gulf of Mexico.
Chevron is the operator of Big Foot on behalf of Statoil USA and
Marubeni Oil and Gas.
The model tests are focused on the behaviour of the platform in Gulf of
Mexico Hurricane conditions. The large water depth required the use
of the deep pit (30m) in the MARIN Offshore Basin. Together with its
dedicated wave generators, wind fans and special current generation
system, this basin offers unique possibilities for the modeling of realistic
current, waves and wind at scale.

Precision survey
EM 2040 Multibeam echo sounder
• Frequency range: 200 to 400 kHz
• Swath coverage: 140 deg/200 deg
• Dual swath capability, allowing a high
sounding density alongtrack at a
reasonable survey speed
• FM chirp allowing much longer range
capability
• Complete roll, pitch and yaw stabilization
• Nearfield focusing on both transmit
and receive
• Operates with very short pulse lengths
• Ping rate more than 50 Hz

www.km.kongsberg.com
SECC’s coupling system
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CDL has sold four of its
tiny optical gyro systems,
(TOGS), to Seatronics.
The four gyro systems
are currently set for
delivery between March
and the end of May to
Seatronics’ Houston
office.

DOF Subsea Norway has installed
the first Kongsberg Maritime
hydroacoustic aided inertial
navigation (HAIN) subsea system
on a MacArtney Focus 2 remotely
operated towed vehicle.
The system was installed in
Stavanger on the vessel Geosund
in preparation for pipeline
inspection work for Maersk in
the Danish sector. The Geosund
already has a HAIN subsea
installed on its remotely operated
vehicle (ROV).

In addition, there is a 16 channel global

In emergencies, a marker light and
radio beacon can be activated, and
a passive pressure actuated release
separates the float from the tether if
an entangled animal submerges the
system. There are leak sensors in the
body and the individual batteries are
isolated from each other and charge
separately.

At the surface is the 2m by 0.6m
float that contains the solar panels
and payload. The unit is designed to
withstand a continuous wash and salt
spray, and brief submergence of up
to 2m.
The solar cells can generate 86W
at peak for charging the lithium ion
batteries. These have a power of
665W/hrs. There is a 3–5W continuous
power supply available for the payload,

There are modular mechanical,
electrical and software interfaces
to a general purpose housing. The
command and control modules are low
power, averaging 0.7W.

Propulsion mechanism for the wave rider
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The entire system weighs 90kg and has
a 150kg displacement. It is portable by
two people.
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The MRC software
is incredibly flexible,
and includes data
protocols for the
most commonly
used single and
multibeam echo
sounder systems.

The Geosund
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“It’s more than just about sonar,” said
Reson’s product lifecycle manager,
Rich Lear. “To get the best usable
acoustic data needs an ROV that
can do the job, with an easy bolt-on
interface and the right payload.”
Working with Saab Seaeye engineers,
Lear said, made the task of integrating
the sonar system with the ROV
straightforward: “They understand what
is needed to make it all work,” he said.
For pipeline survey operations the
Panther XT can operate either freeswimming with its auto altitude feature,
or with a detachable wheeled skid.
For its work tasks, Shark has chosen
to equip its Panther XT with a
detachable five and six function heavy
duty manipulator, along with an anvil
cutter, rotary disc cutter, water jet and
cleaning brush.
Like the SeaBat, fitting additional
tooling is made straightforward by

w

Following the recent delivery of two Quantum XP 200hp
heavy-duty construction ROVs to i-Tech, a division of
Subsea 7, SMD has received another Quantum XP
construction ROV system order from the large provider of
ROV Support Services.

mm

This time, the Quantum’s power is increased from 200hp
to 230hp to satisfy the market for increased in-water
performance and tooling capability. Power is delivered by
the ever reliable Curvetech hydraulic power unit (HPU),
channelling propulsion and tooling energy via twin isolated
circuits.
A high level of spare hydraulic functions 15–100LPM,
are fitted as standard, offering remote pressure and flow
adjustment for complete flexibility and precise tooling
control. The vehicle is equipped with the proven SMD
distributed vehicle control system (DVECS). This has been
fitted to over 50 work-class ROVs and features the latest
ROV technological advancements including ROV dynamic
positioning, advanced diagnostics and the ability to plug
and play common instrumentation.

the simplicity of Saab Seaeye’s
innovative plug-and-go interface
concept.
The Panther XT comes complete
with fibre-optic video and data
multiplexing, an automatic pilot for
depth and heading and is given
fingertip control in all directions
through six brushless thrusters, each
with velocity feedback.
The powerful 1500m rated Panther
XT has evolved from the proven
Panther work ROV concept and is
designed to take on the majority of
the tasks previously undertaken by
hydraulic work ROVs, such as drill
support, salvage and inspection,
repair and maintenance.
Cost of ownership is significantly
less. The Panther XT, for example,
weighs less than a quarter of the
hydraulic equivalent, and the deck
space needed is 63m2, compared
with 150m2 for a typical hydraulic
system.
A smaller launch and recovery
system means it can be installed
on smaller vessels and requires a
smaller number of crew, with a much
faster mobilisation time, typically
12hrs compared with 40hrs for a
large hydraulic ROV.

Interactive graphical user interface screens keep operators
informed of vehicle status and features diagnostics for
fast fault detection and isolation. Protecting the hydraulic
and control equipment and offering exceptional space for
additional equipment is a robust frame. The frame features
replaceable sections and extensive bull work for instrument
protection. The Quantum XP ROV is configured to carry
45

Experience.….we are dedicated to delivering products that simply work.

Our

name is the benchmark for subsea intervention vehicles. For more than 40 years we
have continually developed our products through innovation - but our strength is
always shown in solid field operational reliability. Day in, day out, Perry Slingsby
products are working to deliver value for our customers.
Let us help you with your application: not just ROVs, Perry Slingsby control solutions
drive Light Well Intervention Systems, tooling packages, manned submarines and
more. Our technical team is dedicated to providing robust and mature solutions to
subsea intervention challenges. Our support team is there for the full product lifecycle
from factory to offshore, upgrades and repairs.

Experience, Dedication, Vision
www.perryslingsbysystems.com
Ho u st o n | A b e r d e e n | K i r kb ym oor s id e , UK | S i ng ap or e | J u p i t e r , F L , US A
The Saab Seaeye Panther XT electric work ROV
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Cameron
Cameron Subsea Systems has purchased a 40m tethered AC-ROV system
for use at its Leeds site. Rented ROV equipment had been historically
deployed to monitor subsea equipment during pressure testing. Cameron
went ahead with the purchase after witnessing the AC-ROV’s market leading
mobility, picture quality, easy of control and ability to ingress all but the
smallest spaces in the fabric of the targets. The system has been successfully
deployed multiple times to inspect subsea trees and valves.
Terebro
Terebro has purchased a 100m tethered AC-ROV with slip ring and rear view
camera. Mr Ian McArthur, Commercial Manager of Terebro explained: “The
compact and robust design of the AC-ROV make it ideal for inland industrial
use, it’s the safest and cheapest method of remote visual inspection.”
The vehicle has been successfully deployed for culvert inspection with British
Waterways, with Terebro now an approved AC-ROV operator for the UK.
Marine Scotland Science
With its mission to manage Scotland’s sea and freshwater resources, lead
marine management organisation Marine Scotland Science required an
ROV for freshwater operations. The AC-ROV system was selected for its
robustness and object avoidance capability in fast flowing river applications.
The 100m tethered AC-ROV with slip ring and rear view camera will be
deployed in freshwater locations for pollution and marine life monitoring
across Scotland.
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Front view of the
Saab Seaeye Panther XT

BGS purchased a 120m tether AC-ROV with slip ring, 2 function manipulator
and custom reel. The system has been successfully deployed on the IODP
New Jersey Shallow Shelf Expedition, 40 miles offshore Delaware to inspect
seabed debris and pipes deployed during the research drilling program.
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Kongsberg Seatex
has ensured that
installation and
configuration of
the MRU 5+ is
straightforward, by
further developing
its Windows based
configuration and
data presentation
software, MRC.

This is integrated into the survey
Eiva Navipak system along with the
Edgetech sidescan on the ROTV.

British Geological Survey
The British Geological Survey (BGS) is the lead European operator in the
Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) which explores the Earth’s history
and structure recorded in seafloor sediments and rocks, and monitors subseafloor environments.

although this depends upon latitude and
weather. It can supply 1A and 13–17V
for each payload.
In addition to the standard
meteorological and oceanographic
sensors, there is also an Iridium
9601 satellite modem for shore
communications, as well as a Xbee-Pro
2.4GHz 801.15.4 modem.

The new MEMS rate gyro combines
very low noise, good bias stability
and gain accuracy. Solid-state
sensors with no moving parts.

HAIN

At 80–100m water depth, the workclass ROV fed the AC-ROV’s tether
through the hole as it flew into the chamber. Deployed in this manor for three
10 hour sessions, the role of the AC-ROV was to map the very congested
internal structure of the chamber so larger ROVs could go in safely and
continue the critical inspection work.

positioning system receiver, which
allows the Wave Glider to keep station
within a 40m radius. It is possible to
navigate the vehicle remotely by a
programmable waypoint course, by a
chart-based graphical user interface via
a web page.

The accuracy provided by the
MRU5+ is achieved through use
of sophisticated inertial sensors
including linear accelerometers and
three micro-electro-mechanicalsystems (MEMS) gyros specially
developed for maritime use by
Kongsberg Seatex.

The TOGS has
been awarded a
low export rating by
the department of
Commerce making
it an ideal heading
and motion sensor
with simplified export
control regulations.
CDL’s tiny optical gyro

Dong Energy / Inspectahire
Oil and gas producer Dong Energy has purchased and deployed two ACROV systems on its North Sea based Siri platform. The mission involved
ingressing a seafloor chamber attached to the platform’s oil storage tank to
inspect dangerous cracks that resulted in the rig being taken offline. Operated
by Inspectahire a 120m tethered AC-ROV system was launched from the
hydraulic manipulators of a Fugro Rovtech workclass ROV through purpose
cut holes in the wall of the damaged chamber.

The surface body of the wave rider

The MRU 5+ builds on the
technology employed in previous
MRU generations and takes roll,
pitch and heave measurements
closer to perfection than ever
before, with documented roll and
pitch accuracy of 0.01° RMS.

Tog Alert
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TLP testing at MARIN
Scale model testing has started on the world deepest tension leg
platform (TLP) at the Maritime Research Institute Netherlands (MARIN)
tank, for Chevron and FloaTEC. The 5187ft deepwater TLP represents
MARIN’s 9000th test model since the institute started in 1932.

Micro ROV manufacturer AC-CESS has reported
a number of late 2009 early 2010 successes with
its AC-ROV underwater inspection system.

Payload power is provided by two
solar panels, lithium ion batteries and
a charge optimisation system. By
continuously harvesting energy from
the environment, wave gliders are able
to travel long distances, hold station
and patrol vast areas without ever
needing to refuel.

Government

Fisheries management, aquaculture,
natural resources discovery

general@appliedacoustics.com

News

AC-ROV Successes

Liquid Robotics has developed the
Wave Glider, an autonomous vehicle
that can be used to gather oceanic
data. Floating on the sea surface, it
can relay oceanographic information
back to a source via satellite.

Industrial

:

.....

Subsea

.....

UNDERWATER

Vehicles
Wave Glider

Climate science, oceanography,
meteorology, water quality
monitoring, tsunami warning,
resource and bathymetric survey,
sanctuary management, protected
area security and patrol, climate
science (CO2 flux), marine mammal
monitoring

Nexus USBL Acoustic Tracking System
Broadband Spread Spectrum Technology
Digital Data Telemetry
Multiple Target Tracking

+44 (0)1493 440355

WE BRING CLARITY
TO THE WORLD BELOW

What distinguishes the SECC system
is the use of pressure-balanced
technology to ensure all connectors
remain balanced at any pressure
and any depth. This protects subsea
equipment by dispensing with
guillotines and uncontrolled subsea
and surface disconnections in an
emergency.

m

Applications

Easytrak Nexus is the second generation USBL
tracking system from Applied Acoustics.
With Broadband Spread Spectrum technology at its heart,
Nexus has the ability to transfer digital data from subsea
to surface, all the while continuing to provide secure and
stable positioning information in challenging environments.
Versatile, flexible and simple to install and operate, Easytrak
Nexus is tracking, made easy.

Oceanology
86-89

high resolution
seafloor survey
work. The demands
of such accurate data
acquisition is more than
adequately met by the
technological performance
of the Panther XT, say top sonar
manufacturer Reson.

Inline with the AC-CESS ethos of mobility and robustness,
the AC-ROV 3000 retains the clean, snag-free shape
and orbital mobility of the original AC-ROV underwater
inspection system. The micro ROV is garaged on the
host ROV and is deployed and recovered by an electric
tether management system (TMS), another All Oceans
specialisation.
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Without an anchor, currents and
weather will tend to pull any surface
vehicle off target. The problem
worsens as vehicle size decreases,
and the vehicles, therefore, require
energy to resist these effects. In small

At home in
the ocean

Instead, pressure lines can be
quickly disconnected, manually or
automatically, under full working
pressure, and because the break
is 100% dry there is virtually no
spillage risk and no hazards posed to
personnel.

t Oceanographic winches

It has a variable data rate to
secure longer range and highly
reliable communication and
integrated navigation and data link
that sends critical data between
the positioning signals.

Right: The cNODE transponder

Subsea News

Subsea News

CARBON FIBER COMPOSITE
UNPARALLELED STRENGTH

An Innovative Carbon
Composite System

have various add-on modules
attached, including different
transducers (from omni to very
narrow beam width), remote
transducer, different internal
sensors (inclinometer, depth,
sound velocity), interface for
external sensors and release
mechanisms.

HMS-1400 side-scan sonar system

Sensor Locations

At 17-100m,
instruments will
monitor land/ocean
interactions, marine
mammals including
humpback whales
and plankton

Subsea News

cNODE transponders feature full
acoustic telemetry links and can
operate with both Cymbal and
HPR400 acoustics so vessels not
using the new Cymbal protocol can
still benefit from the performance of
the new transponders.

All cNODE transponders have
aluminium housing and 4000m
depth rating as standard. They
feature a modular design based
on standard housings (a steel
transponder housing for special
operation is available) that may
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UNDERWATER

“This is where a less expensive asset comes into its own,
which was one of the design drivers for the AC-ROV 3000,”
said business development manager Callum McGee. “The
vehicle is small, simple and robust thereby minimising the
value and maximising the durability of the part exposed to
the greatest risk.”
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Alternatively, as a Scout it can be advanced into areas
where the host vehicle cannot go, or the risks for it are too
great, ie, pipework, wreck inspection, thermal vents etc.
Insurance cover for high risk operations can be difficult to
obtain or prohibitively expensive.

and target marking, and real-time
mosaicing of seabed images
on top of nautical chart data for
effective image location and
mission execution.

Because cNODE transponders
are modeless, they can operate
on both SSBL and LBL positioning
without changing the mode of the
transponder.

Dual-frequency options from 100kHz
to a maximum of 1200kHz allow for

Vehicles
Shark Gets a Panther
Romanian-based subsea services
company, Shark SRL, has purchased
a Saab Seaeye Panther XT electric
work ROV for use with its Reson
SeaBat 7125 multibeam sonar
system.

cPAP, a new compact subsea
transceiver, designed for ROV
positioning is also part of the new
transponder family.

The HMS-1400 is a low-cost, highly
portable, single- or dual-frequency
side-scan system. Powered by
GeoDAS software from Oceanic
Imaging Consultants, the HMS-1400
comprises a portable towfish and
waterproof topside case containing
the data acquisition, control and
power supply. The HMS-1400
is ideal for harbour security and
hazard surveys, search and rescue
operations, and small-vessel
surveys.
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They expect to see more accurate
pipeline survey results using
an electric ROV rather than the
acoustically noisy hydraulic work
vehicles commonly employed for
multibeam survey work.

The support this provides can be categorised into two vital
roles: as a Buddy, the AC-ROV 3000 can keep a watching
eye on the host vehicle. Duties include checking the tether,
giving added perspective on any tool deployments and
generally providing an overview of operations. This adds
up to reducing risk, limiting host vehicle movement and
increased productivity.

2HDs
The second is scheduled for October
2010. Rated for use in 3000m of water,
the 125hp work-class ROV will be used
in a variety of field support roles.
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Predator

Called the Predator, it has been
developed for use in a wide range of
market sectors such as oil and gas,
telecommunications, military, subsea
power and inshore survey.

The ROV uses the latest high reliability
technology designs for maximum
operating efficiency in marine
operations. With the inclusion of a
network control system, the functional
design will assure continuous
performance in all operations.

To Hydrophone

Connector parking station
An instrumetned platform

Last year, Global Marine Systems
and Cetrax Systems combined forces
to develop a new 300m inspection
class ROV. The unit is currently
undergoing trials and the first units
should be ready shortly.

This August, Schilling Robotics will
deliver the first of two next-generation
heavy-duty (HD) ROVs.

best range/resolution selection for
specific applications. The GeoDAS
interface and display software at the
heart of the system provides mission
planning and control, automatic tuning

These instruments are normally housed
on sensor platforms. The platform can
support multiple sensors while keeping
particular instruments off the sea floor
sediment. This approach also simplifies
instrument deployment and recovery.
Inside each platform is the junction
box that provides 400V DC power and
communications.

The data will have policy applications
in the areas of climate change, hazard
mitigation (earthquakes and tsunamis),
ocean pollution, port security and shipping,
resource development, sovereignty and
security and ocean management.

“The Predator has a number of very
innovative features which are ideal
for our own use,” said John Davies,
subsea services manager for Global
Marine Systems. “One of the most
important aspects we have been
looking at is reliability.”

The Nexus Mk E multiplexer is compact
and comes in three standard versions
for 1000m, 3000m or 6000m depth
applications.
The Nexus Mk E multiplexer

microbial incubators, turbidity sensors,
transmissometers, sediment traps
as well as a benthic flow simulation
chamber.

To Barkley Canyon
Node
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Midi is a short transponder with
good battery capacity perfectly
suited for subsea construction
work. Mini is a small transponder
for ROV/AUV mounting and subsea
construction work.

Oceanology

These instruments include
conductivity-temperaturedepth (CTD) meters, current
meters, hydrophones, sonars,
echosounders, acoustic Doppler
current profilers, bottom pressure
sensors, chemical and gas sensors
for measuring carbon dioxide,
oxygen, methane, nitrates, etc.

Each site will incorporate a number
of instruments depending on the
location and function. The exact
number and position of the sensors

After years of preparation the project was
officially launched on Tuesday 8 December
2009. So how has the project started and
what have we learned so far?

purchased HYDRINS units for
all four of the vessels used for
harbour surveys. In addition to the
benefits gained by using DELPH
INS, the authority can expect to
see the usual advantages of using
HYDRINS over a mechanical
gyroscope: faster start-up,
reduced maintenance and better
fundamental accuracy.

Tsunami Warning

will evolve over time, with old
instruments being removed and
new instruments added. This will
often be accomplished by simply
plugging them in via wet-mate
connectors on nodes and platforms
at the seafloor.

Junction boxes, which distribute
the power, are connected to the
network nodes via extension
cables.

Every year for the next 25 years, the
NEPTUNE Canada seafloor observatory
will amass more than 60 terabytes of
scientific data—equivalent to the text in
about 60 million books—on biological,
physical, chemical and geological
processes in the Pacific Ocean.

The new cNODE series of
transponders consists of three
models. Maxi is a full sized
transponder with large battery
capacity, floating collar and release
mechanism, and long life operation,
designed primarily for seabed
deployment.

GPS reaquisition after passing under the bridge

Hamburg Port Authority has

Oceanology

NEPTUNE Canada
Major components were designed,
manufactured and installed under
a contract with Alcatel-Lucent. The
submarine network is based on
a backbone cable, with branching
units and spur cables to connect
the major network nodes.

Around 6 months ago, the
NEPTUNE Canada project went live.

These are designed to harness
the power of ‘Cymbal’, Kongsberg
Maritime’s sophisticated new signal
processing protocol, whilst also
being backwards compatible with
the HPR 400 protocol and analog
transponders.

All positions are now included in the
authority’s tight specifications even
after a minute of GNSS outage, which
perfectly meets the authority’s overall
survey needs in terms of the reliability
of its soundings.
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The NEPTUNE Canada project
consists of six main sites linked in
a 800km ring, to support real-time
cabled observations from multiple
instruments across a broad region.

This visionary project can be best
described as the world’s first regional-scale
underwater ocean observatory that plugs
directly into the Internet.

Falmouth Scientific has introduced
a new HMS-1400 side-scan sonar
system under the new Hegg Marine
Solutions (HMS) division, specialising
in products and services for the
hydrographic and marine survey
markets.

The Nexus Mk E can
be upgraded with
MacArtney’s fibre-optic
based telemetry system
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at a later date. It can also be delivered
as a portable multiplexer that can work
with both fibre-optic and copper cable
systems.

It is ideal for
oceanography systems,
ROV upgrades, towed
vehicles, drop camera
or towed camera
systems.

“The large bandwidths of fibre-optic
cables and multiplexers are excellent
at transferring vast amounts of online
data from underwater equipment to
topside,” said a spokesperson. “They
can, however, be out of the economic
reach of some projects or require
extensive changes to equipment and
handling systems.”
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DELPH INS uses the raw
inertial data logged from
HYDRINS to compute the
smoothed best estimate of
trajectory navigation track
within the GNSS problem
areas.

Subsea

News
Underwater Positioning System
Kongsberg Maritime has developed
an advanced new range of acoustic
underwater positioning systems
and transponders.

In an effort to provide
reliable navigation
trajectories in the vicinity
of the GNSS problem
areas without resorting to
manual post-processing,
IXSEA proposed a system
based on the HYDRINS
combined with the
company’s new DELPH
INS software.

Portable Side-Scan

Handling online information from
a large number of underwater
instruments often requires fibreoptic multiplexers and cables. Using
a multiplexer that works on copper
cables can be an economic and
practical alternative to fibre-optic
systems, especially when adding
multiplexer to existing equipment.

Neptune Canada
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In few cases, the HPA used a polar
tracking system to address these
navigation issues, however, this had
a limited range and required extra
efforts and manpower to be mobilised
and demobilised for each individual
survey area.

a global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) to provide positioning
information during these surveys.
While these were accurate, they had

Nexus Multiplexer

A Lodestar GyroCompatt

Oceanology

Ixsea’s Hydrins

Its advanced data editing and forwardbackward processing functions,
as well as its powerful data export
capability, make it suitable for a series
of navigation enhancement tasks.

Bottom: The same pier
structure at 50m
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News
DELPH INS Post Processing Software
IXSEA has formally launched the new
DELPH INS software, directed at the
hydrographic, offshore and defence
sectors. This post-processing and
bulk data productivity tool can be used
with all of IXSEA’s inertial navigation
systems (INS).

Right: The Hammerhead
sonar

The Hammerhead has a
built-in attitude sensor, which
makes the unit suitable for
tripod deployment, giving the
user a clear indication as to the
position of the unit relative to
the seabed. In addition to the
attitude sensor, the unit also
has an integrated three-axis
compass, to allow the sonar
image bearing to be continually
displayed and updated.
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Iain Miller of Technip and Richard Binks of Sonardyne

The unit can create higher resolution
imagery than comparable mechanical
scanning imaging sonars by using a
large transducer aperture, very fine
mechanical step size and proven
digital sonar technology (DST).

Subsea News

Hammerhead

Fetch, a freefall wireless data logger

Oceanology

Subsea News
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Rovdrill 3 is the latest iteration of a
programme that started back in 2007,
when Perry Slingsby first developed a
device based on a standard work-class
ROV of opportunity. This was designed
to take geological core samples
using conventional diamond drilling
techniques in water depths to 3000m
(9840ft).
“It essentially marinised and
repackaged existing terrestrial drilling
and coring technology for operation in
the deepwater marine environment.
It was based on two major assemblies:
the subsea skid package and surface
controls package,” said Spencer.
“The negatively buoyant subsea

These coring operations are normally
carried out by a dedicated light drilling
vessel or a specialist coring device,
however this programme is often
subject to external constraints. These
may include a limited operational
weather window, loop current
conditions, etc. Handling extended
lengths of tooling becomes more difficult
with water depth, adversely affecting the
quality of core samples.
An alternative to drilled cores, is a
gravity corer, however, this often gives
poor results.
Geotechnical designers responded
by developing remotely operated
seafloor based drilling, sampling and
data acquisition rigs. The latest such
development is the Rovdrill 3.

ROV Drill
skid itself comprises two constituent
sub-assemblies interfaced and
operated using a heavy-duty workclass type ROV of opportunity to
supply a communications link and the
necessary hydraulic and electrical
power. The specifications were
largely driven by the specific drilling
requirements of Nautilus Minerals.”
The design was limited in terms of the
number of core samples that could be
retrieved and stored in the carousel.
Another limiting factor was the overall
weight of the system when carrying
the maximum number of full core
barrels. This could not exceed the
maximum lift capacity of the ROV’s
umbilical.
Seafloor Geoservices, however,
began to see the potential of using
the system in other markets than
mineral and scientific exploration.
It took the strategic decision to
address a much wider application
market – particularly the demanding
shallow- and deepwater geotechnical
investigation markets.

Deployment of the original Rovdrill

Drilling Campaign
From June to September 2007, the
first two Rovdrill systems were used
on the Solwara 1 geotechnical drilling campaign offshore Papua New
Guinea. Solwara 1 is a massive
sulphide deposit field located in
an average 1600m depth of water
in the Bismarck Sea, in an area
between the New Britain and New
Ireland mainlands.

Rovdrill 3

The latest vehicle design, Rovdrill 3,
preserves and improves upon the
original concept.
A new addition is the detachable
suction caisson foundation, which
provides a very stable platform for the
drill module in a potentially very wide

Both Rovdrill systems were
mobilised on the Wave Mercury
with existing ST200 ROV spreads
already on the vessel. Topographical features included redundant and
active black smokers.

The original Rovdrill design

In the campaign, 111 holes were
drilled with average core depth of
9.8m and a maximum 18.2m.
An average core recovery was
72%, and 40% of holes drilled
remained open at depth.

Rovdrill 3 in operation

Drill/sampling tooling
storage rack. It has
a case capacity of
eighty 3m long tooling
stations

Rovdrill 3 seabed assembly

range of seabed soil strengths. This
is particularly suitable for deepwater
sites with very soft sediments in the
upper surface layers. There is also a
detachable multi-legged jack-up type
foundation. This allows the drill module
to land out on sloping and rocky terrains.
The major difference between Rovdrill 3
and the previous versions is that the
work-class ROV is no longer fully
integrated into the Rovdrill structure.
It is now deployed separately and
provides hydraulic, electrical and
telemetry via ROV hot stabs from an
interface panel located on the front. It
is positioned at a height so the ROV
cameras have a view of the crosshead
assembly.
The principal advantage of keeping
the ROV separate from the subsea
assembly during deployment and
recovery is that the limited lifting
capacity of the ROV structure and
umbilical is no longer a constraining
factor on the potential weight of the
subsea package required to achieve
recovery of core samples of 80m, and it
is able to reach 200m total hole depth.
Since the ROV is free flying, a tether
management system (TMS) can be used
to give it a greater excursion capability.
The surface vessel can, therefore,
stand off at greater distances from the
drill/sampling site.
This could be particularly important
where target locations lie in sensitive
areas, such as near existing offshore

installations, platforms or areas
where there could be a significant
risk of geohazards to the surface
vessel such as shallow gas pockets.
A wireline tool deployment system
is also located on the drill module.
This allows a significant reduction
in drilling and sampling process
times, especially in deeper borings,
since the number of tool handling
operations are minimised.
As with the previous generation
of Rovdrill, the surface control
console is packaged and configured
to interface easily with the workclass ROV control system and
comprises a single surface computer,
joystick, interface and touch screen
diagnostics, telemetry feedback and
parameter editing, all packaged in a
22in rack.

Trials

Seafloor Geoservices carried out
extensive land trials during May
2009 and again in November 2009
in Houston. The objectives were
to prove all mechanical, hydraulic,
electrical and control operational
capabilities, and identify areas for
improvement in system physical
performance and operating
processes.
The test specified 1–4 test boreholes
to a maximum penetration depth of
20m below surface soil level. It would
then look a retrieved core samples
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While electronics companies
compete in developing the latest
complex survey tools, Toulon-based
ECA has been equally imaginative in
proposing novel and cost-effective
ways to deploy them. Its latest
idea is based on developing a
stable ocean-going hydrographic/
oceanographic ship to carry out
sophisticated surveying duties in its
own right, while also acting as a host
for other smaller vehicles.

During these trials a blind boring
was completed to 102m (335ft),
using the non-coring assembly. The
purpose was to test the endurance
of the system and drilling process
and to test out the on-board polymer
injection system and its ability to
assist with drilling through the sand
layers encountered in the earlier
tests. The boring was completed
in approximately 48hrs without any
major incident and without the use
of casing.

Called SIMBA (System for IMagery
and BAthymetry), the mother vessel
is able to launch a comprehensive
integrated package of established
technologies from its stern to satisfy
a wide spectrum of surveying
tasks. The novel part of the
proposal, however, is that many
of these component vehicles can
work autonomously. This allows
a number of surveys to be taken
simultaneously, thus potentially
improving efficiency at reduced
operational costs.

Operating the remote unit

Core bit

Survey Suite
“This package is suitable for a variety
of applications. In a civil engineering
survey, it could cover hydrographic
and oceanographic survey work
ranging from littoral to deep waters.
It could similarly be used in subsea
inspection applications for the
scientific, mapping or the oil and
gas community. Another potential
application could be for coastal and
port security.

The selection of
exactly which type
vehicle is most suitable
depends primarily on two
factors – the water depth and the
sensors that would be required to fulfil
the mission.

“For defence applications, this sensor
deployment platform can be used for
mine countermeasures, intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance,
structure and hull inspection, fleet
training.”
The SIMBA programme is a
partnership between ECA and the STX
France shipyard. ECA specialises in
remote and unmanned vehicle design,
mission planning, vehicle monitoring,
data gathering and post processing.
STX France, located in Lorient,
has experience in hydrographic
survey ship fabrication with a track

For carrying out surveys in shallow
waters depths, ECA has designed
the Inspector, a small launch with a
draught of 500mm.
It can be either controlled manually
or remotely from the Simba.
Its operational radio range is
over 10 nautical miles and it has an
endurance of 20hrs at 10kts.

CPT data is of great interest to the
end user. The CPT and is collected
on a battery powered probe during
the downhole operation. Once the
probe returned to the tool rack its
collected data is transmitted wirelessly into the Rovdrill system, and
immediately transmitted the surface
while the Rovdrill is on the seabed.
This gets the vital data to the user
for validation while the system is still
setup on the seabed.

Turbo diesel feed twin hydrojets,
giving it a top speed of 30kts. The
9m long vessel weighs up to 4.5t.
The highly manoeuvrable vessel
is designed to work in harsh
environmental conditions and has a
low acoustic signature.
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The SIMBA is
equipped with an
array of navigation
and dynamic positioning
systems. It also has singlebeam and multibeam echosounders, an acoustic Doppler
velocity log and a sub bottom profiler
integrated into the hull.

The SIMBA mother vessel with the
Inspector and Alister AUV

record including the vessel BHO
Beautemps Beaupré for the French
Navy hydrographic and oceanographic
service (SHOM).

Shallow-Water Survey

The Rovdrill 3 system uses 3m
lengths of 4in drill pipe and captures
3in cores up to 1.5m long. It
supports push sampling and cone
penetration test (CPT). It also has
the latest extended nose tools to
support sampling or CPT while
drilling.

Deepwater surveys are carried out
from the mother ship. There are
three basic designs of SIMBA on the
drawing board with length from 45
to 55m. The largest has a range of
5000 nautical miles and an endurance
of up to 20 days. Its cruising speed
is 12kts, rising to a maximum top
speed of 18kts. Its engines can work
in an electric silent mode so as not to
induce noise in the sensors.

The sensor package allows the
ship to carry out surveys such
as bathymetry and sediment
analysis along with sonar imagery,
simultaneously if required.

Deepwater Survey

At its bow is an arm that can be
raised. This houses a number of
possible payloads. Hydrographic
tools include single/multibeam
echosounders, sound velocity probes
or sub-bottom profilers. For defence
applications, it has a 360deg day/
night camera, surface radar/infrared
camera, forward looking sonar and
directive microphones/speakers.

A launch and recovery system on
the stern can deploy a towed sidescan sonar or magnetometer, or
alternatively,
a K-STER
autonomous mine
countermeasure
vehicle.

For deepwater work, the SIMBA can launch an Alister
AUV. With a length of 5m, ECA’s Alister is significant by
AUV standards. Its large size allows it to carry sufficient
batteries to power a large array of power-hungry sensors
for durations up to 18hrs. Its top speed of 4kts can
reduce survey times.
Suitable for an operational depth of 300m, the Alister
incorporates a video camera with lights, multi- and
single beam echosounder, side-scan sonar a sub-bottom
profiler and a conductivity, temperature and depth (CTD)
probe.
For position keeping and navigation, there is an
inertial navigation system, a global positioning system
and a Doppler velocity log. Possible applications are
hydrography, rapid environment assessment, covert
reconnaissance and mine countermeasures.

The Inspector
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ECA’s Alister AUV
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TGS Expansion
TGS confirmed the continuation
of its multi-client 2D seismic
acquisition programme in
offshore Indonesia. An additional
7300km of 2D seismic data is
being acquired in three areas
along the Sundaland Margin;
including offshore South Java,
West Sumatra and Northwest
Sumatra, Indonesia.
These new seismic surveys
complement TGS’ existing data
library. Upon the completion of
this latest program, the TGS
Indonesia library will exceed
108 000km of 2D seismic;
400 000km of multi-beam
bathymetric data and 1200 core
samples covering over 1 million
km2 of Indonesia’s deep-water
basins.

For the North Sea survey, the vessel
acquired data from April to July with very
little technical or operational downtime,
despite working in busy waters with
the presence of shipping traffic, fishing
vessels, oil field operations and other
seismic crews.

productive steaming time by several
days.
Several new equipment handling
features and maritime components
are implemented on this ship,
including the low resistance hull
for increased fuel efficiency, a new
source handling solution and a
central location of the streamer reels.
These features are specially
designed for the PGS Apollo’s sleek
106 by 19.2 /22 meter molded hull
and deck, offering speed, safety,
productivity and efficiency.
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Black Marlin

When the vessel was finally forced to
withdraw in late October due to the
formation of ice, it sailed across to West
Africa where it is currently achieving high
production levels on a survey due for
completion in March 2010.

Black Marlin Energy and operator
East Africa Exploration have
commenced mobilisation of a
shallow water seismic shoot.
The 2D seismic project of 400km
over previously identified leads,
will take approximately 5 weeks
to complete.

The award citation stated: “Throughout the
year the crew demonstrated strong HSE
reporting especially with regard to leading
indicators such as toolbox meetings, drills
and audits which are believed to reduce
the number of actual incidents. This
strong HSE performance has also helped
lead to a strong operational performance
as confirmed by the high production
and efficiency statistics. The successful
completion of the Baffin Bay survey was
due in part to the mitigation measures put
in place and the continued diligence of the
crew.”

In addition to the state of the art
seismic and maritime equipment, the
new vessel is rigged with processing
nodes, disk storage and tape drives
capable of supporting full onboard
seismic data processing.
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TGS has the largest
geoscientific multi-client data
library in Indonesia and the
only multi-client data across the
entire Sundaland Margin. The
project is supported by industry
prefunding.

Offshore Greenland, the Bergen Surveyor
exceeded the original client programme
by acquiring 46% more data than
originally planned and sailing as far north
as 74 degrees where the CGGVeritas
seismic crew faced the additional risk of
floating ice.

The new PGS Apollo is a powerful
and fuel efficient addition to the PGS
fleet. Smart design features have
packed her slim lines with a power
station capable of generating over
15000 KW, and the flexibility to tailor
power consumption and minimise
fuel use during operations.
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Bergen Surveyor

The Bergen Surveyor received the 2009
award in recognition of its strong HSE
performance while conducting three
surveys in the North Sea, Greenland and
West Africa.

PGS Apollo

While this only has a speed of
25kts and is dependent on the
position of the mother vehicle,
its endurance is unlimited. It can
also house higher power lights
and colour video cameras, and a
manipulator arm may be fitted.

Aft deck is equipped with a crane
and an A-frame over the stern ramp,
to easily deploy and recover the
vehicles that can be AUV, USV, ROV
or EMDS.

The award is given for the best health
and safety performance of all the vessels
used by TGS during each year. The annual
award was launched a number of years
ago to raise awareness and encourage
and promote the importance of a strong
safety culture on board the survey vessels.

PGS Apollo, equipped with 10 full
length streamers and 12 streamer
reels, is a purpose-built and
efficient seismic ship in the medium
capacity segment. The vessel will
be a valuable supplement to PGS’
existing high capacity Ramform
fleet. With a transit speed of
18kts, she is designed to move
rapidly between jobs, cutting non-

While the K-ster has a range of
1000m and an operational depth
of 300m, it ha an endurance
of only an hour. For longer
durations, therefore, the survey
team might wish to use the
H 300 ROV.

The vessel has a crew of 17 people
and accommodation for up to 22
others involved in the survey. There
is capacity within the vessel for data
processing equipment so that the
survey results can be interpreted
instantly. There are also workshops
for maintenance at sea.

CGGVeritas’s seismic vessel, the Bergen
Surveyor, has won the annual HSE award
given by the TGS-NOPEC geophysical
company (TGS) for 2009.

Petroleum GeoServices has named
its new 3D seismic vessel, the
PGS Apollo. The vessel offers a
powerful and efficient 3D platform.

K-ster
For smaller subsea inspection
tasks, particularly for the
military, the K-ster AUV can be
launched. At a length of only
1.5m and a weight of 50kg, the
AUV has a high frequency sonar
and a video camera with lights.
The camera lies in an articulated
pod at the front, which allows
it to move independently of the
vehicle.

The survey will use purposebuilt shallow water vessels that
will allow for acquisition to be
completed in water depths as
shallow as 2m. Data processing
will be conducted on location
to accelerate evaluation and
consequently enable program
extension if warranted.
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“SIMBA provides an alternative
approach to dedicated ships,” said
Claude Cazaoulou, project manager
at ECA, “by exploiting the synergies
of optimised sensors tailored for
the particular mission. They are not
only deployed on the ship’s hull, but
also on different remote controlled
vehicles under the unique control of
a centralised tactical system.”

Core Values

.....

SUBSEA

Survey

and CPT data from the test holes
and assess quality and correlation
with previously existing data.

Drill/Sample module
assembly

Seismic

Seismic
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ROV intervention
panel, including
hyadrulic and
electrical hot stab
interfaces

Foundation module
suction caisson

Seismic

“When locating a subsea structure, it
is necessary to test the competence
of the seabed to ensure the rock can
withstand its physical weight,” said
Allan Spencer, Seafloor Geoservices
Inc. “This process often concludes with
coring the seabed.”

Subsea Survey

S I T E S U RV E Y

A new ROV-operable seafloor drilling
system developed by Seafloor
Geoservices has been designed to
take seabed core samples in excess of
100m long. Called the Rovdrill 3,
it can operate in water depths up to
3000m (9804ft). In some applications,
this may be a cost-effective alternative
to the conventional process of
deploying specialised geotechnical
drilling vessels.

Subsea Survey

Site Survey
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Perdido Onstre

Shell has produced first oil and
natural gas from its Perdido
development. Located in the
Alaminos Canyon, an isolated,
ultra-deep sector of the Gulf of
Mexico (GoM), the facility sits in
approximately 2450m (8000ft) of
water. Shell operates the fields on
behalf of Chevron and BP.
The development is centred
around the world’s deepest
offshore drilling and production
facility.

“Perdido is an impressive project
in a strong Gulf of Mexico portfolio
that continues to grow,” said
Marvin Odum, Upstream Americas
Director, Shell Energy Resources
Company.
“It presented technical challenges
unlike any we’ve ever seen in
the Gulf of Mexico. Shell’s team
used its expertise to open this
new frontier and confront complex
reservoir characteristics, extreme
marine conditions and record
water depth pressures. ”

The Perdido development
consists of the Great
White, Silvertip and Tobago
developments. Tobago sits in
more than 2900m (9600ft) of
water and surpasses the world
depth record for a completed
subsea well.
Last year, Shell set a then
world water depth drilling
record on Silvertip. The well
was drilled in 2852m (9356ft)
of water. The plans envisage a
total of 35 wells.

Development

Perdido’s drilling/production
spar hub has shattered the
current spar water depth record
by over 2200ft. The floating
structure will weigh 50000t
and it can gather, process and
export production within a 30mile radius.
The development will also
include 77 miles of oil export
pipelines and 107 miles of gas
export pipelines.

Left: Water depth
records. Right; The
spar that will be used
to develop the field

Deepwater production records
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Perdido
Perdido is located 32km (200 miles)
from the Texas coast in Alaminos
Canyon Block 857
The Great White field represents
about 80% of Perdido’s total
estimated production
Perdido’s project life is expected to
be about 20 years
Construction of the Perdido host spar
began in late 2006. Topsides were
mated with the spar in a single lift in
early 2009.
Far left: Comparison of water depths for
developments
Left: Construction of the Perdido spar
Below: The Perdido spar on location
Right: Location maps
All illustrations: Shell
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Perdido has a Paleogene reservoir
which is typically older and buried
deeper than most reservoirs
previously developed in the Gulf
of Mexico. Consequently, this type
tends to have more challenging
porosity and permeability
characteristics.
In addition, the initial reservoir
pressure is lower than typically
encountered. This will therefore
be the first application of full host
scale subsea separating and
boosting, which enables improved
recovery by removing about
2000psi of back pressure from the
wells.

Subsea Equipment
FMC Technologies will supply
subsea and topside systems for
the Perdido Stage II regional
development project in the Gulf of
Mexico. Terms of the transaction
were not disclosed.
Its scope of supply includes five
subsea production trees and three
subsea water injection trees, each

“Perdido has low-energy
reservoirs, with low temperatures
and pressure, so we have to
separate liquids and gas at the
seafloor and then pump it to the
surface. Without developing the
technology to do this, we simply
couldn’t reliably produce the fields,”
said project manager Dale Snyder.
Another feature of Perdido is that
it will be the first application of
wet-tree direct vertical access
(DVA) wells. DVA configuration
allows a larger number of subsea
completions to be accessed by
the facility’s rig drilling, resulting
in significant savings in the drilling
and completions programs for
these wells.
The wet-tree DVA system will use
a single high-pressure drilling and
completion riser suspended from
the host to access 22 subsea
trees directly below the host. The
configuration will allow the use of a
surface blow-out preventer (BOP)
for the drilling, completion and later
sidetracking of wells.
By using a single well slot for
accessing the wells beneath the
host, the size and cost of the host
can be reduced without limiting well
count flexibility, which is important
given the increasing subsurface
challenges in a maturing
deepwater environment.
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rated at 10 000 psi. FMC will also
manufacture and provide subsea and
topside controls, manifold and tie-in
equipment, and other systems and
services. Deliveries will commence in
the third quarter of 2010.
It originally supplied 17 trees,
two 10-slot manifolds, casisson
separator assemblies and 30
slimbore subsea wellheads, as well
as valves and hubs for 14 pipeline
end terminations

Deep Sea Animals
Cameras mounted of the remotely operated vehicle
(ROV) flying 2km (1.2 miles) beneath the surface,
recorded a variety of rare underwater animals.
The ROV’s operators were recovering drilling
equipment from the seabed. when they saw the
creature with its mass of bent tendrils and a large
undulating fin hovering near the well.

Left: Subsea
facilities on
Perdido
Below: The spar
and deck being
mated

Dr Michael Vecchione, the laboratory director of the
National Marine Fisheries Service, identified the bigfin squid as belonging to the magnapinnidae species.
“That such a substantial animal is common in the
world’s ecosystem, and yet had not previously been
captured or observed, is an indication of how little is
known about life in the deep ocean,” said Shell survey
coordinator Patrick Desrouleaux when he first saw the
images.
“Every time we get a video observation like this
one, it adds another piece to the puzzle. If we can
determine exactly how big it is, that will be important
information.” Judging from the footage, its eight arms
and two tentacles were about 5-10m (16-33ft) long.
At the Great White discovery, an ROV also
encountered a Greenland sleeper shark 2600m
(8530ft) below the sea. This species was previously
thought to live at ocean depths less than about 2000m
(6562ft).

A big-fin squid found by the ROV
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Telemark
ATP Oil and Gas has announced first
oil production from the Telemark hub
in approximately 4000ft of water. This
development centres around the deepdraught drilling and production platform,
the ATP Titan.
The ATP Titan has been designed with
a capacity for 25 000b/d of oil and
50 million ft3/d of gas, and has deck
space for third party growth and
additional drilling opportunities. It will
serve as a production hub for three
fields – Telemark, Mirage and Morgus,
located in the Central Gulf of Mexico.
In November last year, the ATP Titan
was installed on Mirage (Mississippi
Canyon 941), in a water depth of 3800ft
(1158m) to commence phase 1 which
will include the development of Morgus.
After full production, it will move on the
second phase and be redeployed to
Atwater Valley Block 63.
The ATP Titan has an expected life
of 40 years and is anticipated to be
redeployed multiple times during its life
span in water depths of 1500–9500ft
(457–2896m).
The floating deepwater drilling and
production facility was built at Gulf
Marine Fabricator’s dock near Aransas
Pass, Texas.
A year ago, Bluewater awarded
Technip, the subsea contract covering
engineering for the welding and
installation of two steel catenary risers
and two oil and gas export flowlines,
measuring 31km (19miles) and 52km
(32 miles) long.
Also included is the fabrication and
installation of subsea structures and
jumpers, and pre-commissioning.
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Annamaria B

Eni has started the production from
its Annamaria B field in the A.C11.
AG concession. Annamaria extends
between Italy and Croatia, 60km
from the coast and at a depth of
about 60m. It is the first cross-border
field to be put into production in the
Adriatic, and the unitisation and
joint development agreement was
approved by the Croatian and Italian
governments in July 2009.
Production is approximately
800 000m3 per day, but will reach
about 1.2 million m3 per day
(equivalent to 7500 barrels of oil)
when on plateau.
The gas is transported via an
underwater pipeline to the Fano

treatment plant, roughly 70km
away, to be fed into the national
distribution network.The confirmed
reserves of gas produced at the
field, plus estimated reserves,
total approximately 10 billion m3
(equivalent to about 64 million
barrels of oil).
The twin Annamaria A platform in
the field, is already operational
and run by InAgip (a joint
venture between INA and Eni).
The platforms were built by a
consortium consisting of Rosetti
Marino, Saipem Energy Services
and Intermare Sarda in the Italian
yards; Marina di Ravenna and
Arbatax, and the Rijeka yard in
Croatia.

Location of Annamaria B

Kupe

Don Phase One Completed

In March 2010, the Prime
Minister of New Zealand,
the Hon. John Key, officially
opened the Kupe gas
project.

Valiant Petroleum has announce that
Don Southwest and West Don in the UK
North Sea have come onstream via the
permanent pipeline export route to the
nearby Thistle platform.

expectations reaching initial flow
rates equivalent to over 15 000
b/d oil. Water injection into Area 5
in the north of Don Southwest has
also commenced.

The Kupe field was
discovered in 1986, when
gas field was discovered off
the South Taranaki coast.

Completion of the Thistle export route
has also allowed the Don Southwest to
start production from the recently sidetracked Area 22.

It forms an important part
of New Zealand’s energy
infrastructure, with a critical
role in securing the country’s
gas supply needs for the
next 15 to 20 years.

The well has performed in-line with

This marks the completion of the
first phase of development of
the Don fields, and operational
focus will now shift to phase two
anticipated to commence during
the second quarter of this year.

CNOOC fields
CNOOC’s WeiZhou11-1 east (WZ11-1E)
in the Western South China Sea and
BoZhong (BZ) 3-2 in the Bohai Bay have
recently commenced production.

The Kupe field
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WZ11-1E oil field is located in the BeiBu
Gulf Basin in a water depth of about
40m. The development and production
operation of this field will mainly rely on
the facilities of the adjacent field WZ
11-1. WZ 11-1E, with three wells on
line currently, is expected to hit its peak
production of more than 3000 barrels per
day within the year.
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BZ 3-2, with an averaged water
depth of 25m, is located in
the central part of Bohai Bay
and about 20km southeast of
producing field Qinhuangdao 32-6.
A self-elevating producing
platform is used for the
development of the field to
reduce cost. BZ 3-2 is currently
producing from seven wells and
is projected to peak at a daily
production at 4800 barrels by
later this year.

Are you stuck with mature fields producing up to 98% water, because workovers are just too expensive? Now FMC Technologies
has the tool – thoroughly field-tested in the North Sea – to boost production using less expensive, monohull vessels. It’s called
riserless light well intervention (RLWI), and it can increase oil recovery by up to 46% – at half the usual cost. Discover the full
potential of our intervention technologies at www.fmctechnologies.com

Integrated technology. Increased productIon. put them together at otc Booth #1941.
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Peregrino

Statoil has entered the hook up phase of the Peregrino
field following the topsides installation of two wellhead
platforms. The heavy lift operations were performed by
the Hermod crane vessel. Statoil installed the two jacket
substructures for platform late last year.
The Peregrino oil field lies offshore Brazil. It is Statoil’s
largest offshore project outside the Norwegian
Continental Shelf. It is also a heavy oil field that requires
advanced technology to exploit.
Peregrino is located in just over 100m of water 85km off
Rio de Janeiro. The drillnig plan calls for 30 horizontal
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production wells as well as seven water injection wells.
These will be drilled from the two platforms A and B.
The oil will drain into a floating production, storage and
offloading vessel (FPSO). The Peregrino vessel is being
built by Maersk at the Keppel Shipyard in Singapore.
It is scheduled to arrive on the field for hook up and
commissioning in 2010. Earlier this year, the FPSO’s
mooring systems were installed using the offshore
construction vessel Boa Deep C.
First oil from this field is expected to come on stream by
2011 and continue up to 2040

The Peregrino development
Image courtesy of Statoil
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The Njord platform

Njord by North-west
Statoil has laid plans to develop the
North West flank of its Njord field
in the Norwegian Sea, in a project
that has been put at NOK 1.8 billion.
This development will increase
Njord’s total recoverable reserves,
secure continued gas exports and
extend the field’s lifetime by up to
two years.
The flank lies about 6km northwest of the Njord platform. The
development solution comprises
two new extended-reach wells.
Drilled directly from the platform
with 8km of well paths, the wells will
be tied back to the platform.
The pressure in the flank is slightly
higher than in the main reservoir.
This will necessitate modifications
to the platform. These modifications
will mainly be carried out under
the terms of the existing frame
agreements. Plans call for major
contracts to be put to tender later
this year. The future contracts will
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cover engineering, procurement and
construction of equipment, including
risers and elements for the process,
and a drilling unit.
“This is an example of how we
can use existing infrastructure in
a prospective area to maximise
the potential of the Norwegian
continental shelf,” says Ståle
Tungesvik, Statoil’s senior vice
president for reserve replacement
and business development.

Altogether, NOK 1.15 billion has
been invested in equipment for gas
export, while NOK 450 million has
been invested in new production
wells. The field produces around
20 000b/d, while gas exports is
average six million m3/d

The main Njord field is being
developed with a floating steel
platform, Njord A, which has an
integrated deck with drilling and
processing facilities, as well as living
quarters.

The oil from Njord is transported
by pipeline from the platform to
the storage vessel Njord Bravo,
anchored next to the platform. The
vessel has an oil storage capacity
of 110 000m3, and is anchored to a
tower buoy, which in turn is fastened
to the sea floor by an eight-point
anchoring system. The oil is then
transferred from Njord Bravo to an
oil tanker, for transportation to the
market.

During the first phase of the field’s
lifetime, the oil has been recovered
using 11 production wells, while four
injection wells sent the gas back
down into the reservoir, to provide
pressure support.

Gas from the Njord field is exported
through a 40km pipeline tied back
to the Åsgard Transport pipeline
which ties into the Kårstø gas
processing plant and the trunklines
onward to the European gas market.
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Kitan gets green light
Eni has started the development of
the Kitan oil field in the permit 06-105
of the joint petroleum development
area (JPDA) between Timor-Leste
and Australia, approximately 250km
south of the Timor-Leste capital
of Dili and 500km north of Darwin,
Australia.

The Glas Dowr

Eni is the operator (40%) in the
permit with INPEX Timor (35%) and
Talisman Resources (25%) as joint
venture partners.
The Kitan field will be developed
through three sub sea completion
wells connected to the floating

production storage and
offloading (FPSO) vessel Glas
Dowr, operated by Bluewater.
First production is expected to
commence in the second half of
2011 which would see oil being
delivered to market just over three
years from commercial declaration.

Life of Pi
BG Norge has submitted the
development plan for the Pi
field to the Norwegian ministry
of Petroleum and Energy. If
successful, this will be BG’s first
operated development in the
Norwegian sector of the North Sea.
First production from the Pi field is
expected in late 2011.
Pi is an oil and gas development
located adjacent to the NorwayUnited Kingdom international
border, some 225 km from the
Norwegian mainland and 12 km
south of the Varg field (PL038).
The plans will see the field tied
back, across the North Sea median
line to its Armada platform complex
in the UK sector, the fourth subsea
tieback to these facilities.
Pi consists of two structures,
north and south. The latter was
discovered by a previous operator

in block 6/3, while BG discovered Pi
North in 2008 with exploration well
15/12-19. The two combined present
a commercial proposition, with
estimated reserves of 28 million boe.
A subsea well is to be drilled on
each of the two Pi structures.
These will tieback separately to a
100t manifold within the Armada
500m (1640ft) exclusion zone. The
pipelines will be 8–12in pipe-in-pipe
systems. The inner pipe will consist
of 22Cr or 13Cr steel, the outer
pipe a combination of 22Cr steel,
plastics, and/or carbon steel.
The pipelines will have to skirt the
exclusion zone of the North-West
Seymour subsea well, another
Armada satellite. The length of the
tieback from Pi South will be 5.6 or
7.2km while for Pi North it will be
8.2km whichever route is selected.
BG has designed the field layout with
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a spare third slot in the manifold.
The maifold will be equipped with
subsea multi-phase flowmeters
and a subsea isolation valve.
The Pi fluids will access the
platform via a new 30in riser
caisson. On the topsides,
production will be directed to a
separator dedicated to handling
flow from the Maria satellite.
Both drilling and subsea
installation are due to start in
spring 2011, with start-up the
following October. Production
could continue until 2021. This
will require the agreement of
the Armada licensees to extend
operations on the platform,
currently expected to end in 2017.
Lundin Petroleum has a
40%working interest in PL292 and
BG Norge, the operator, has the
remaining 60% working interest.
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Jubilee

Ghana’s first FPSO, the vessel, the
Kwame Nkrumah MV21, has been
successfully converted by Sembcorp
Marine’s subsidiary Jurong Shipyard
for MODEC. Set to be an integral
part of the Jubilee Phase 1. The
FPSO is scheduled to deliver first oil
in the fourth quarter of 2010.
Designed to operate for 20 years
without dry-docking, the FPSO
Kwame Nkrumah MV21 is equipped
with the biggest turret ever
constructed in the oil industry. It is
capable of processing 120 000b/d oil
and 160 ft3/d of production gas/day.

It as a storage capacity of 1 600 000
barrels of oil and a water injection rate
of 230 000b/d.
The conversion of FPSO Kwame
Nkrumah MV21 from the very
large crude carrier (VLCC) tanker
Ohdoh (ex Tohdoh) encompassed
detailed engineering, installation
and integration of 17 modules,
including a water treatment plant,
crude separation plant, chemical
injection plant, gas process and
injection plant, the turret, electricity
generation plant and a 120-room
accommodation facility.

FPSO Kwame Nkrumah MV21

East Timor blocks Greater Sunrise FLNG
A day after a floating liquefied natural gas (LNG)
facility was unanimously selected by Woodside as
the preferred processing option for Greater Sunrise
gas, the plans were blocked by East Timor. The
country rejected the plan to develop the field without
developing an onshore plant to liquefy the gas.

“We expect that the selection of a floating LNG
processing option will, in addition to generating
significant long-term petroleum revenue, provide a
broad range of social investment, employment and
training opportunities for East Timor.”
In January, East Timor approached Malaysian state
oil company Petronas to look at developing Greater
Sunrise.

The Greater Sunrise fields include the Sunrise and
Troubadour discoveries. These are located about
450km north of Darwin. The fields, which have a total
contingent dry gas resource of 5.13 Tcf and 225.9
million barrels of condensate, are partly located
in a Joint Petroleum Development Area (JPDA)
administered by the governments of Timor-Leste and
Australia.

The Sunrise JV participants include Woodside
(Operator) which has a 33.4% interest, ConocoPhillips
(30%), Shell (26.6%) and Osaka Gas (10%).

East Timor

Woodside chief executive officer Don Voelte said that
the international unitisation agreement (IUA) signed
by the governments of East Timor and Australia in
February 2007 required ‘the Sunrise joint venture
(JV) to develop the Greater Sunrise fields to best
commercial advantage consistent with good oilfield
practice’.

West Timor

Troubadour

JPDA

“Following an extensive and rigorous commercial
and technical evaluation of the various development
options available to the Sunrise JV including building
onshore processing plants at Darwin and in East
Timor, a floating LNG processing facility best satisfies
the key development requirements outlined by the
IUA,” Voelte said.
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.....
Huntington
Sevan has signed a letter of intent with E On Ruhrgas, for the for the
charter of the FPSO Sevan Voyageur. This will be used to develop
the Huntington oil field.
The proposed charter party will be for a firm fixed term of five years
with extension options for the Huntington owners. The estimated
contract value would be USD 535 million for the fixed term.
In August 2009, the Sevan Voyageur commenced production on
Premier’s Shelley field in the Central UK North Sea, in 95m water
depth. It is estimated that the most likely time for termination of the
production at Shelley will be at the end of July 2010.
The Sevan Voyageur was built at Yantai Raffels (hull) and Keppel
Verolme (topsides, integration). It has an overall length of 66m and a
55 000t displacment at 18m draught. It has a 3200m2 deck area and
10 riser slots. It can produce 30 000 bbl/day and store 270 000 bbls/
43 000m3
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Granherne on Arne Laggan-Tormore

Kebabangan

KBR’s consulting subsidiary,
Granherne, has been selected
to take part in the front end
engineering design contract for
the Greenfield sections of Hess
Denmark ApS’ South Arne Phase 3
development in the North Sea.
Granherne was selected for the
study via a competitive bidding
process. The project will use the
combined expertise of Granherne
and KBR and has assembled an
experienced team to manage the
fast track schedule.

Aker Solutions has been selected by
Kebabangan Petroleum Operating
Company (KPOC) as its contractor
for the detailed engineering of the
Kebabangan (KBB) Northern Hub
development project located in the
South China Sea, 130km offshore
Sabah in East Malaysia.

“This project will further consolidate
our excellent relationship with
Hess which has built up over
several smaller studies,” said
Richard D’Souza, Vice President,
Granherne. “The project has a very
tight schedule and we look forward
to working with Hess to meet that
challenge.”

Bredero Shaw received a contract
with a value in excess of $90 million
from Corus UK Limited to provide
pipeline coatings for Total’s LagganTormore project.
Laggan-Tormore lies 125 km
northwest of the Shetland Islands in
water depths of up to 600m.
The work will be executed at the
Bredero Shaw pipe coating facility
in Leith, Scotland. This contract
involves coating approximately 298
km of 18in dia and 241km of 30in
pipe that will be protected with threelayer polypropylene anticorrosion
coating, internal flow efficiency
coating and concrete weight coating.
Coating will commence during Q4
2010.

Under the NOK 170 million.
four-year contract, Aker Solutions
will provide detailed design and
engineering support through to the
start up phase of project.
The KBB facility comprises single
integrated drilling, oil and gas
production, utilities and quarters
(PDUQ) topsides mounted on a
fixed 8-leg jacket in 142m of water.
The gas and oil will be evacuated
via 135 km export lines to shore.
The Shell-operated Malikai deep
water field will be tied in via
separate partially-stabilised liquid
and dry gas lines shortly after first
gas from KBB.

The scope of the project comprises
two new well head platforms, one of
which is bridge linked to the existing
South Arne facility. The other is
located 2.5 km NNW of the existing
platform. The two platforms are
linked by subsea pipelines and an
umbilical.

Pipecoating at Leith

Fluor Umm Lulu

Belinda

Jordbaer

Fluor’s Offshore Solutions unit
has been awarded a front-end
engineering and design (FEED)
contract by ADMA-OPCO, for
offshore facilities at the Umm Lulu
field 30km northwest of Abu Dhabi.

Mustang has been selected by
Noble Energy to perform the
FEED study for the Belinda
project in Block “O”, which
is located in approximately
243ft (74m) of water offshore
Equatorial Guinea.

FMC has signed a multi-year
frame agreement with BG Norge,
a subsidiary of BG Group, to
provide subsea systems for
offshore projects.

The Umm Lulu phase II
development includes six wellhead
towers, production facilities, living
quarters, infield subsea pipelines
and the export pipeline to Zirku
Island. The project will tie into
ADMA-OPCO’s SARB project (for
which Fluor is currently performing
the FEED) for further processing at
the Zirku Island facilities.
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The scope of the FEED includes
the design of both the jacket and
topsides of the facility, which will
process gas condensate. The
Belinda project is being designed
as a gas cycling project designed
to strip condensate from the field
and re-inject the gas for future
sales.
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The topsides weight is estimated to
be 17 000t and is designed to be
installed by the floatover method.
The jacket weight is estimated to be
14 000t and will be launch-installed.

The five-year contract includes
provisions for two additional fiveyear extensions.
The agreement also includes
an immediate call-off to perform
a detailed engineering study
related to equipment and
services to support the Jordbaer
field, located in the Norwegian
North Sea

West Seahorse, Australia
3D Oil Limited has begun front end engineering
and design for the West Seahorse oil field
development in Bass Strait. It is on track to
reach a final investment decision in the second
half of 2010.
West Seahorse was originally discovered in
1981 by the Hudbay-Beach Energy group, but
was deemed to small to be commercial at the
oil prices of the day. The field lies 2km west
of ExxonMobil and BHP Billiton’s producing
Seahorse field, which was discovered in 1978.
The commencement of the FEED has resulted
in the re-assessment of the option of a subsea
well tied to shore with a production pipeline.
Once onshore, the production will be sent either
to a new crude oil stabilisation plant or linked to
existing third-party facilities.
3D Oil believes this development option offers
the lowest capital and operating costs while also
maximsing the ultimate recovery from the field.

Victoria

Now Recruiting
This exciting, industrially relevant programme, developed in
conjunction with some of the subsea sectorʼs leading firms, comprises
multi-disciplinary teaching, site visits, industrially based projects and
visiting industrial lecturers. The programme can be studied full time
over 1 year or part-time, normally over 2-3 years.
This innovative new course is aimed at:
Engineering graduates wanting to specialise in a challenging
area of engineering
Those working in the subsea industry who want to increase their
skills and knowledge
Those working in another engineering sector who want to work
in Subsea
Those working in the engineering sector who want to combine
technical expertise with management knowledge

•
•
•
•

For those who want to study selected areas of subsea engineering/
management for Continuing Professional Development, we will also
be offering individual modules from the Masters Degree including:
Fundamentals of Subsea Engineering, Materials & Corrosion Aspects
of Subsea Engineering, Deepwater Pipeline Design, Subsea Project
Management Application, Subsea Surveying, Positioning & Installation
and Reliability & Integrity Management of Subsea Systems.
For further information
visit: www.ncl.ac.uk/marine/postgrad/taught/subsea
Queries: subsea@ncl.ac.uk
Images courtesy of IHC Engineering Business Ltd and CTC Marine Projects

The second stage will comprise full FEED of the finalised
concept and further development of the engineering, while
the third stage will be an extended FEED process to further
develop the project to a bankable feasibility concept.

P57
Snapper
Marlin

Barracuda

Halibut

3D Oil has 100% of the project although company, however, is
actively looking for a farm-in partner for help with exploration
of its Felix prospect further east in the same permit. Felix is
believed to hold as much as 100 million bbl of oil.

Bream
Kingfish

Location of the West Seahorse field

Development costs are currently estimated at
under $80 million including contingency and
well reentry. The West Seahorse field, owned
100% by 3D Oil, has reserves of 5.3 MMbbl
with an additional 3.4 MMbbl of contingent
resource.
The FEED contract’s first stage will be
undertaken by WorleyParsons, which will review
the pipeline-to-shore options that include a
flexible steel pipeline that can be installed by
workboat without the need for a pipelay-barge.

The West Seahorse reservoir
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Helix Producer 1
The Helix Producer I is a ship-shaped vessel that produces
hydrocarbons. Unlike a conventional FPSO or a platform, however, it
is dynamically positioned. It uses a disconnectable buoy to bring oil
and gas onboard, process the stream and then send it to shore via
export line. No product is stored onboard.
The advantage of using dynamic positioning is that in the event of
a hurricane or other weather event, the Helix producer I can shut
the stream off, drop a marker buoy into the water and sail away with
crew aboard, instead of evacuating the facility and leaving it to face
the brunt of a storm. This results in less risk to the vessel and crew
and faster return to production.
The vessel has recently just finished sea trials in the Gulf of Mexico,
and is about to commence her inaugural production job on the
Phoenix field.
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ABS Approves Petrobras MPSO Design
Class society ABS has provided
its basic design approval for
Petrobras’ Mono-Column floating
production, storage and offloading
(MPSO) unit intended for ultra
deepwater operation in the Gulf of
Mexico (GOM).

voiced some concern with the
possibility of riser fatigue caused by
the motions of the FPSO assigned
to the field. Feijo says this new
Petrobras hull design is intended
to reduce heave thus lessening the
fatigue on the SCRs.

The approval is significant as it
consolidates the MPSO design
concept as one viable option for
the next phase of the Cascade
Chinook field in the GOM. The
MPSO is a short cylindrical monocolumn floater that is also being
considered for sites offshore Brazil.

The MPSO was designed to
be permanently moored to the
seabed, remaining on station for
its operational life. This presents a
major advantage over the traditional
ship-shaped FPSO which would
require a disconnectable turret due to
the environmental characteristics of
the Gulf of Mexico.

ABS provided an early conceptual
stage review of the design and
issued its “approval in principle” or
AIP in 2005.
The MPSO concept is a non shipshaped floating production storage
and offloading facility (FPSO)
that breaks with the tradition of
converting existing tankers into
FPSOs. The MPSO is a short
cylindrical mono-column floater
being considered for sites offshore
Brazil as well as the Gulf of Mexico.
“A round FPSO design was
unheard of ten years ago,”
commented Luiz Feijo, ABS Project
Manager for the MPSO. “Today we
are not surprised by the designs
being put forward for classification
review. If we are not able to review
a design to prescriptive rules then
we take a risk-based approach for
determining criteria,” he added.
For example, the MPSO has some
characteristics of a Spar but a
much shallower draft. The design
is such that it minimises heave and
pitch making it more suitable for
the application of steel catenary
risers (SCRs).
With water depths pushing the
10 000ft mark in some field
developments, industry has
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The MPSO was assessed by ABS
for its hull strength by evaluating
load components, conducting
fatigue assessments and reviewing
the Global Motions and Stability
reports. ABS also conducted a
Hazards Identification Study (HAZID)
to identify possible safety issues
associated with the offloading
system. Feijo says the intent is for
offloading to be carried out using
dynamic positioning (DP) class 2
shuttle tankers. ABS provided its
approval of the DP system on the
shuttle tanker design as well.
Since the unit is slated for Gulf of
Mexico operations, ABS has provided
regulatory compliance assistance to
Petrobras. “Our extensive experience
in the Gulf of Mexico and our ability
to work closely with the US Coast
Guard as well as the Minerals
Management Service has been a
valuable contribution to the project,”
says Feijo.
Petrobras and Japan Oil, Gas
and Metals National Corporation
(JOGMEC) have been jointly working
toward the practical application of
the MPSO concept together with
partners National Maritime Research
Institute (NMRI) and IHI Group in
Japan. The unit calls for storage
capacity of 800 000 barrels.
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Petrobras’ Mono-Column Floater, Production,
Storage and Offloading Unit (MPSO)
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Falklands

Draupne

Rockhopper Exploration has discovered oil with its
well 14/10-2 on the Sea Lion prospect. Initial
data collected indicate that this well is an oil
discovery, which would be the first in the North
Falkland Basin.

Det norske discovered a 57m hydrocarbon column when
drilling an appraisal well 16/1-11 to delineate the Draupne
oil and gas discovery. It was identified in the same reservoir
interval as found in discovery well 16/1-9. The 16/1-9 well was
drilled in the spring 2008. The appraisal well also found non
movable oil in the deeper formations of Trassic age.

Rockhopper ran a suite of wireline logs which
indicated that the well encountered a 150m gross
interval of sand and shales. The data show that the
well has 53m of net pay distributed in multiple pay
zones, the thickest of which has a net pay of
25m. These pay zones have an average porosity
of 19%.
Rockhopper now intends to collect additional
logging information prior to making a decision
whether to plug and abandon the well, or to
suspend the well for future testing. It is
also considering whether to drill an appraisal well
on Sea Lion later during the current drilling
campaign. It remains the intention of the Company
to drill the Ernest prospect in the fourth slot of the
overall Falklands drilling programme.

Deep Blue
OGX has concluded the drilling of wells OGX-6
and OGX-8 on the BM-C-41 block, in the shallow
waters of the southern part of the Campos Basin.
The OGX-6 well, Etna prospect, was drilled
to a depth of 3604m resulting in evidence of
hydrocarbons in the carbonate reservoirs in the
Albian and Aptian sections.
Well OGX-8, Fuji prospect, was drilled up to 4110m
and also encountered evidence of hydrocarbons in
the carbonate reservoirs in the Albian and Aptian
sections.
Based on the final well information combined with
the 3D seismic data interpretation, OGX estimates
recoverable oil volume of between 1.4 and 2.6
billion barrels for the accumulation composed of
the Pipeline and Etna prospects (OGX-2A and
OGX-6). For the potential structure composed by
Waimea and Fuji prospects (OGX-3 and OGX-8),
the company estimates recoverable oil volume of
between 600 and 1100million barrels of oil.
The rig Ocean Quest, which drilled the OGX-6
well, and the Ocean Star, which drilled the OGX-8
well, have been moved to the shallow water of
the Santos Basin where they are engaged in the
drilling of the Natal and the Niteroi prospects.
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Water depth in the area is 111m. The well was drilled by semi
submersible drilling rig Songa Delta.

Platypus
Dana has made a significant gas discovery at the Platypus
prospect in the UK Southern North Sea. The Dana operated
48/1a-5 well was drilled in a water depth of approximately
142ft to a total measured depth of 11 048ft, targeting a
high quality Rotliegendes, Lower Leman prospect. The well
encountered some 218ft of good quality gas bearing sands
and an extensive set of wireline log data is being acquired
over the reservoir section.
Preliminary analysis indicates that the reserves discovered
are in line with pre-drill estimates of approximately 130 billion
ft3gas. The Leman is the major producing reservoir in the
Southern North Sea, and Dana is already producing gas
from this reservoir horizon at the Johnston, Victor and Anglia
fields. The Leman is also the reservoir in the Babbage field,
which is currently being developed by Dana, with first gas
expected in mid 2010.

Perla
Eni Has reported one of the most significant finds in recent
years, and the largest ever in Venezuela. The Perla field is
located in Cardon IV Block in the shallow waters of the Gulf of
Venezuela. The Perla-2 well was drilled in (60m) 197ft of water
by the ENSCO 68 jackup. It encountered 260m (840 ft) of net
pay in carbonate sequence and confirmed by 210m (700ft) of
bottom hole recovered cores.
During a production test, the well flowed at a rate of 50 MMcf/d
of gas and 1500b/d of condensate, and production per well
should increase to more than 70 million ft3/d and 2000b/d of
condensate. Perla has exceeded pre-drill expectations, thus
increasing initial resource estimates by 30%, with the potential
for further improvement.
Eni and Repsol have evaluated options for a fast-track
development through an early production test expected to
commence in early-mid 2013 with 300 million ft3/d. Repsol,
operator, holds 50% while Eni holds the remaining 50% interest
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Fossekall
Statoil has found oil and gas in the
Fossekall prospect just north of
Norne, in the Norwegian Sea. The
proven recoverable resources are
provisionally estimated at 37–63
million barrels of oil.
The volume of associated and free
gas is estimated at 1–3 billion m3
gas. Last year Statoil discovered
oil on the Dompap prospect, which
also lies north of the Norne field.
“These discoveries demonstrate
that also the deeper, western
parts of the Norne area remain
prospectable. This may well have
a bearing on our field longevity
work,” said Geir Richardsen,
Statoil’s head of exploration for
acreage close to the infrastructure
in the Norwegian Sea.
Together with its partners, the

Location of the Fossekall prospect

company will consider developing the
discovery through a tie-in to Norne,
where the storage and production
ship Norne receives production from
seabed templates.

Tupi

Angolan Finds
Eni has made two new oil
discoveries in Block 15/06,
Nzanza-1 and Cinguvu-1, offshore
Angola. Both wells, located around
350km north-west of Luanda in
1400m of water depth, successfully
reached the objectives in the Lower
Miocene targets where oil pay sands
with good reservoir characteristics
were encountered.

Norne is also linked to the gas
infrastructure on the continent by
means of the pipeline systems
Norne gas export and Åsgard
transport via Kårstø in Rogaland.

The partners in Block 15/06 will
continue during 2010 the exploration
drilling with the target to secure
the resources that will support the
sanctioning of the second production
hub in the north-east area of the
block.

Operations were completed in
December 2009 for Nzanza-1 and in
February 2010 for Cinguvu-1.
The positive outcomes from the two
wells will allow proceeding with the
currently ongoing pre-development
phase of the “Western Hub”.

Petrobras completed the drilling
of another well in the Tupi area
that confirms the potential of the
pre-salt reservoirs in that area.
The new well, 3-BRSA-795-RJS,
which is informally known as
Tupi OW, is located in the area
of the Tupi Evaluation Plan, at a
depth of 2,131m below the water
line.
The discovery was proved by
means of light oil samples
(25deg API) collected via a cable
test from reservoirs located at
depths greater than those of
previously drilled wells.

Nzanza-1 and Cinguvu-1 results
follow the recent success of Cabaça
Norte-1 reaching a count of three
consecutive oil discoveries in the
block in 2009, five in total, including
Sangos and N’Goma drilled by the
block 15/06 partnership in 2008.

Petrobras notes that the result
reinforces the estimations of the
potential of 5 to 8 billion barrels
of recoverable light oil and
natural gas in the Tupi pre-salt
area.

Angolan discoveries
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Skandi Santos is the first of three new subsea installation and well
service vessels in Aker Solutions’ portifolio. Delivered last year,
it is currently working for Petrobras on a five year contract with a
five year option. It is designed for the cost-effective installation and
removal of subsea christmas trees.
At its centre is a tower system with a 125t lifting capacity. There is
also an elaborate skid system to manage the movement of the heavy
subsea equipment.
Operations are assisted by a fibre rope deployment system and
three remotely operated vehicles.
By using this system, Aker Solutions says that it releases the rig to
leave its well 10 days earlier to start on its next job.
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West Orion

Cygnus Western Area Appraisal
GDF SUEZ, operator of the Cygnus gas field
on behalf of its licence partners Centrica and
Endeavour Energy has successfully appraised
well 44/11a-4 in the western area of Cygnus,
which lies within UK Continental Shelf (UKCS)
blocks 44/12a and 44/11a in the UK southern
North Sea, 15km north west of the Tyne field.
The 44/11a-4 well achieved a stabilised flow
rate of 28 million ft3/day confirming a good
quality reservoir. The well was drilled by the
ENSCO 100 jack-up. It reached a true vertical
depth (TVD) of 12 344ft and encountered 133ft
of gas bearing reservoir in the Leman interval.
A second appraisal well is due to spud in fault
block 5 once operations are complete on well
44/11a-4.
This first western area appraisal well has
confirmed gas in block 4 of the Cygnus
structure, a previously undrilled area of the
field.

The West Orion

The Jurong Shipyard has successfully
delivered the West Orion, the third of four
turnkey 6th generation semisubmersible
drilling units built for Seadrill.
Bound for development drilling operations
offshore Brazil under a six-year contract
with Petrobras, the West Orion is expected
to commence operations at the end of July
2010. The West Orion follows after the
delivery of sister rigs West Sirius and West
Taurus in 2008.

This result is very positive although additional
work needs to be done before any figure on
western area resources can be released by
the operator.

The West Sirius is currently serving a
six-year charter with Devon Energy in the
Gulf of Mexico, while the West Taurus is
operating offshore Brazil under a six-year
charter with Petrobras.

The eastern area has technically recoverable
volumes estimated to be in excess of 500
billion ft3. The ultimate recoverable reserves
for the whole field development rank Cygnus
as one of the most significant southern North
Sea projects in recent years.

West Orion is the sixth unit of a series of 6th
generation Friede and Goldman ExD Class
semi-submersible rig delivered by Jurong
Shipyard. This dynamic positioning
ultra-deepwater semi-submersible drilling
rig is capable of operating in 3000m water
depth and harsh environment drilling
conditions in most of the world’s known
challenging deepwater arena.

Following the successful appraisal of the
eastern area in 2009, the licence partners
are pursuing a revised and optimised field
development plan for Cygnus. The new plan
will comprise a two-phase approach with
an enlarged first phase to include the full
development of the eastern area, and a phase
two development of the western area.

The state-of-the-art rig is engineered for
stability and versatility with operational
displacement of 43 400t at 17m draught
and 46 750t at 20m draught It also features
high load capacity and an efficient drill floor
layout with improved safety and working
environment features.
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Statoil/Seadrill

Third Deepwater Semi
Keppel FELS has delivered the third
DSS 21 deepwater semisubmersible
(semi) drilling rig to Maersk Drilling,
43 days ahead of schedule and with
a perfect safety record, garnering a
bonus of US$400 000.
Mr Claus V. Hemmingsen, CEO of
Maersk Drilling said, “The MaerskKeppel partnership, spanning a
decade, has achieved considerable
milestones together.
“Now, with the addition of Maersk
Deepwater Semi III, our highspecification DSS 21 rig fleet which
is in the league of some of the
world’s most advanced deepwater
rigs will help position Maersk Drilling
as the leading offshore solutions
provider in the industry.

Our ultra deepwater semisubmersibles are well equipped to
meet this demand,” Hemmingsen
added.
DSS Series rigs are highly cost
effective exploration units capable
of drilling down 10 000m (30 000ft)
wells and operating at a water depth
of 3000m (10 000ft). The series
also features a dynamic positioning
system, with the ability to attach to a
prelaid mooring system.
They are particularly well suited to
drill deep and complicated wells in
areas such as West Africa, Brazil,
the Gulf of Mexico and Southeast
Asia.

The jack-up rig of the Gusto MSC
CJ70 150A design is currently under
construction at the Jurong shipyard
in Singapore. The rig is scheduled to
be completed at the end of the first
quarter 2011. Seadrill will exercise its
option to purchase the drilling unit from
the Jurong shipyard for approximately
US$350 million.
The rig is an advanced, ultra large,
harsh environment, high specification
drilling unit, specifically built for
Norwegian requirements and matching
the specification of the largest jack-up
drilling units in the world.

“The demand for modern drillings
rigs has increased over the past
years concurrently with the growing
technical challenges we are faced
with in the drilling industry.

The unit provides means to operate
in water depth up to 150m with a
higher variable deck load and a higher
operating efficiency compared to
previous jack-up generations.

The search for new finds is moving
to deeper waters and areas with
complex soil conditions and more
advanced drilling rigs are needed to
meet those challenges.

The size of the unit allows for
additional opportunities within areas
like logistics, well testing and early
production.

Maersk Deepwater Semi III,
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Statoil has sent Seadrill a letter of
intent for a harsh environment jackup drilling rig for the Norwegian
Continental Shelf. The letter of intent
represents a five-year contract
with an estimated contract value of
approximately US$650 million, and
start-up is scheduled for the third
quarter 2011.
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Real-Time Monitoring Speeds up Rig Move
Nexen Petroleum used a real-time
system developed by Emu Ltd,
for monitoring sea state to inform
operational decisions when moving
the jack-up rig Galaxy III into position
alongside the Buzzard wellhead
platform.
Emu’s oceanographic team has
developed additional functions to
augment its real-time monitoring
systems currently being used on
North Sea oil and gas platforms.
The recent successful use of the
real-time system by Nexen involved
data telemetry systems which had
been installed using receiving
stations on their Buzzard platform
and on the Galaxy III.
The wave periodicity was of
particular significance, with a
swell period of six seconds being
assessed as the limit for the repositioning operation. Emu, in
conjunction with Nexen, developed
the real-time spectral interface to
isolate longer swell energy from
locally generated wind waves.
The new real-time spectral splitting
system resulted from research
carried out by Emu’s Oceanography
Team. This enables information on
wave energy spectra to be available
to non-technical users.
Additional joint research with the
Channel Coastal Observatory in
Southampton (CCO) into the effect
of long period waves on beach
defences led to adoption across
the CCO network, extending from
Kent to Cornwall, of the new system
of monitoring sea states to warn
of potential sea defence failures.
The system is soon to be applied
to Offshore Wind development
operations as well.
Trials have also shown a potential
for cost saving for Wind Farm
developers

Waverider buoy used for logistics decision making

ABS Classes new Jack Ups
ABS has been selected to
class the first newbuild jackups
for Petrobras in 25 years. The
Brazilian energy giant has
ordered two LeTourneau Super
S116E design jackups. The sister
units, to be named Petrobras 59
and Petrobras 60, will be built
at São Roque do Paraguaçu,
Bahia, Brazil, by Consórcio Rio
Paraguaçu.
This consortium is composed
by three major Brazilian
contractors, Oderbrecht,
Queiroz Galvão and UTC. The
rigs are intended for operation
offshore Brazil.
ABS will class the self-elevating
rigs that are capable of drilling
under high pressure and high
temperature, operating in water
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depth of up to 350ft with up to
30 000ft wells.
This type of high specification
jackup has not been built in
Brazil for nearly 25 years. The
jackups are scheduled for
delivery in 2011.
“We are honored to have been
chosen as the class society for
these drilling units,” said Jose
Carlos Ferreira, Vice President,
South American Region, ABS.
“Some of the world’s most
complex and challenging
offshore and marine projects
take place in Brazil. This award
recognizes ABS’ practical
work experience and technical
knowledge with respect to
jackups.”
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DGPS in Bosphorus
Strait transit
Ocean Rig’s semi-submersible drilling rig
Leiv Eiriksson successfully navigated the
Bosphorus Strait using the sophisticated
new DPS 4D differential positioning system
developed by Kongsberg Maritime’s specialist
position reference and satellite positioning
division, Kongsberg Seatex.
The Leiv Eiriksson is one of the first vessels
to apply DPS 4D, which uses the latest
advances in GPS/GLONASS technology,
aided by inertial technology using Kongsberg
Seatex’s new high performance motion
reference unit, MRU 5+, to optimise signal
tracking, integrity and availability for
dynamic positioning (DP) applications under
challenging conditions.
Ocean Rig said that DPS 4D provided
continuous, accurate position data during the
transit of the Bosphorus Strait, demonstrating
integrity and availability of position data at all
times.
“The Bosphorus Strait is well recognised
as being a hazardous area for navigation.
Despite the bridges and other obstacles,
which actually interrupted other satellite-based
reference systems onboard, we were able
to reference our position continuously, with
the DPS 4D. The availability of position data
helped to improve safety and efficiency of
operations, and will enhance future navigation
and manoeuvring operations for Leiv
Eiriksson,” said Stein Egil Svendsen, Marine
Manager at Ocean Rig.
Kongsberg’s DPS 4D uses all available
satellite navigation signals by combining
GPS/GLONASS and MRU 5+ into a single
system. The MRU 5+ measurements
effectively bridge gaps in the satellite signal
caused by physical obstructions, ionospheric
activity and shadowing from nearby objects
which may reduce signal availability. Receiver
autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM)
enhanced by data from MRU 5+ also provides
an assessment of the reliability of position
and velocity data under challenging GNSS
conditions. DPS 4D is also designed to utilise
all frequencies in systems available today
as well as future GNSS signals and future
global satellite navigation systems such as
GALILEO.

Ocean Rig’s semi-submersible drilling rig Leiv Eiriksson
successfully navigatin the Bosphorus Strait
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The DPS 4D has an intuitive and easy to use
human machine interface (HMI) developed
in close co-operation with end-users. The
primary goal of the HMI is to enable the
operator to instantly identify and react safely
to critical situations. Operators need to
assess the quality of their position quickly and
effectively so user-defined visual presentation
using multiple layers of information is
available.
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Laggan Towmore
FMC has signed an agreement with Total for the
manufacture and supply of subsea production equipment
to support the Laggan-Tormore field. The award has a
value of approximately $210 million in revenue to FMC
Technologies.
Laggan-Tormore is an offshore gas field located in water
depths of approximately 1950ft (600m) west of the
Shetland Islands in the North Sea.
FMC’s scope of supply includes the manufacture of nine
subsea trees, eight wellheads and two six-slot manifolds.
FMC will also provide 12 multiphase meters, 10 subsea
control modules and associated control systems. The
equipment will be manufactured and assembled at FMC’s
facilities in Dunfermline, Scotland and Kongsberg, Norway
and at FMC’s Multi Phase Meters (MPM) operation in
Stavanger, Norway.

Deliveries are scheduled to commence in the
first quarter of 2011.

GE Oil & Gas
Drilling & Production

Our VetcoGray DHXT is a next generation deepwater
tree engineered for up to 15,000 psi and 10,000 ft. It’s also
smaller and lighter, with final deployment configuration
weighing less than 100,000 lbs. This highly flexible
deepwater system delivers value, efficiency and reliability
as standard.

You call it next
generation
performance

Visit us and see the next generation tree at OTC – Booth 1641,
May 3–6, Houston, Texas

We call it
Innovation Now

geoilandgas.com\drillingandproduction

GE imagination at work

14002_GE_AD_180x120_AW.indd 1
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Marulk
FMC has signed an agreement
with Statoil for the manufacture
and supply of subsea production
equipment to support the Marulk
field. The award, a call-off from
FMC’s existing frame agreement
with Statoil, has a value of
approximately $62 million in
revenue to FMC Technologies.
The Marulk gas and condensate
field is located in the Norwegian
Sea, approximately 30km (18
miles) south-west of the Norne
field at a water depth of 365m
(1200ft). ENI operates the field,
but Statoil is responsible for the
concept choice, pre-engineering,
construction and installation of

the subsea production system
for Marulk.
The initial development will
consist of two wells tied back to
the Norne floating production,
storage and offloading (FPSO)
vessel, using idle capacity.
FMC’s scope of supply includes
the manufacture of 2 subsea
trees, 1 manifold, 1 template,
subsea control modules and
associated topside controls and
connection equipment.
The systems will be
manufactured and assembled
at FMC’s operations in Norway
and Scotland.

The Marulk gas and condensate field
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Expanding its advanced technology
portfolio for the deepwater drilling
and production sector, GE Oil and
Gas has officially launched the
new VetcoGray DHXT deepwater
horizontal tree and integral control
system.

Deep Water Tree

The DHXT is
designed to operate in
water depths up to
10 000ft and at
pressures up to
15 000psi.
The streamlined design
reduces standard industry
horizontal tree footprint
by 12% (to 4.5m by 4.4m)
and weight by 10% (to
43.7t), delivering significant
installation, maintenance
and cost benefits for
operators.
The D-Series package includes
the integral VetcoGray ModPod,
a subsea control module that is
powered by SemStar5, representing
a new generation of ultra-reliable,
open architecture subsea control and
instrumentation systems.
This design builds on the S-Series’
SVXT tree for harsh shallow-waters
that was launched last year. It delivers
improved functionality and flexibility
by incorporating common project
requirements to meet a wide range of
customer standards.
The new VetcoGray DHXT has three
primary configurations:
1. DHXT-SP - a standard production
tree designed for lowest installed
cost and reliability. A modular concept
is used for all major components of
the tree. This system delivers full
deepwater capabilities in a compact,
lightweight and flexible package.
2. DHXT-EP - an enhanced
production tree system offering
additional functionality. The annulus
wing block is extended to include
additional valves and sensors
for improved annulus pressure
management.
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The new
VetcoGray DHXT
deepwater horizontal tree

3. DHXT-GP – a gas lift production
tree system offering further
functionality. Additions to the
standard system include a gas lift
choke, dual-bore flow-line connector
and sensors.
In addition, the new DHXT
and subsea system can be
monitored remotely from GE’s new
SmartCenter (Subsea Monitoring
and Remote Technology Center)
a state of the art remote-access
data hub connected to subsea field
control and instrumentation facilities
around the world.

Officially opened in
October 2009, the
new SmartCenter
facility offers
assistance and
services to the field
at every stage of
development– from
installation and
commissioning,
through field start
up and onwards into
routine operation for
operational support,
condition monitoring,
diagnostics, and
production optimisation.
The DHXT deepwater tree
with integral control system
also features the option for a
SemStar5-R, which is a freestanding
subsea data hub package designed for
installation on subsea trees, manifolds and
process facilities.
The unit is deployed and retrieved by ROV,
with connections to the subsea control and
instrumentation system made with wetmateable ROV-deployed jumpers – using
either electrical or fiber-optic connections.
The external package is fully marinised
for long-term subsea immersion, and the
internal data-hub multiplexing unit is an
application-specific configuration of the
SemStar5 subsea electronics module.

Mod Pod
The new D-Series package
includes the integral VetcoGray
ModPod, powered by the VetcoGray
SemStar5, a fifth generation
subsea electronics module, for first
deployment next year by Statoil’s
Tordis Vigdis controls modification
(TVCM) project in the North Sea,
west of Norway.
Featuring a modular design
approach, SemStar5 offers new
levels of open architecture IP-
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enabled communication capabilities
and infrastructure to support the
higher bandwidth requirements of
modern instrumentation, while also
offering high reliability.
The VetcoGray SemStar5 is being
developed and manufactured at
GE’s facilities in Nailsea, along with
VetcoGray ModPod subsea control
modules, and will be shipped to the
project site in Norway for installation
offshore shortly.

15 000psi Drill-Through/Completion System
Argus Subsea, which manufactures
subsea products for time-critical
fields, has introduced the AZ-15J
subsea tree and wellhead system.
Specially designed for
jack-up mobile drilling
units, the Argus AZ15J is the world’s first
purpose-built system that
allows operators to drill and
complete wells up to 15 000 psi
working pressure without special
riser systems or cumbersome
temporary abandonments.
The Argus AZ-15J provides an
easier installation experience
for operators, which takes less
manpower and leads to safer, more
cost-effective production applications
than with conventional mudline
suspension systems using wellheads
adapted for horizontal or vertical tree
completions.
The well is drilled with conventional
casing program to total depth, gravel
packed and the tubing hanger is set
and tested in the wellhead prior to
breaking back all tie back strings.
After the tie-backs are retrieved, the
subsea tree is run landed, tested
and left with the appropriate barriers
in place before the tieback is made
to the host facility.
The AZ-15J requires only minimal
tools to install, versus the large
amount of tools for a typical vertical
or horizontal tree adapted system.
The AZ-15J mono-bore vertical tree
weighs less than 45,000 pounds and
can be handled by all cranes without
disassembly. These features provide
for smaller crews and fewer thirdparty services.
“The innovative AZ-15J subsea
tree will enhance the development
of shallow water marginal fields
where time is critical and fast-track

AZ-10J Subsea Tree and Wellhead System The
system’s patented universal tubing hanger

deployment can lead to millions of
dollars of increased profitability for the
operators,” said Carl Aubrey, General
Manager of Argus Subsea. “The AZ-15J
can save a minimum of 15 days rig time
as compared to the current industry
standard drilling and completions time.”
The AZ-15J features a patented
universal tubing hanger and a running
tool system that allows for streamlined
drilling and completions.
All of the AZ-15J components and
assemblies have been designed and
validated using API specifications 6A
and 17D under the API Q-1/ISO 29001
quality system standard requirements.
They also comply with applicable MMS
requirements such as API specification
6AV1, one of the industry’s most
stringent testing standards for subsea
valves and actuators.
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FMC Technologies’ subsidiary,
Multi Phase Meter (MPM), has
been awarded a ‘Spotlight on New
Technology’ prize at the Offshore
Technology Conference (OTC) for its
self-configuring multiphase meter. The
meter has been rated at 15 000 psi and
temperatures of up to 480°F (250°C).
It has been designed for use at water
depths of 3500m (11 500ft).
“Being able to precisely measure the
amounts of hydrocarbon is useful
for a number of reasons,” said Bjorn
Saettenes, director, subsea systems
at MPM. “It is necessary to allocate
field production (and revenue) to the
different partners. Measurements
are also important to monitor and
thereby maximise well production and
reservoir recovery.
“Monitoring makes it possible to detect
water breakthrough or avoid hydrate
formation, and it is used to minimise
environmental issues by contributing
to reducing and optimising the use of
chemicals and inhibitors.”
One area of particular interest in
multiphase measurement, however, is
where the gas fraction of a multiphase
stream reaches 95–100%. This is
termed wet gas.
The majority of gas producing wells
normally contain small amounts of
liquids, and thus wet gas metering
represents a growing interest for the
gas field operators. Even in cases
where the reservoir only produces
gas, liquid condensation usually
occurs in the flowlines because of
the reduction in temperature and
pressure, causing wet gas conditions
at the metering location.
“Wet gas applications are challenging
from a user as well as a metering point
of view,” said Saettenes.
“From the user’s perspective, flow
assurance of the production system
is particularly demanding and is
often directly related to the water
production.

Multiphase Metering
measured. It is also essential to know
the salt content of produced water
in order to prevent corrosion in the
pipelines and production equipment.
“Knowledge about salt content is
also important from a reservoir
management perspective.
Discrimination between salt and fresh
water can be used to identify the origin
of produced water – condensed water
vapour or produced formation water,”
he said.
From a metering perspective, the
important challenges are related to the
desire to measure accurately the tiny
volumes of liquids passing the sensors

A wet gas flow meter therefore
needs to be robust with respect to
uncertainties in the configuration
parameters such as density,
permittivity, mass absorption
coefficients and viscosity data for
the individual fluids contained in the
wet gas. If the fraction measurement
is entirely based on the wrong
configuration parameters, it may cause

Electronics
enclosure

Outlet

Gamma
detector
Single energy gamma
source
Sensor
body

Electronics flow
computer

Transmitters

3D broadband
Salinity
probe
Termination box
Venturi

Inlet

“Because the capacities of the scale
and hydrate inhibitor systems are
limited, it is important that water
production rates are accurately
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in a fluid stream completely dominated
by gas. Furthermore, in this tiny liquid
fraction should be determine both
water and hydrocarbons. On top of this,
operators would often like to measure
the conductivity and salinity of the
produced water.

Exploded image of the
MPM multiphase meter
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The MPM multiphase meter

measurement errors for the liquid
parts which easily may be of several
hundred percent. This is overcome by
MPM’s self-configuring features.
“The determination of accurate gas flow
rates when liquids are present is far
more complex than in single phase gas
flow,” said Saettenes. “The presence
of liquids with varying properties
(viscosity, surface tensions) disturbs
the picture and flow rate measurements
will be more inaccurate than in the
single phase cases.”

Multiphase Meter
The most common method for
measuring flow velocity is by using
differential pressure units, in particular,
Venturi meters. A number of studies
have been done to develop wet
gas correction factors for velocity
measurements by use of Venturi
meters in wet gas cases.
The meter developed by MPM uses a
combination of wet gas flow models
that take into account the physical
distribution of liquid as droplet and
film in the cross-section of the pipe
and the velocity of the gas, droplets
and liquid film.

Goliat
MPM has recently signed a
contract with Aker Solutions for the
manufacture and supply of subsea
meters that will be installed at ENI’s
Goliat field in Norway.
One subsea meter will installed on
each production well at the Goliat
field for a total of 13 meters, making
this the largest order MPM has ever
received.
This is the fourth subsea field
development that will use MPM
meters for field implementation,
joining the Vega, Morvin and Mya
projects.

The meter
combines the
input from a
Venturi, a gamma
detector, pressure
and temperature
transmitters
and an EM
(electromagnetic
wave) based
system for
dielectric
measurements.
The meter is
installed downstream of a blind-T, in a
vertical position with flow either up- or
downwards. The flow first passes first
through the Venturi, which creates
radial symmetric flow conditions, then
enters into the electromagnetic/3D
broadband section.
“The 3D broadband is used to
establish a three-dimensional picture
of what’s flowing inside the pipe,”
said Saettenes. “The basis for the
technology is often referred to as
‘process tomography’ which has
many parallels to tomography used in
medical applications.
“In the oilfield, the challenges are
different than in a hospital. Firstly, the
meter is measuring fluids and gases
under high temperature and pressure.
Secondly, the multiphase mixture can
be mowing at velocities of more than
30m per second inside of the pipe,
and the amounts of gas, water and oil
are normally unstable and change all
the time.

measure water salinity, the MPM
meter bridges existing measurement
gaps in conventional multiphase and
wet gas meters.
When in wet gas mode, the meter can
be further configured to operate in
either two-or three-phase
mode. In three-phase mode, all the
fractions (oil, water and gas) are
determined based on measurements
performed by the MPM meter,
whereas in two-phase mode the
gas oil ration (GOR) is used as an
additional input parameter. The MPM
meter can also be configured to switch
automatically between multiphase
and three-phase wet gas mode. This
is particularly useful for slug flow
applications.
“During the period with high
gas content, the meter will select
wet-gas mode and the meter will
automatically switch to multiphase
mode when the liquid slugs arrive.

“The 3D broadband system is a highspeed electromagnetic wave based
technique for measuring the water
liquid ratio (WLR). By combining this
information with the measurements
from the Venturi, accurate flow rates of
oil, water and gas can be calculated.”

The performance of the MPM meter
at wet gas conditions has been
extensively tested at the MPM loop
(2005–2008), A 10in meter was tested
at K-Lab (2006 and 2008) a 5in meter
at the Southwest Research Institute
(SwRI) in San Antonio, Texas, in
October and November 2007.

The meter can be software configured
so that multiphase and wet gas
applications are addressed with the
same hardware. With capability to

The test was performed as a blind test
with eight international oil companies
participating as a joint industry project
organised by SwRI and StatoilHydro.
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Spud can
Discharge
Jumbo Shipping’s latest heavy lift
vessel, the Jumbo Jubilee, has
completed the loading, transport
and discharge of four 700t spud
cans from Dubai to Arendal
(Norway). The spud cans were
discharged into the water and
handed over to two tugboats, which
brought them to the quay for further
handling by Master Marine.
To handle the 700t spud cans,
each with a diameter of 21m and
a height of 8m, Jumbo used a
project-specific shackle. Jumbo’s
standard onboard lifting gear
includes 500t shackles. The new
shackle, weighing 1.5 t, can carry
loads up to 1000t.
After loading and transporting the
spud cans from Dubai to Arendal,
they were safely discharged one
by one in single lifts, with the crew
carefully ballasting both the ship
and the spud cans. The Port of
Arendal is half open to sea.
Although there is barely any swell,
there is a current, which can get as
strong as 2kts. To keep the cans
in control, mooring winches were
installed at the side of the Jumbo
Jubilee. With these winches, the
cans were kept in the correct
position during overboarding and
after discharge in the water.
Once overboarded, they were
handed over to two tugboats and
towed to a nearby construction
site. After final adaptations by
Master Marine, the add-on spud
cans will be put on the seabed in
approximately 25m water depth off
the Norwegian shore. Here they will
be used as a foundation for a jackup platform.
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Galapagos and NaKika

Saipem Dragados

Subsea 7 has been awarded the
award of an installation contract by
BP for the Galapagos and Nakika
Phase 3 developments in the Gulf of
Mexico.

Saipem America has been
awarded two subcontracts
from Dragados Offshore/
Dragados Offshore México,
for the transportation and
installation of the Pemex
Litoral Tabasco quarters
platform HA-LT-01.

Engineering work will commence
immediately at Subsea 7’s Houston
office. Installation will take place
during late 2010 using Subsea 7’s
pipelay and construction vessel, the
Skandi Neptune.
The Galapagos area and Nakika
Phase 3 projects are subsea tie-backs
scheduled to come on stream in 2011
and produce into the Nakika platform.
The projects are located in Mississippi
Canyon approximately 130 nautical
miles southeast of New Orleans, LA in
water depths up to 6300ft.
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The platform will be installed
in late 2010 or early 2011
in the Litoral Tabasco
field, located in the Bay of
Campeche (offshore Mexico)
in approximately 26m of water.
This will provide
accommodation for 201 people
including meals, recreation,
training, fitness, administrative
services, first aid and basic
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medical services for personnel working
on the adjacent facilities.
The company has also awarded
Saipem the transportation and
installation of Pemex’s power
generation platform PG-ZAAP-C. The
platform is scheduled to be installed in
2011 in the Zaap field, also in the Bay
of Campeche, in approximately 80m
of water.
The scope of work for both awards
comprises transportation and
installation of the jackets, fully
integrated single-piece topsides
weighing approximately 4500t for
each platform and one bridge per
platform connecting to existing
facilities, including the engineering,
procurement and project management.

Dockwise
Dockwise has announced seven
near-term contract wins for the
transportation of four jackup rigs, jack-up construction
vessels, supply boats and a
floating crane barge. These
will be transported to Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, Egypt, Sharjah,
Singapore, Rotterdam,Chabahar,
Iran,and Trinidad, respectively.

Dockwise will execute the bulk
of this newly contracted work
during the second quarter of
2010. In addition, it has secured
a variation order under its Vyborg
contract.
Total revenues for the various
commitments are expected to
reach US$40 million.

Te Giac Trang
J. Ray McDermott has been
awarded a transportation and
installation contract by PTSC for
the Te Giac Trang (TGT) field
development project, Vietnam.

(including tie-spools and one pinpiled pipeline end manifold), and
a subsea isolation valve. Work is
expected to start in the third quarter
of this year.

The scope of work includes
transportation and installation of
two wellhead platform jackets,
topsides (including two drill decks,
a main deck and helideck/ electrical
house), infield pipelines

The TGT oilfield is located in the
northern part of Block 16-1 offshore
Vietnam, around 100km south east
of Vung Tau City, in a water depth of
approximately 45m, and is operated
by Hoang Long.

The Skandi Neptune

Noble Drilling

Swiber

InterMoor has been awarded a
preset mooring project for Noble
Energy offshore Equatorial Guinea.
The company will be providing the
design, engineering, procurement
and installation services for preset
moorings in the Aseng field. Five
mooring legs will be installed at a
water depth of approximately 1050m
(3445ft).

Swiber has received a letter of
award from an unnamed oil and
gas operator in South East Asia.
The scope of work comprises the
transportation and installation of
heavy structures.

The Pride South Pacific and the
Atwood Hunter are the rigs Noble
Energy will be using for this project,
and the Maersk Terrier will be the
installation vessel.
Personnel will also be provided by
InterMoor for the drilling program
that will last approximately 14 to 16
months.

The contract sum will range
between US$17 million to US$27
million depending on the options
provided in the contract. The work
will commence in mid 2012 and is
expected to be completed in two
months.
This follows a similar award
worth approximately US$148
million announced in May, for
the engineering, procurement,
transportation and installation of
several pipelines in South Asia
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including platform modifications.
The offshore work will commence
in late 2010 and is expected to be
completed by mid 2011.
At the start of the year, Swiber
and its consortium partner, won
a US$188.8 million contract. This
comprised a full engineering,
procurement, construction,
installation and commissioning
(EPCIC) of work for multiple
well head platforms. The work is
currently being carried out and is
scheduled to be completed by mid
2011.The company is currently
fulfilling a contract to provide
transportation and installation
of offshore facilities, comprising
of new field developments and
decommissioning of platforms.
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Burial
After a pipeline, umbilical or cable
has been laid on the seabed, it is
often buried. While it is rarely a
legal requirement, burial is carried
out at the insistence of insurance
groups or from technical demands
by the pipeline designer.
Burial confers a number of
advantages
l It prevents the line from being
accidentally dragged up by passing
anchors or trawl boards from fishing
vessels, and generally provides
physical protection against dropped
objects
l In some applications, typically
gas pipelines, the designers may
specify a concrete weight coating.
Burying the line instead of the extra
coating can both reduce installation
costs and result in substantial
capital savings
l Pipeline burial provides thermal
insulation, preventing hydrate
formation and assisting with flow
assurance issues
l Burial stabilises the pipeline
on the sea bed. This resists
phenomena such as upheaval
buckling
l If a pipeline is buried, the support
provided by the substrate adds
to its physical properties. It may
therefore be possible to reduce the
wall thickness of the pipeline.
Ploughing and trenching are
industry standard descriptions and
simply different ways of achieving
the same objective – lowering
the product (pipeline, umbilical or
cable) below the level of the mean
seabed. In specific instances,
a third technique of cutting, is
occasionally used.
Ploughing is the use of a towed
large metal ‘share’ which is broadly
similar to the terrestrial equivalent,
though the scale of the equipment
differs dramatically. The plough is
moved by an external force.
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Ploughing and
Like its agricultural equivalent,
ploughing describes a mechanical
device being drawn along a route
to excavate material by means
of an engaging blade or plough
share. Charicteristically, this type
of system does not move under
its own power but requires a
large vessel – normally an anchor
handling vessel, to provide the
forward propulsion.

Mole boards

The plough principle can be applied
to burying pipelines, cables and
umbilicals.
A typical pipeline plough may be
around 20m in length and possibly
weigh in excess of 180t. These
systems can require a vessel with
a bollard pull of between 250 and
500t to provide the necessary
propulsion force.
A plough is normally used for postlay burial, ie, once the pipeline or
cable has been laid. The subsea
plough has what is described as a
‘butterfly’ type share. The plough is
landed over the pipeline with this
plough share in the open position.
The plough’s pipe handling system
picks up the line, allowing rollers to
swing underneath and support the
pipe. The share is then engaged
underneath it, enclosing the pipe.
Some ploughs can accommodate
pipelines of up to 1.5m in
diameter.
As the plough is pulled across the
seabed, the shares push the soil
to either side, allowing the pipe
to drop into the newly excavated
trench.
The operation may require
the pipe to remain uncovered,
however, it is more common to
push the recently unearthed soil
back into the trench, covering
the pipe. This backfilling action
is either carried out from the
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Plough Share

plough, or as a subsequent
operation using a specialised
backfill plough.
A cable plough is similar to the
pipeline plough but normally smaller
and normally only requires a single,
thin ploughshare, only just larger
than the cable itself.
The cable is fed over the top of the
share rather than through the body
of the machine. These ploughs are
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Trenching

Burial continued
Trenching is the term generally
used when a self-moving active
cutting device is employed, either
by liquefying the seabed with the
injection of high volumes of water
or the use of a rotating cutting
device such as a chain or wheel.

Control umbilical

Towing lines
from the
surface vessel,
which supply
the forward
movement

These systems are not mutually
exclusive. There are ploughs that
also incorporate jetting systems,
which in some conditions can
reduce the force required to pull
the plough through the seabed.
The decision of which system is
selected, depends on the seabed
lithology and more specifically, its
shear strength. This is the ability
of the soil to resist deformation
and is measured in KiloPascals.

Front Skid to facilitate the
unidirectional movement
of the plough

Grabs to lift the
pipe, allowing the
rollers to swing
under it

In general, a trencher is used for
cutting through soft, loose material
while a plough is used for harder/
intermediate strength material.
A cutter is used for cemented
seabed.
It is not uncommon to use more
than one machine if the lithology
changes. A company might plough
most of the route but require a
cutter for remedial burial of a
section of compacted rock.
Of the three systems, ploughing
is the fastest method, achieving
speeds up to 1km every 2 hrs per
hour as opposed to every 5 hrs for
jet trenching.

Roller swings under the
lifted pipe and supports it
from underneath

A subsea plough Image: CTC

used for smaller diameter products
(typically 17-150mm diameter) and
can bury a cable up to 3m below the
seabed. Once the plough passes,
the excavation gap is so small, that it
naturally fills back up again.
An umbilical plough is midway
between the two – bigger than the
telecoms cable and smaller than
the pipeline plough. It is also based
on a single blade and the umbilical
is manipulated round the plough

rather than over it. It is designed
for flexible lines of up to 200mm
diameter with a larger minimum
bend radius (MBR) than cable.
If the soil is hard in various parts
along its route, the plough may
have to carry out more than one
pass. The term multiple passes
or multipass refers to the ability of
the trencher to revisit specific parts
of the pipeline to ensure that the
whole of the pipeline is buried.
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But which system to use?
Plough

Trencher

Soft, loose sediment
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Cutter

Hard, compacted
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An alternative to ploughing
is trenching. It is slower than
ploughing, and cannot deal with as
hard soils, but the trencher is far
more manoeuverable, allowing it to
work in more restricted areas.
The fundamental difference
between the trencher and the
plough is that the trencher moves
under its own power. It is ostensibly
a large remotely operated vehicle.
It either runs on caterpillar tracks
or stands of simple sleds and lets
hydrodynamic propulsion using
horizontal thrusters to facilitate
movement on the seabed. It is
connected to the surface by an
umbilical, which provides the power
and control signals.

Ploughing and
TSS unit to detect the
position of the cable

In operation, the trencher flies
down to the product using electric
or hydraulic thrusters. When in
position over the product, jet legs
are lowered down on either side,
straddling the pipeline.
It works by directing low/high
pressure, high volume oscillating
jets of water to the side and
underneath the pipe, to fluidise the
sea bed. It is often possible to direct
water to the jet array for maximum
effectiveness.

Manipulator

The weight of the pipeline causes
it to sink down into the ‘quicksand’
below the surface. In some
cases, the pipelay is assisted by a
depressor. This is a mechanical arm
that depresses the product into the
trench.
As the system does not use its
weight to carry out the pipeline
burial, it is often neutrally buoyant
due to the incorporation of
syntactic foam blocks on the space
frame. Because the trencher is
independent of the surface vessel,
it can operate in severe sea states.
A typical jet trencher is capable
of lowering a pipeline from a few
centimetres up to 3m below the
mean level of the seabed, given
the right machine and sympathetic
seabed conditions.
This requires the jets to excavate a
trench with a width of up to 1.5m.
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Echo sounder
Annotated diagram of a subsea trencher
Image: CTC

Once the trench has been formed
and the product has settled, the
trench can stay open, or it might
require mechanical backfilling.
Mechanical backfilling can be
enabled by rear-mounted arms that
push the previously formed spoil
heaps back over the product or
as part of a separate pass usually
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with a different machine designed
specifically for back filling.
To measure and control the trencher,
the vehicle often carries an array of
surveillance equipment which can
include pipe trackers, depth sensors,
obstacle avoidance sonar system and
specialist water corrected low-light
video cameras.

Trenching

Seabed Tractor
To trench in the hardest seabed
soil conditions, an active
ground-engaging cutting device
may required. There are two
commonly used types – the chain
and the wheel.

Power and control
umbilical

Syntactic foam providing
the trencher with neutral
buoyancy

The chain cutter is broadly
similar to a chain saw, consisting
of a chain with teeth. It cuts
through the cemented seabed
and in the case of some
machines, jets are used to wash
away the cut material.
The alternative method employs
a large wheel which spins with
momentum giving a percussive;
this is more effective in hard
conditions as it works by
fracturing rather than cutting the
rock.

Hydraulic thruster

Hydraulic power system

Bumper bar for the
protection of the track

A Subsea trencher.
Image: SubAtlantic/CT Offshore
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These systems are an adaptation
of machines used on the surface
in the mining, heavy construction
and tunnelling industries. They
move along the seabed under
their own power using a track
device that is similar to a land
crawling crane or a military tank.
It is not uncommon to use more
than one type of machine on a
trenching project as the seabed
conditions will change over
some of the longer routes. For
example, a plough might be used
for the majority of the route but a
cutter may be employed for the
remedial burial of a section of
compacted rock. Some ploughs
can be fitted with toothed
ploughshares to break as much
rock as possible.

A cutting trencher
Image: CTC
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Purpose built tools

Ploughing and

In some cases, the difficulty in
routing a pipeline is so difficult,
that it has been necessary to
purpose-design a tool for a
specific project. Such was the
case with the Ormen Lange
field in Norway. This lies at the
foothills of the Storegga slide
where over 5500km2 of unstable
sediment materials accumulated
from an ice age, slumped into the
sea in three phases.
The development plan meant
that it was necessary to excavate
a pipeline route through this
uneven seafloor terrain, featuring
steep inclines and free spans in
the transition slope.
The resulting dredger/
intervention/ tool carrier was
a 6m long, 3m wide vehicle
weighing 15t. It is powered by
an electric motor capable of
developing 1.3 MW of power. The
design is characterised by a
long telescopic tool arm that
can be extended from the front
of the vehicle. This may be
equipped with purpose-designed
intervention tooling such as
dredging heads and cutting tools.
The powerful dredging pumps
are then employed to suck material from the ditch. There are
two jetting systems that have
an output of 375 kW, providing
pressures of 14 or 25 bar and
the 135 kW dredger system can
remove 750m3/hr. It is designed
to remove boulders weighing up
to 2.7t.
Apart from the arm, another
of the unique features is its
powered tracks, slewing ring and
articulating walking legs. These
combine to allow the unit to
operate in slopes of up to 36 deg.
Movement is assisted by eight
17in, 550kg thrusters giving a
2000kg bollard pull.
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A specialised trencher Image: Nexans

Mass Flow Evacuation
One common tool for deburial is
mass flow excavation (MFE). The
technique is routinely used within
the offshore industry for excavating
live pipelines and sensitive
structures such as well heads and
manifolds and in soils ranging from
silt, sand and gravel to rock dump,
drill cuttings and soft clays
A particular benefit of the MFE
technique is that excavation is
carried out without any physical
contact with the seabed and
therefore structures within the soil
may be uncovered without any risk
of damage.
The evacuation force is normally
applied by a large propeller which
generates a broad, high volume,
relatively low velocity water
column. When the water column
meets the seabed, it breaks up
the soil surface and raises it into
suspension to disperse into the
surrounding water and carried from
the site according to the prevailing
current or tide. In still water
conditions, dispersal is more local
and berms are formed around the
excavation.
When the tool is moved over the
seabed it forms a trench with
a berm on either side. Raising
and lowering the tool within its
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Mass Flow Evacuation Image: James Fisher
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Trenching
Applications
While most water jetting and trenching systems are
used to prepare the seabed for pipelines, this is not
their only use. In Canada and othre areas subject to the
movement of large icebergs, the production equipment
that normally resides on the seabed, has to be sunken
into excavated holes called ‘Glory Holes’.
Another use for trenching technology is in seabed
mining systems. Large crawler vehicles are used to
harvest diamond bearing material from the seabed.

A specialised trencher Image: DeBeers

Clay Cutting
operational envelope (between
2 and 15m above the seabed)
increases or decreases the area of
the excavation. The shape, depth
and rate of excavation depends on
a combination of variables such
as altitude of the tool above the
seabed, excavation power, speed
and direction of the tool over the
work area and the seabed material
being excavated.
A number of systems exist. One
consists of a robust vertical tubular
housing in which a heavy-duty
propeller is mounted. The propeller
is directly driven by a powerful
hydraulic motor powered from a
deck-mounted hydraulic power unit.
It is suspended by a main lift wire
with one or two independent one
tonne clump weights set 7m apart.
The tool is fitted with outrigger
arms, which slide on the guide
wires.
The purpose of the guide wires is to
maintain the orientation of the tool
with that of the vessel. As such, the
system uses the positioning system
of the vessel to maintain station.
The main limiting factor for the tool
is movement in the vertical plane.
An alternative system is based on
two counter-rotating propellers to
eliminate reactive torque.

A water jetting device can allow
operators to pre-trench and remodel
seabed sections composed of normally
impenetrable hard clays. It works by
directing a number of high pressure water
jets at the seabed through a manifold
system.
Physical contact with the seabed is not
required. All the cutting work is performed
by the high pressure jets or, in softer soils,
with high-volume water cannons mounted
on the tool’s body. The position of the
equipment is dictated by the location of
the vessel from which it is deployed.
A feature of the system is the ability to
vary the tool’s configuration while it is in
use. High-power centrifugal pumps can
provide a range of pressures and volumes
without the need to change out pump
liners.
Although the equipment was primarily
designed for clay, it can cope with widely
varying seabed soils, opening up the
possibility of routing pipelines through
difficult seafloor areas where previously
lines would have skirted around obstacles.
The tool also allows the operator to
reduce the total length of lines or
eliminate other seabed interventions such
as rock dumping.
A mud jetting system Image: AGR
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Diving operations by Hydrex
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Diving
Underwater Bow Thruster Replacement
When a 300m container vessel
lost the blades of its bow thruster,
Hydrex was asked to remove the
damaged thruster and replace it
with a spare one. The operation
was carried out while the vessel
was at anchor in Singapore.
The vessel had been sailing
without a working bow thruster
for quite some time, which
meant having to use tugboats in
every port. The owners used the
opportunity to have the broken
thruster replaced while the vessel
was visiting Singapore.

the gearbox had broken off, causing
the blades to go missing.
After the inspection, the thruster was
secured and the brackets connecting
it to the tunnel were cut. As soon
as the thruster tunnel had been
sealed off, the OK was given to the

Because of the tight schedule
of the ship, the entire operation
was planned and launched as
rapidly as possible. Just days
after the order was confirmed, the
equipment and eight Hydrex divertechnicians arrived in Singapore
where the team was completed
with an additional work force
supplied by our local support base.
Due to bad weather and a current
of up to three knots it was decided
that, rather than using the flexible
mobdocks, the entire operation
would be performed underwater
and in the wet.

In the meantime the spare
thruster had been filled
with oil and sealed off
and was subsequently
lowered into the water
and brought inside the
thruster tunnel where
it was secured. Once
this was done, the team
onboard the vessel got
the thumbs up from the
team leader.
They then started the
reinstallation of the unit
while the second team
simultaneously started
the fitting of the propeller
blades. When both teams
had completed their
parts of the operation, a
test was carried out to
conclude the repair.

Above and below. Removing the bow thruster

A dive control station was set up
on a work barge next to the vessel.
After all preliminary arrangements
had been completed, the operation
started on two different fronts
and was coordinated by the team
leader from inside the control
station.
One team went onboard to prepare
the engine room for the thruster
removal and to make sure that
there would be no water ingress
once the unit was taken out.
Simultaneously a second team,
entered the thruster tunnel and
carried out a detailed inspection of
the broken unit. This revealed that
the axis connecting the propeller to
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underwater team. The unit was then
carefully lowered, removed from the
tunnel and brought onto the work
barge. From there it was transported
to the workshop where it will be
thoroughly examined to determine
what went wrong.
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Cable Installation
Swathe Services was recently
commissioned by Falmouth Divers
to assist on a 4km submarine power
cable installation to a remote island
community on behalf of one of its
clients in Pembrokeshire, Wales.
Working from the Grey Bear, a
landing craft type vessel provided by
Falmouth Divers, Swathe Services
conducted a heave-compensated
single beam echo sounder (SBES)
survey of the proposed cable route.
The SBES data was processed on
site and a digital terrain model (DTM)
of the cable route was produced.
On selection of a route, tidal flow
measurements were taken to allow
the cable lay vessel to plan the
course and speed of the lay.
During the cable lay Swathe
provided full course positioning
support aboard the cable lay
vessel MCS Ailsa and logged the
as–laid cable position. They also
had recourse to a pool of survey
equipment which included Odom
MKII SBES, hemisphere vector
global positioining sensor, a Valeport
profiler and a TSS DMS-05 motion
reference unit (MRU).

Thickness Gauge
Dorchester-based Tritex NDT
has recently upgraded its popular
Multigauge 3000 diver handheld
underwater thickness gauge.
The new gauge features an
improved switching mechanism,
improved styling and an upgraded
display window. The Multigauge
3000 maintains features including
the large 10mm display, which
is essential for poor visibility
applications, as well as the option
to simply add a topside repeater if
required.
The topside repeater displays
the same measurements that the
diver is getting. It has two-way
communication, allowing settings
such as calibration and ‘Coating
Plus’ to be changed in the by
users on the surface. Also, Tritex
offer communicator software for
datalogging measurements on the
surface in a grid or string format, or
a combination of both.

The new Multigauge 3000 has
been designed for checking
corrosion levels on all underwater
applications including pipelines,
bridges, dock gates, pilings,
offshore platforms and ships hulls.
The gauge has a depth rating
of 500m and uses multiple echo
to ignore coatings, measuring
only the metal thickness, as
required by class societies. The
gauge uses easily accessible
push button controls to change
settings in the gauge.
Additional features
include intelligent probe
recognition (IPR),
automatic measurement
verification (AMVS) and
Coating Plus+ for extremely
thick coatings. The integral
battery lasts 55hrs on one
single fast charge.
The Multigauge 3000

Vessel navigation and data
acquisition were performed in QINSy
v8 hydrographic software.

Power Cable Installation on the MCS Ailsa
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Helium Speech Unscrambler
International diving equipment
technology company Divex has
developed a communication
system for the saturation diver.
It recently launched HeliCom,
a helium speech unscrambler
communication system. HeliCom
is the result of a market-driven
demand for a communications
system that ensures clear, concise
and intelligible communication for
divers operating in extreme depths
and conditions.
Saturation divers use helium
as the major component of the
special breathing-gas mixture
called heliox (a mixture of
helium and oxygen). One of
the disadvantages of helium is
the ‘Donald Duck’ effect on the
voice which complicates the
communication process. Early
helium speech unscramblers
created considerable distortion,
which made it difficult for reliable
diver communication.
Divex’s HeliCom achieves
superior, clear diver helium
voice communication through
advanced digital signal processing
(DSP) helium speech decoding
techniques.
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The helium speech from the
pressurised divers and the
chamber occupants are mixed
in an audio mixer before
decoding to the selected gas and
environmental settings by a DSP
circuit.

• Hyperbaric lifeboat helium
speech unscrambler, rack mount
(HLB HSU).
• Hyperbaric Lifeboat Helium
Speech Unscrambler in
environmental enclosure (HLB
HSU).

This has been the key element of
HeliCom’s success – the clarity of
speech irrespective of the depth
the diver is working.

The DC HSU is designed for
helium speech communications
with three divers and the bell
environment, with the SC HSU
designed for helium speech
communications with the
occupants of a two compartment
saturation deck chamber. It also
provides a bunk entertainment
channel.

HeliCom is a step forward over
existing implementations because
of the incorporation of precise
modelling of the translations
introduced by the Heliox mixture
on the human voice including both
pitch and envelope distortion.
It is available in a range of
models allowing for the differing
pressurised environments including
the saturation chamber, the diving
bell and the hyperbaric lifeboat.
Installed in a convenient 19in
rack-mount enclosure for standard
console installation, it is available
in four models:
• Dive control helium speech
unscrambler (DC HSU).
• Sat control helium speech
unscrambler (SC HSU).
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HeliCom is available in two formats
a modular system for existing
saturation dive systems and the
HeliCom Matrix an integrated
touch screen communication and
entertainment system.
The HeliCom modular system has
been installed and is operational
in the new state-of-the-art dive
support vessels, Technip’s Skandi
Arctic and Subsea 7’s Seven
Atlantic while the HeliCom Matrix
is being installed on board DOF
Subsea’s the Skandi Singapore
dive support vessel.

Sapphire Grab
Bibby Offshore has acquired the dive
support vessel (DSV)
Bibby Sapphire, from the vessel’s
present owner, Volstad Subsea.

specification vessel with a
proven track record under the full
ownership and long-term control of
Bibby Offshore.

that can be lowered through twin
moodpools. There is also an air
dive chamber with twin basked
deployment skid.

A £34million loan facility has been
provided to fully fund the acquisition.
The Bibby Sapphire has been on
time charter from Volstad to Bibby
Offshore for the last five years.

The company, which has
traditionally outsourced this area
of its business, has now begun
the process of recruiting its own
diving personnel. It expects to fill
80 positions between now and
October, with up to 160 more
forecast by the end of the year.

To assist with subsea operations,
the Bibby Sapphire has a
permanently installed supber
Mohawk observation ROV. The
system is fitted with a heacy
weather launch and recovery
system.

When the vessel first arrived under
control of Bibby Offshore it was
operated as a construction support
vessel (CSV). In 2007, following
significant investment, the company
converted her to a DP II, North Sea
class DSV.
Her acquisition brings a high

The 94m long Bibby Sapphire has
a large sturation diving system, with
three chambers enough to house 6
persons and there is also a fourperson day chamber. These allow
access to the pair of 3-man bells

The vessel has a main 15t
heave compensated crane as
well as a 10t and a 1t auxiliary
cranes. There is a deck area of
800m2, which has a deck load of
up to 10t per m3. The ship has
accommodation for 185 people.

The dive support vessel (DSV)
Bibby Sapphire
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Subsea Luminous Cable
PhotoSynergy Limited (PSL) has developed
a unique concept in guide-path lighting
called ‘Lightpath’. This forms a continuous
line of light, up to 100m in length.
Importantly, the fibre rope carries no
electrical power. This makes it ideal for
underwater illumination/identification
applications such as diver umbilical, tether
ropes and hazardous condition issues
associated with operating in challenging
environments. When these lines are
entwined with the fibre optic rope, it can
improve underwater visibility and thus
increase safety.
The light source, a high performance LED in
a sealed container, is efficiently injected into
the light rope through a patented coupling
system that allows the nominally 5mm
diameter multi-fibre flexible rope to side emit
creating a continuous line of light along the
full length of the fibre.
The only energy required is 18VDC at 1A
for a system that includes emergency 3hr
battery back up with a flashing option all
enclosed in a sealed IP67 housing (220 by
120 by 80mm). The light output colour is
green, closest to the peak eye response
for optimal visibility in low light and in water.
Blue light is an option. The light can be
continous or modulate with a typical halfsecond flash.
The rope can be injected from both ends to
form a loop thereby extending operational
length, increasing brightness or as an
additional safety feature providing built-in
redundancy.
The system was developed by
PhotoSynergy, a spin off company of the
Photonics Innovation Centre, University of
St Andrews. It was recently trialled at The
Underwater Centre.
PSL are currently having talks with umbilical
manufacturers Cortland Fibron, which
is looking if there are the advantages
and technical issues of preinstalling this
technology in its lines.
Right: an illuminated umbilical
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Neptune on Gorgon
Neptune Marine Services has
been contracted to provide a range
of diving support services on the
Gorgon project in Western Australia.
Additional to the previous Gorgon
committment announced back
in January of this year, the latest
contract comprises the provision of
diving equipment and personnel to
the port construction works.

approximately $12 million, the new
works include:
l Inspection and scheduled
maintenance services for
ConocoPhillips and Woodside in
Australia.
l Engineering and manufacture
of subsea equipment for GE Oil and
Gas and BP in the UK.

Neptune’s Managing Director and
CEO, Christian Lange, said “Our
involvement in the Gorgon project
is consistent with our focus on
securing longer term contracts
that provide Neptune with more
predictable and stable revenue
streams,” he explained. The Gorgon
project is operated by an Australian
subsidiary of Chevron.

l A range of survey, positioning,
geophysical support and pipeline
stabilisation services in Australasia.

Internationally, Neptune has also
recently secured a range of new
projects involving a number of
its specialist divisions. Valued at

“Internationally, our US business is
showing positive signs of recovery,
albeit a little slower than anticipated,
as dictated by the recovery of the

broader US economy.
“Our UK and Asian businesses
continue to perform consistently
in line with increasing industry
demand for and associated
expenditure on offshore operations
and maintenance, subsea IRM
and ROV services, while our
successful entry into Qatar holds
the potential for significant longer
term opportunities.”

“This latest round of work confirms
the steady recovery and long term
growth opportunities that exist in
the Australian oil and gas industry,
and particularly Western Australia,”
Lange said.
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A Neptune diver
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In later March, the pipelay vessel
Castoro Sei passed under the Great
Belt Bridge, the gateway to the Baltic
Sea, on its way to start construction of
one of Europe’s largest infrastructure
projects. This was the first time that a
large pipelay vessel has ever entered
the Baltic Sea. The Castoro Sei will
remain in Baltic Sea for approximately
two years, laying the majority of the
Nord Stream natural gas pipeline.
Nord Stream will deliver natural
gas from Russia’s vast reserves
to Europe’s ever-growing energy
market via the European gas
network. The project consists of two
pipelines running almost parallel to
one another. Each of the pipelines,
approximately 1220km long, will be
made up of about 100 000 individual
joints. The 1.22m diameter pipelines
will carry gas at a pressure of 220
bar. The combined pipes will have an
annual capacity of up to 55 billion m3.
The first line will be transporting
gas in 2011. In this same year, Nord
Stream’s contractors will begin laying
the second pipeline, which will be on
stream by late 2012.
The system is designed relying on
a multi-design pressure concept.
There will be three offshore pipeline
segments (with different wall
thicknesses), therefore two hyperbaric
welding tie-ins are planned.

Pipelay

The pipelaying activities for the
first pipeline began in April 2010,
around 60km off the coast of the
Swedish Island of Gotland the
Swedish Exclusive Economic Zone.
From there, the Castoro Sei will
slowly move north toward the Gulf of
Finland, laying the pipeline at the rate
of up to 2.5km per day.

Pipe Measurement
For easy orientation and identification
of locations along its route, Nord
Stream has introduced kilometre
points (KP). Counting starts at in
Portovaya Bay near Vyborg, Russia
with KP 0 and ends in at Lubmin, near
Greifswald, Germany with KP 1224.
Castoro Sei will start in the Swedish
Exclusive Economic Zone in the
route’s central offshore section at KP
675, a point which is 675km from the
start of the pipeline in Portovaya Bay.
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Under the Bridge
Denmark’s Great Belt Bridge, the
gateway to the Baltic Sea, is almost
7km long. With a vertical clearance of
65m , even the world’s largest cruise
ship can journey under it. No special
precautions were necessary for the
Castoro Sei to pass underneath it.

Nord S

Along the pipeline route, five existing
harbour sites will supply pipes on a
continuous basis to the laybarges
owned and operated by Nord
Stream’s contractor, Saipem and its
subcontractor Allseas. Three vessels
will be used to complete the pipelines,
working at different segments of the
route.
Construction of the pipelines is
scheduled to minimise environmental
impacts. For example, so as not to
interfere with critical seal breeding and
fish spawning seasons. In preparation
for pipelaying, the seabed is surveyed
with a remotely operated vehicle
(ROV) to ensure pipelay safety and
to confirm the previous seabed data
gathered during the lengthy route
planning phase.
Additionally, in some locations along
the route the strategic placement of
coarse gravel is necessary to create a
stable base on which the pipeline can
rest. Gravel will be transported and
placed by dedicated rock-placement
vessels to the specific locations where
support is required prior to pipelaying.

Route timetable
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The Nordstream pipeline project is
currently undergoing environmental
impact assessments prior to the first
pipe being laid in 2010. It has been
planned to follow the shortest possible
route consistent with the need to
take adverse natural conditions into
account.
Nordstream will also respect or avoid
environmentally sensitive areas,
military exclusion zones, munitions
dump sites, major navigation traffic
lanes and special areas used for other
economic or recreational interests.
A survey programme – the most
detailed Baltic survey ever undertaken

Three specialised barges have been commissioned by Nord Stream to
lay the first of its two parallel pipelines through the Baltic Sea. Each of
the pipelines, at about 1220-kilometres long, will be made up of
100 000 pipes. The lay rate offshore is about 2.5km a day. Each of the
three barges will be laying different sections of the pipeline, and it will
take about a year to complete the first pipeline.

Castoro Sei
Most of the Nord Stream pipeline will be laid by Saipem’s Castoro Sei,
a 152m long anchored pipelay vessel. It will start in the Swedish Zone
at KP 675 , a point 675km from Vyborg. The first 255kkm of the agreed
route will be laid on the seabed in Swedish and Finnish waters. It will
then move North-East to lay the pipeline in the 7.5km shore approach
zone by the Russian landfall, followed by the section 420-350km from
Vyborg, before moving down towards Danish waters where it will lay the
section by Bornholm and then a 55km section in German waters. Finally
it will lay the pipeline along the longest South-Western section (52km) in
a North-Easterly direction towards KP 675 where it started.

included
magnetic
gradiometer, multi
echobeam, side scan
electromagnetic induction
and video inspection. This
consisted of more than 33
000km of geophysical and 5000km
of gradiometer survey. The route was
especially planned to avoid known
munitions dump sites.
The project led to the uncovering and
charting a number of wrecks. The most
recent was one in the Greifswalder
Bodden lagoon that lay undisturbed
for nearly 300 years. In 1715, during
the Great Northern War, the Swedish
navy ballasted some 20 ships, each
about 15m long, positioning them to
sink on the seaward sill. Resting on the
shallow sea bottom and only 2m below
the surface, the ships formed a 980m
defensive barrier that prevented enemy
fleets from entering the bay.
The remains of the wrecks were
re-discovered in 1990 and were later
surveyed and charted using a special
scanner.

Solitaire
In the Gulf of FInland, a dynamically positioned lay vessel, Allseas’
Solitaire, will be used to avoid anchoring in areas known for historic
mine lines. She has eight thrusters with an integrated propulsion power
of 34 400kW. This unique 300m long lay vessle also has a massive
22 000t pipe-carrying capacity.

Castoro Dieci (C10),
In the shallow water in and outside the Greifswalder Bodden (in German
waters), an area inaccessible to large pipelay vessels, Saipem’s Castoro
Dieci (C10), a pipelay vessel with less draught, will be employed. The
flat-bottomed 112m long Castoro Dieci is half the width of Castoro Sei
and has a typical operating draft of only 5.2m.
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Three vessels to lay pipeline

Pipelines

Henry VII
Subsea 7 has completed the VIC/P44 Stage 2
development (Henry) project, offshore Australia,
which involved the installation of a 21.7km/12in rigid
pipeline to connect the subsea production trees at
the Henry-2 and Netherby locations, together with
four rigid spool pieces. The project also included the
installation of a 22km electrohydraulic umbilical from
Casino-4 to the Pecten East locations.
Awarded to Subsea 7 by Santos in August 2009,
the work scope required the Henry and Netherby
fields to be tied back to the existing Casino field,
located offshore Victoria in the Otway Basin. The
engineering was completed by a dedicated project
team, with offshore operations commencing in
December 2009.

Over 2000 lifts were performed by the
Rockwater 2’s 300t heave compensated crane. The
umbilicals ranged from 3.3km to 6.5km in length and
were installed utilising an in-line tensioner and a reel
drive system. The vessel also installed rigid spools,
performed the associated metrology and assisted
Santos with field commissioning and
start-up activities.

One of Subsea 7’s rigid reeled pipelay vessels,
the Seven Navica, arrived in Singapore in late
November 2009 before commencing its journey to
the project’s spoolbase in Crib Point, Victoria. The
Seven Navica successfully installed the rigid pipe
complete with two in-line tee skids, over two trips
returning to the spoolbase in the interim.
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The Seven Navica was supported by Subsea
7’s dive support vessel, Rockwater 2, which
installed four sections of umbilical, electrical
and hydraulic flying leads, three pipeline end
manifolds, associated subsea infrastructure and 650
stabilisation mattresses to complete the tie-ins and
freespan rectification.
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Bundle Contract
Subsea 7 has been awarded
a contract in the UK sector of
the North Sea for an un-named
operator, valued in excess of US
$75 million.
The Subsea 7 scope of work is
to engineer, fabricate, install and
commission a pipeline bundle

Auk North and Burghley
consisting of production, gas lift,
methanol and heating pipelines
and controls umbilical.
Procurement, engineering
and project management will
commence immediately with
offshore installation of the bundle
scheduled for early 2011.

SURF in Vietnam
J. Ray McDermott Far East has
been awarded its first subsea infrastructure, umbilicals, risers and
flowlines (SURF) project in Asia
Pacific since its strategic push into
this high growth area.

J. Ray’s scope of work includes
the engineering, procurement,
construction and installation of
new production and export lines,
umbilical and cable.

This milestone contract was
awarded by PetroVietnam
Technical Services Corporation
on behalf of its customer, PetroVietnam‘s Dai Hung Petroleum
Operating Co.

This includes tie-in, testing and
pre-commissioning of two 2.2km
flexible flowlines, replacement of
two 2.3km export flowlines and
umbilical, installation of a subsea
cable and 4.8km of insulated flexible flowlines.

The Dai Hung oilfield is located in
Block 05-1A, approximately 250km
offshore Vietnam, in a water depth
of about 110m

Initial engineering and procurement
work starts immediately with the
offshore installation expected to commence in the third quarter of 2011.

Corus Gets Laggan
Corus has secured a letter of award
for a pipeline from Total, worth nearly
£200 million.

The Auk North contract covers the
fabrication and installation of a
production pipeline, the installation of
an umbilical, a power cable and subsea
equipment.

Technip
Technip has been awarded a threeyear framework contract by Statoil
for the design, fabrication and
supply of flexible pipe products for
projects in Norway.

The pipe to be supplied will be 18in
and 30in in diameter and will meet
an arduous specification required for
such harsh offshore environments.
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Talisman has awarded two engineering,
procurement and installation contracts to
Technip, worth in excess of
€40 million, for the development of the
Auk North and Burghley fields. The fields
will be tied back to Talisman’s Fulmar A
platform and Premier’s Balmoral floating
production vessel, respectively.

The Burghley contract covers fabrication
and installation of a production pipeline

The order for the Laggan-Tormore
offshore gas field development in the
region west of the Shetlands will see
over 150 000t of pipeline, around
500km in length, being produced at
Corus’ Hartlepool site.

It will be manufactured through
2010/ 2011, securing additional
employment for the Hartlepool area.

The Orelia

Laggan Tormore pipelines will be
made at Hartlepool
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The framework contract will
be executed by the Group’s
operating centre in Oslo, Norway.
It covers the supply of flexible
risers, flowlines and associated
equipment.

Bigfoot 1 sails to Turkey
Grup Servicii Petroliere (GS) has won a contract to perform
pipelay works in the western part of the Black Sea, on the Turkish
continental shelf using the shallow water pipelay and heavy lift barge
GSP Bigfoot 1.
The operation enters in the offshore construction works package for
the second phase of Türkiye Petrolleri Anonim Ortaklığı (TPAO)’s
development project of Akcakoca gas reserve.
The GSP Bigfoot 1 will install a subsea pipeline, approximately
7km long, 12in in diameter, realising the connections to the existing
12in offshore trunk pipelines, for transportation of the natural gas to
the Cayagzi Plant, near Akcakoca. The tie-in to the offshore trunk
pipeline will be realised via a ‘Y’ fitting connection. GSP previously
completed the pre-installation subsea survey.

The Orelia diving support vessel

and a gas lift pipeline, as well as
the installation of the umbilical and
subsea structures.
Technip’s operating centre in
Aberdeen, Scotland, will execute
the contracts which are scheduled
to commence on the fields
imminently . The pipelines will be
welded at Technip’s spoolbase in
Evanton, Scotland.
Two vessels from the Technip
fleet will be used for the offshore
installation campaign: the Orelia
diving support vessel and the new
Apache II pipelay vessel.

Nord Stream has also awarded
Technip, a €35 million frame contract,
for the Nord Stream project in the
Baltic Sea.
The contract covers four tie-ins on
the two parallel pipelines that will run
through the Baltic Sea, from Vyborg in
Russia to Lubin in Germany crossing
Russian, Finnish, Swedish, Danish
and German waters. The pipelines will
have a total length of 1220km.

The technical vessel will be accompanied by two anchor handling
offshore support vessels, GSP Vega and Amber II. The offshore
construction project also includes the installation of a steel jacket,
101m and 1600t, and of the largest modular double decked platform
in the Black Sea. Both steel works were realized in GSP’s Shipyard,
in Constanta Sud – Agigea, as part of the same contract.
The vessel performed the sea trials in the Black Sea in April,
monitored by the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS), to measure
the performance and general seaworthiness, speed, manoeuvrability
and directional stability, equipment and safety.
The GSP Bigfoot 1 was recently equipped with the new navigation,
power generation and pipelay systems.

Tupi Risers
Technip has won the a contract
from Petrobras for the infield lines
of the pilot system for the Tupi
field.
This field is located at a water
depth of 2200m (7216ft) in the
pre-salt layer of the Santos Basin,
approximately 300 km offshore
the Brazilian coast.
The contract includes the
engineering, procurement,
manufacturing and supply of
90km of risers and flowlines for
water injection, oil production,
gas lift and carbon dioxide (CO2)
reinjection.
Technip says that the key
challenges of this project are due
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to the water depth, and the large
CO2 and hydrogen sulphide (H2S)
content in the produced fluid.
A new riser monitoring system,
using distributed temperature
sensor (DTS) technology, has
been specially developed for
this application and will be
incorporated in the flexible pipes.
Technip’s operating center in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil will execute the
contract. The flexible pipes will
be manufactured at the Technip’s
plant in Vitória, Brazil, with the
support of the plant in Le Trait,
France. Delivery of the pipes is
scheduled to start towards the
end of 2010 and finish at yearend of 2012.
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Aker Solutions has signed a contract
with Chevron Australia to supply subsea
umbilicals and associated equipment
to the Gorgon project. The value of the
contract has been put at around NOK550
million.
Aker Solutions will supply 264km of steel
tube umbilicals for the development of the
Greater Gorgon Area gas fields, located
about 130km off the north-west coast of
Western Australia.
The steel tube umbilicals will connect
the Gorgon project’s subsea production
system to an onshore liquefied natural
gas (LNG) plant on Barrow Island,
Western Australia.
“This is one of the largest umbilical
contracts ever awarded,” said Tove
Roeskaft, senior vice president for
umbilicals at Aker Solutions.
“Australia has several large offshore
developments coming up and this
contract will allow us to demonstrate the
robustness and quality of our product,
which will help position us for future work
in this part of the world.”
Engineering of the umbilicals will be
managed out of Aker Solutions’ facilities
in Oslo, Norway, and Perth, Western
Australia. The steel tube umbilicals will
be manufactured at Aker Solutions’
facility in Moss, Norway. Final deliveries
will be made in early to mid 2012.
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Since it was built nearly 35 years ago,
the Nexans Skagerrak has undergone
a number of changes. It was the first
purpose-built ship to be designed
specifically for the transport and
installation of submarine high-voltage
power cables and umbilicals.
Originally a barge, it undertook a
major conversion in 1981 to become
a self propelled ship. The width of
the ship was reduced from 33m to
32.1m in order for it to be able to pass
through the Panama Canal, while
the length was extended from 90m to
106m. This conversion left the slightly
asymmetrical but with a heavy aft,
which left it largely unsuitable to work
in shallow waters. Having bought the
ship in 2006, Nexans decided to carry
out a major conversion to extend and
upgrade the ship.
“The start of most cable laying
operations includes reeling one end
of the cable off the stern and pulling
it ashore for subsequent connection
to onshore facilities,” said Ragnvald
Graff, Nexans’ sales and marketing
manager. “After sailing to the
destination, gradually unwinding the
cable, the final part of the operation
involves pulling the other end of the
cable ashore.
“Adding buoyancy to the stern gives
0.8m less draught, and this would
allow the vessel to approach nearer
the shore and improve handing times
and efficiency. The major element in
the upgrade project, therefore, has
been the insertion of a new 12.5m
hull section that has increased the
ship’s overall length to 112.25m.”

Contract

Nexans awarded the two-month,
fast-track €8 million contract to
the Cammell Laird dockyard in
Birkenhead, England. It began to
prefabricate the section in 2009.
Once the Nexans Skagerrak arrived
in Liverpool, it was dry docked and
the cutting commenced. Within
two days, the two halves lay 50m
apart and the new section had been
lowered into the space between. The
new faces were then introduced to
each other and the structural welding
began to join the steel.
The new section not only gave
the vessel more storage and
better buoyancy, but an additional
accommodation module was also
been installed, taking the total
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Skagerrak
Additional cabins

Two new ‘cherry pickers’
will be used for cable
handling

New cranes
number of single cabins on board to 60.
It also gave the Nexans Skagerrak a
new work deck, complete with cablehandling equipment, that increased on
the on-deck storage capacity to around
2000m2 (from 900m2). The upgrade
increased the ship’s deadweight from
7886t to 9373t.
“To date, there are only two vessels
of this kind in the world,” said Graff.
“It features a 7000t capacity, 29m
diameter turntable, a computer based
laying control system. The upgrade
gives the Nexans Skagerrak a
lifetime extension of 15 years, more
accommodation and an increase in
fuel and water reserve capacity which
increases its range without having to
call into port.
“The new vessel forms a vital part
of Nexans’ strategy to provide a
comprehensive service for subsea
projects, from design, development
and manufacture to installation,” said
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The
12.5m
middle
section was
built under cover and
transported onsite. The
docked Nexans Skagerrak was cut and
the new section dropped into the gap
Krister Granlie, managing director of
Nexans’ Umbilicals and Submarine High
Voltage Business Group. “This major
upgrade and conversion of the Nexans
Skagerrak underlines our commitment
to the subsea sector, and ensures we
are well prepared to handle the growing
market trend for ever longer cables and
larger scale installations.”

Cable laying

L AY I N G

Extended
A new roller support connects the
covered workrooms with the now
separated goose neck

The extension gives the
vessel a new 12.5m work
deck for cable repair and
splicing

New galley and
accommodation

The vessel can
now use the full
7000t turntable
capacity

Refurbishment and building of a new dayroom

Valhall

The first project that the extended
Nexans Skagarrak will carry out is
BP’s Valhall redevelopment project,
offshore Norway. This will see a new
production and hotel platform.
Most platforms have integral power
generation facilities, however, a
fundamental part of this project is
supplying power from the shore. This
will result in a reduced running cost
and a reduction of emissions (CO2
and NOx)
In order to accomplish this, it will
require the laying of 292km of
high voltage direct current (HVDC)
submarine cable, as well as a
separate optical fibre cable. Nexans
started to manufacture the line in
2007. It will be laid in 320m of water.

The new section being welded in place
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The LB32 Pipelay Vessel Copyright J. Ray McDermott, S.A. 2010. All rights reserved

LB32
J. Ray McDermott has added the
new shallow-water pipelay vessel
LB32 to its worldwide fleet.
The vessel is designed to S-lay
pipe up to 60ins in diameter,
and is equipped with the latest
pipe tensioning equipment with
a capacity of up to 120t. It will
deploy both rigid and buoyant
stingers enabling work in water
depths from 2.5–300m.
The 111m long new-build vessel
has a fully integrated custom-built
pipelay system including J. Ray’s
advanced automatic welding
systems, and has a completely
air conditioned pipe lay work
area.
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“The LB-32 is a significant addition to
our marine fleet as a lay barge with
unique shallow-water lay capability.”
said Steve Johnson, President and
Chief Executive Officer of J. Ray.
“This new vessel, outfitted with
updated support and construction
equipment, fits our strategy of fleet
renewal for this traditional area of
offshore field development, and will
enable our crews to work safely in a
climate controlled atmosphere, with
the latest technology, equipment
and systems.”
The lay barge LB32 was completed
by the Kim Heng shipyard in
Singapore and outfitted in the Middle
East before embarking on project
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work in the Arabian Gulf. Thereafter,
LB32 will relocate across the world
as project work requires.
The vessel has a pair of 120 kip
tensioning machines. There is a
240kip abandonment and recovery
hoist and which can hold 2.5in
diameter wire rope. Operations are
assisted by an 170ft Amclyde Model
35000 pedstal crane
with a capacity of 76t. There is also a
Manitowoc 999 crawler crane with a
150-ft boom.
The LB32 spread is outfitted with
assisting tugs, material barges,
survey equipment, diving systems, xray, NDT and hammer equipment as
required on a project-specific basis.

New Cable Lay Vessel
Aker Solution’ marine operations
unit has entered into a long-term
agreement with ABB regarding
installation of power cables and
related services. ABB will charter
one of Aker Solutions’ new vessels
for installation campaigns during
2012 and 2013. Aker Solutions
estimates that this can generate
revenues up to NOK 500 million.
The agreement also includes
options for further campaigns in the
period 2014–2016. In addition to the
vessel, key deliverables will include
project management, engineering
and offshore execution.
The vessel is a state-of-theart installation vessel uniquely

equipped to install long, heavy
power cables and subsea
umbilicals. Already under
construction the vessel will be called
Aker Connector and will be ready
for operations from 2012.
The agreement means higher
predictability with regards to vessel
utilisation and associated operations
such as engineering, installation
planning and execution of the
installation activities.
ABB and Aker Solutions have also
entered into a strategic cooperation
agreement where the two parties
have ambitions to combine their
strengths within power cables (ABB)
and installation services (Aker
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Solutions) in selected projects.
“This is an agreement with excellent
strategic potential, and I am very
pleased that ABB has chosen us as their
partner,” said Svein Haug, president of
Aker Solutions’ marine operations unit,
Aker Marine Contractors AS.
“The vessel hire is just one, but
important, part of this deal. However, it
will offer us greater visibility with regards
to vessel planning and utilisation.
We have already as a result of this
agreement started to supply engineering
services to ABB in order to increase
ABB’s capacity within the field of marine
installation, which is a market that we
expect to grow over the coming years,”
said Haug.
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Marathon Droshky
Subsea 7’s has completed its first project involving the new
North American spoolbase at Port Isabel, Texas
Marathon’s Droshky Gulf of Mexico field contract involved
the fabrication and installation of two 8in flowlines totalling
58km (36 miles). Pipeline production took place at the
Port Isabel spoolbase between June and October 2009 and
offshore operations commenced afterwards with the arrival
of the Seven Oceans pipelay vessel, to start spooling the
first of three offshore pipelay campaigns.
Ian Cobban, Vice President – North America for Subsea 7
commented: “Nearly one year on from Port Isabel opening,
I’m pleased that we have proven the spoolbases capabilities
with the successful delivery of the Droshky project. Our
ability to fabricate and install high quality pipelines locally
is an important competitive edge for Subsea 7 and these
are very exciting times for the region as we build upon our
presence here.”
In addition to the Droshky project, Subsea 7 also conducted
the engineering, fabrication and installation of two 580m
(1900ft) 8in risers, four termination pipeline end structures
and two initiation pipeline end manifolds. The scope also
included metrology, fabrication and installation of three rigid
jumpers as well as pre-commissioning of the entire Droshky
pipeline system.
The Droshky field development, with a water depth of 900m
(2950 ft), serves five subsea wells via two 29km (18 miles)
insulated pipelines. The development is a life extension
of the Bullwinkle platform, which has seen decreasing
production in recent years. This is Marathon Oil Company’s
first Gulf of Mexico project in 14 years as well as its first ever
deepwater Gulf of Mexico project.
The Port Isabel spoolbase was officially opened in July 2009
and enables Subsea 7 to offer a deepwater rigid pipelay
service to clients in the North America region. Located in
Port Isabel, approximately 11km from Brownsville, Texas,
it is 1.5km in length (including 1.2km stalk rack and 0.3km
fabrication building). The base employs up to 100 people
when working at normal capacity.
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High-risk Cable-Lay Through the Gulf of Aden
In recent years, pirate attacks
around Somalia and the Gulf of
Aden have had a significant impact
on the maritime community, forcing
vessel owners to either re-route their
vessels around South Africa, or take
additional security measures in order
to protect their assets and crews.
This problem confronted a Global
Marine Systems’ (GMS) vessel
which was contracted to work
laying cable in this high threat
environment. Its cable lay ship the
Cable Innovator was to install the
India–Middle East–Western Europe
(IMEWE) submarine telecom
system from Jeddah, down the Red
Sea and into the Gulf of Aden.
Due to spend between 4–6 days in
the Gulf of Aden high risk corridor,
the CS Cable Innovator had the a
number of vulnerabilities to attack.
Firstly, she would undertake cable
laying operations at an extremely
slow speed of 2kts. The Maritime
Security Centre Horn of Africa
(MSCHOA) recommends a speed of

at least 15kts for this area with 2kts in
reserve to discourage pirate attacks.
Secondly, the CS Cable Innovator has
a relatively low freeboard, making her
easier for pirates to board.
Lastly, due to the cable-lay operations
being undertaken, not only was
manoeuvrability reduced, but there
would be no effective piracy watch as
at any time half of the crew would be
actively working whilst the other half
would be at rest. Unsutprisingly, on
announcing the CS Cable Innovator’s
next project, the majority of the crew
had reservations about joining the
operation.
Following an in-house security
assessment of the vessel and
project, GMS contracted Maritime
and Underwater Security Consultants
(MUSC) to undertake a full review
of the ship security plans and
contingency plans.
Two specialist security liaison officers
joined the ship during its cable-loading
in Japan to undertake an anti-piracy

ship security assessment, a vessel
hardening audit, installation of antiaccess systems, development of
emergency responses, contingency
plans and crew drills.
For the duration of the operations
through the Arabian Sea, MUSC
also provided two onboard officers
with necessary equipment to
provide support to the Master and
bridge team as well as a round the
clock anti-piracy watch – a proven
deterrent to pirates.
Following the vessel hardening
and drill measures GMS confirmed
that “vessel hardening measures
and security drills prepared the
crew thoroughly in emergency
procedures, not only improving their
performance, but also raising their
morale and confidence significantly”.
The Ship Security Officer and the
implementation of the anti-piracy
measures enabled Global Marine
Systems to secure a significant
reduction in its insurance premiums
for the project.
Below and right. Vessel hardening measures
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6G

Sonardyne has launched its sixth generation
(6G) product range – a matrix of acoustic positioning, inertial navigation and wireless communication technology, which is aimed at producing high-speed innovative subsea solutions for
a wide range of subsea operations.

At the centre of the 6G range is the multi-mode
Compatt 6 subsea transponder. The engineers who
developed the systems have said that by using the
Wideband 2 ultra-wide bandwidth signals, this has
resulted in significantly higher accuracy than using a
conventional seabed positioning transponder.

With the arrival of 6G comes Sonardyne’s
advanced Wideband 2 signal architecture,
offering significantly improved ranging and
telemetry performance. The result are systems
that are faster, easier to set up and operate,
and more robust even in the most challenging
subsea operating environments.

Programmed to operate autonomously without ROV
or vessel control, acoustic ranges and sensor data
can be acquired at specific intervals and logged internally. This data is then recovered via the continuous
acoustic telemetry capability, another new benefit of
Sonardyne Wideband 2 signal architecture. The
Compatt 6, when used as a pure data modem, can
deliver robust performance even in difficult long shallow channels or in reverberant offshore environments.

These will improve the efficiency of field
development projects, reduce vessel time
and generate cost savings for owners. The
flexibility offered by 6G hardware is applicable to all subsea positioning tasks, simple or
complex.

Mechanically, Compatt 6 is almost identical to successful Compatt 5 providing users with the reassurance of a proven, rugged design. Crucially, similarity
allows existing owners of Compatt 5 transponders to

Jubilee
Technip has made the leap of faith and agreed
to trial this latest 6G Sonardyne technology. The
equipment is currently being mobilised to the
Jubilee field development offshore Ghana. It
joins Sonardyne fifth generation systems that are
already in the field as part of an extensive subsea
metrology schedule carried-out by UTEC Survey
aboard Technip’s vessel the OSV Olympic Triton.
“The aim of the trial is to prove the performance
gains of 6G equipment over the current
Sonardyne technology,” said Richard Binks,
Sonardyne’s offshore business director.

Compatt 6 subsea
transponder
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The trial programme will consist of identically
repeating a fifth generation metrology with a
6G subsea positioning system. The focus will
be on the increased measurement collection
speeds that 6G architecture offers, notably by
simultaneous ranging and more robust ranging/
telemetry. If successful, half of the remaining
Jubilee metrologies will be carried-out with
6G-only equipment.
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Iain Miller of Technip and Richard Binks of Sonardyne
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Hammerhead

Tritech International has launched the
latest addition to its SeaKing family
of imaging scanning sonar products
– the Hammerhead sonar.

Fetch, a freefall wireless data logger

upgrade to the new digital-only 6G platform
by replacing just the internal hardware components of the transponder.
Another variant of Compatt 6 technology is
Fetch – a small, low-cost wireless instrument
designed to freefall to the seabed and autonomously log sensor data over extended periods.
With 6G, wireless-aided inertial navigation is
also now becomes achievable. For example,
structures can be positioned using Sonardyne’s Lodestar inertial sensor, aided by 6G
acoustic positioning systems. This integration delivers smoothed, high precision, high
update rate positioning with attitude, heave,
surge and sway of the structure as it descends and lands. The Lodestar
GyroCompatt 6 offers this capability in a
single subsea housing complete with internal,
rechargeable battery pack.

The unit can create higher resolution
imagery than comparable mechanical
scanning imaging sonars by using a
large transducer aperture, very fine
mechanical step size and proven
digital sonar technology (DST).
The standard SeaKing Hammerhead
sonar has two frequencies of
operation: a high chirped 935kHz
frequency to enable high resolution
imagery and a second chirped
frequency, 675kHz to allow for longrange capability. The wide
transducer allows for a very
narrow horizontal beam to be
created on both frequencies, to
increase image resolution.

Right: The Hammerhead
sonar
Below: Pier structure
captured by SeaKing
Hammerhead at The
Underwater Centre
Fort William, 30m
Bottom: The same pier
structure at 50m

The Hammerhead has a
built-in attitude sensor, which
makes the unit suitable for
tripod deployment, giving the
user a clear indication as to the
position of the unit relative to
the seabed. In addition to the
attitude sensor, the unit also
has an integrated three-axis
compass, to allow the sonar
image bearing to be continually
displayed and updated.

A Sonardyne Lodestar GyroCompatt is also
being supplied to Technip for evaluation. This is
an integrated Lodestar high accuracy attitude
and heading reference system (AHRS) with a
Sonardyne positioning transponder. The aim is
to integrate this into the metrology programme
and speed-up hub dimensional measurements
further.

The Hammerhead unit can
easily be networked with
existing SeaKing equipment.
Or if using on its own, the unit
will automatically establish
communications with little
input required from the
user.

The Lodestar GyroCompatt in planned inertial
navigation system (INS) mode will speed
up operations by enabling fewer seabed
transponders to be deployed for each
metrology.

Commenting on the
launch, Tritech’s product
line manager for imaging
sonars, Ben Grant, said,
“The Hammerhead sonar is
at the forefront of scanning
sonar technology. The
high operational frequency,
combined with a wide
transducer aperture, makes
this the sonar of choice for
any application requiring

Iain Miller, Technip’s Houston-based survey
operations manager, said that he was
excited by the potential of Sonardyne 6G
systems to reduce the time taken for subsea
positioning tasks. “These time savings can
be almost directly correlated with our vessel
operational costs,” he said.

the highest possible
resolution of imagery.”

A Lodestar GyroCompatt
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DELPH INS Post Processing Software
IXSEA has formally launched the new
DELPH INS software, directed at the
hydrographic, offshore and defence
sectors. This post-processing and
bulk data productivity tool can be used
with all of IXSEA’s inertial navigation
systems (INS).
Its advanced data editing and forwardbackward processing functions,
as well as its powerful data export
capability, make it suitable for a series
of navigation enhancement tasks.
A feature of the package is the ease
of application, allowing its use by
those with limited knowledge of INS.
It also readily integrates with existing
processing workflows and can also be
easily scaled to suit a variety of data
streams. A good way of illustrating
its benefits is to show how it is being
employed by the Hamburg Port
Authority (HPA).

Overview of navigation trajectory

The port authority regularly carries
out multibeam echosounder surveys
of the harbour and approaches
within its city limits in order to control

its dredging operations, an essential
process in ensuring the safety of
navigation within its confines.
The authority traditionally relied on

a global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) to provide positioning
information during these surveys.
While these were accurate, they had

Nexus Multiplexer
Handling online information from
a large number of underwater
instruments often requires fibreoptic multiplexers and cables. Using
a multiplexer that works on copper
cables can be an economic and
practical alternative to fibre-optic
systems, especially when adding
multiplexer to existing equipment.
MacArtney has developed a new
electrical multiplexer, the Nexus Mk
E, that handles online communication
using existing copper cables.
“The large bandwidths of fibre-optic
cables and multiplexers are excellent
at transferring vast amounts of online
data from underwater equipment to
topside,” said a spokesperson. “They
can, however, be out of the economic
reach of some projects or require
extensive changes to equipment and
handling systems.”
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The Nexus Mk E is designed for use
in applications where there is a need
to perform online communication with
up to 7 underwater sensors and/or
1 live video channel. The system
communicates with power and data on
the same conductors along up to
10 000m of coax cable or 3000m
on twisted pair cable. Each sensor
channel can be individually controlled
through the software
package.
It is ideal for
oceanography systems,
ROV upgrades, towed
vehicles, drop camera
or towed camera
systems.
The Nexus Mk E can
be upgraded with
MacArtney’s fibre-optic
based telemetry system
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at a later date. It can also be delivered
as a portable multiplexer that can work
with both fibre-optic and copper cable
systems.
The Nexus Mk E multiplexer is compact
and comes in three standard versions
for 1000m, 3000m or 6000m depth
applications.
The Nexus Mk E multiplexer

Ixsea’s Hydrins

some serious
drawbacks, notably,
an unavoidable loss
of position beneath
bridges.
Large ships,
buildings,
stacked
containers or
other superstructures
resulted in multipath effects, which also
resulted in positional jumps.
To overcome these problems, the
authority visually inspected the position
data for obvious discontinuities. It
would then edit the data manually,
a laborious and time-consuming
process.
In few cases, the HPA used a polar
tracking system to address these
navigation issues, however, this had
a limited range and required extra
efforts and manpower to be mobilised
and demobilised for each individual
survey area.

In an effort to provide
reliable navigation
trajectories in the vicinity
of the GNSS problem
areas without resorting to
manual post-processing,
IXSEA proposed a system
based on the HYDRINS
combined with the
company’s new DELPH
INS software.
DELPH INS uses the raw
inertial data logged from
HYDRINS to compute the
smoothed best estimate of
trajectory navigation track
within the GNSS problem
areas.

GPS reaquisition after passing under the bridge

All positions are now included in the
authority’s tight specifications even
after a minute of GNSS outage, which
perfectly meets the authority’s overall
survey needs in terms of the reliability
of its soundings.
Hamburg Port Authority has

purchased HYDRINS units for
all four of the vessels used for
harbour surveys. In addition to the
benefits gained by using DELPH
INS, the authority can expect to
see the usual advantages of using
HYDRINS over a mechanical
gyroscope: faster start-up,
reduced maintenance and better
fundamental accuracy.

Portable Side-Scan
Falmouth Scientific has introduced
a new HMS-1400 side-scan sonar
system under the new Hegg Marine
Solutions (HMS) division, specialising
in products and services for the
hydrographic and marine survey
markets.

best range/resolution selection for
specific applications. The GeoDAS
interface and display software at the
heart of the system provides mission
planning and control, automatic tuning

and target marking, and real-time
mosaicing of seabed images
on top of nautical chart data for
effective image location and
mission execution.

The HMS-1400 is a low-cost, highly
portable, single- or dual-frequency
side-scan system. Powered by
GeoDAS software from Oceanic
Imaging Consultants, the HMS-1400
comprises a portable towfish and
waterproof topside case containing
the data acquisition, control and
power supply. The HMS-1400
is ideal for harbour security and
hazard surveys, search and rescue
operations, and small-vessel
surveys.
Dual-frequency options from 100kHz
to a maximum of 1200kHz allow for

HMS-1400 side-scan sonar system
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Underwater Positioning System
Kongsberg Maritime has developed
an advanced new range of acoustic
underwater positioning systems
and transponders.
These are designed to harness
the power of ‘Cymbal’, Kongsberg
Maritime’s sophisticated new signal
processing protocol, whilst also
being backwards compatible with
the HPR 400 protocol and analog
transponders.
The new cNODE series of
transponders consists of three
models. Maxi is a full sized
transponder with large battery
capacity, floating collar and release
mechanism, and long life operation,
designed primarily for seabed
deployment.
Midi is a short transponder with
good battery capacity perfectly
suited for subsea construction
work. Mini is a small transponder
for ROV/AUV mounting and subsea
construction work.
cPAP, a new compact subsea
transceiver, designed for ROV
positioning is also part of the new
transponder family.
cNODE transponders feature full
acoustic telemetry links and can
operate with both Cymbal and
HPR400 acoustics so vessels not
using the new Cymbal protocol can
still benefit from the performance of
the new transponders.
Because cNODE transponders
are modeless, they can operate
on both SSBL and LBL positioning
without changing the mode of the
transponder.
All cNODE transponders have
aluminium housing and 4000m
depth rating as standard. They
feature a modular design based
on standard housings (a steel
transponder housing for special
operation is available) that may
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have various add-on modules
attached, including different
transducers (from omni to very
narrow beam width), remote
transducer, different internal
sensors (inclinometer, depth,
sound velocity), interface for
external sensors and release
mechanisms.
A transponder test and
configuration unit (TTC cNODE),
for acoustic test on deck,
configuration and software
download is also available.
The new Cymbal acoustic protocol
used by cNODE and the second
generation HiPAP family is
designed for accurate positioning
of subsea transponders in
SSBL/LBL mode and data
communication with subsea
transponders and BOP control
systems.
It uses direct sequence spread
spectrum (DSSS) signals for
positioning and variable speed
data communication and can
be adapted to the acoustic
communication conditions; noise
and multi-path.
The Cymbal protocol provides new
characteristics for both positioning
and data communication. This
includes improved range capability
and accuracy to 0.01m, reduced
impact from noise, directional
measurements for more robust
positioning and expanded power
management for greater battery
lifetime.
It has a variable data rate to
secure longer range and highly
reliable communication and
integrated navigation and data link
that sends critical data between
the positioning signals.

Right: The cNODE transponder
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CARBON FIBER COMPOSITE
UNPARALLELED STRENGTH

An Innovative Carbon
Composite System
• Pioneering composites for over 28 years
• Moisture-cured carbon fiber
• Unaffected in wet weather conditions
• Geometric versatility for welds, T’s, and elbows
• Factory-controlled, pre-wetting process ensures
consistent in-field performance

No VOCs

• Quality ISO9001 certified facility

Innovative Composite Solutions

NEPTUNERESEARCH.COM

1346 S. KILLIAN DRIVE • LAKE PARK, FL 33403 USA • 561.683.6992

Worldwide Underwater Technology
R&D Engineering System Integration Sales Service

t Electric active heave compensated
ROV lift winches
t Launch and recovery systems
t Oceanographic winches
t Electric stainless steel winches

www.macartney.com
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MobIUS

SECC

Subsea 7 and Seatronics are
the first companies to commit to
CDL’s mobile inertial underwater
system (MobIUS). MobIUS is
the company’s latest subsea
development, providing heading,
attitude, depth, speed of sound,
acoustic telemetry and ranging in a
slim, compact, rugged ROV-friendly
package.

British engineering design company,
SECC has taken a new approach
to subsea emergency breakaway
technology, bringing offshore operators
cost savings and environmental
benefits.

The system is extremely flexible
and is available with CDL digital
acoustic transponder and
underwater modem or with adaptor
plate, providing the ideal solution
for a variety of tasks ranging from
shallow-water installations to
deepwater metrology.
Subsea 7 said that by deploying a
MobIUS unit on to each hub, it will
be able to carry out heading, pitch
and roll measurements of the hub
and simultaneously carry out range
measurements between the hubs
in a single equipment deployment.
This has the potential to save
considerable vessel time during the
numerous metrology operations
which are part of the
Subsea 7 scope of work. In
addition, the use of the MobIUS
reduces the risk of disturbing
metrology interface equipment, as
only a single deployment onto each
hub is required. Six units will be
committed to Angola this year with
the project expected to last well
into 2011.

Emergency disconnections most often
become necessary when a vessel
loses dynamic positioning or the
downline hose becomes obstructed.
Conventional methods can also
compromise staff safety, increase
costs and bring the risk of unwanted
spillages.
SECC Oil and Gas, a subsidiary of the
Self Energising Coupling Company,
has addressed these issues with
the Hot Make Hot Break dry-break
coupling system, which is now being
used for the first time in the North Sea.
Helix subsidiary, Well Ops, has
incorporated the SECC disconnect
system as part of its new subsea
intervention lubricator (SIL) package
on the Well Enhancer, which recently
entered service to provide subsea
operators with both open water and
riser-based intervention services.

London Array
Global Marine and Visser and Smit
have been awarded the contract to
install four offshore export cables,
as well as the installation and burial
of 175 array cables, as part of the
building of the first 630MW phase of
the London Array offshore wind farm
in the Thames Estuary.
The wind farm will be located around
20km from the Kent and Essex coasts
in the outer Thames Estuary, between
two sandbanks, Long Sand and
Kentish Knock. Phase One will consist
of up to 175 wind turbines with a
capacity of 630MW. The wind farm will
be connected by subsea cables
to a new onshore substation, currently
being constructed at Cleve Hill in
North Kent. The London Array is a
flagship project in the UK drive to cut
carbon emissions by 80% by 2050
while helping meet future energy
needs.

What distinguishes the SECC system
is the use of pressure-balanced
technology to ensure all connectors
remain balanced at any pressure
and any depth. This protects subsea
equipment by dispensing with
guillotines and uncontrolled subsea
and surface disconnections in an
emergency.
Instead, pressure lines can be
quickly disconnected, manually or
automatically, under full working
pressure, and because the break
is 100% dry there is virtually no
spillage risk and no hazards posed to
personnel.

Mobile inertial
underwater system
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Reconnection is quick and
straightforward, and can be completed
at depths of 10 000ft or greater via
ROV without the need to depressurise
or de-water the high-pressure hose
line. This offers significant safety
benefits as well as cost savings
through both reduced downtime and
fewer hours worked.
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SECC’s coupling system

At home in
the ocean
Easytrak Nexus is the second generation USBL
tracking system from Applied Acoustics.
With Broadband Spread Spectrum technology at its heart,
Nexus has the ability to transfer digital data from subsea
to surface, all the while continuing to provide secure and
stable positioning information in challenging environments.
Versatile, flexible and simple to install and operate, Easytrak
Nexus is tracking, made easy.

Nexus USBL Acoustic Tracking System
Broadband Spread Spectrum Technology
Digital Data Telemetry
Multiple Target Tracking

+44 (0)1493 440355

:

general@appliedacoustics.com

:

www.appliedacoustics.com

WE BRING CLARITY
TO THE WORLD BELOW

Precision survey
EM 2040 Multibeam echo sounder
• Frequency range: 200 to 400 kHz
• Swath coverage: 140 deg/200 deg
• Dual swath capability, allowing a high
sounding density alongtrack at a
reasonable survey speed
• FM chirp allowing much longer range
capability
• Complete roll, pitch and yaw stabilization
• Nearfield focusing on both transmit
and receive
• Operates with very short pulse lengths
• Ping rate more than 50 Hz

www.km.kongsberg.com
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TLP testing at MARIN
Scale model testing has started on the world deepest tension leg
platform (TLP) at the Maritime Research Institute Netherlands (MARIN)
tank, for Chevron and FloaTEC. The 5187ft deepwater TLP represents
MARIN’s 9000th test model since the institute started in 1932.
Chevron is considering the extended tension leg platform (ETLP),
designed by FloaTEC, as suitable for the Big Foot field development in
Gulf of Mexico. The platform will be a local host with dry trees and the
associated top tensioned risers (TTRs), with full drilling, workover and
sidetrack capability on the topsides.
The field is located in Walker Ridge Block 29 in the Gulf of Mexico.
Chevron is the operator of Big Foot on behalf of Statoil USA and
Marubeni Oil and Gas.
The model tests are focused on the behaviour of the platform in Gulf of
Mexico Hurricane conditions. The large water depth required the use
of the deep pit (30m) in the MARIN Offshore Basin. Together with its
dedicated wave generators, wind fans and special current generation
system, this basin offers unique possibilities for the modeling of realistic
current, waves and wind at scale.

Tog Alert
CDL has sold four of its
tiny optical gyro systems,
(TOGS), to Seatronics.
The four gyro systems
are currently set for
delivery between March
and the end of May to
Seatronics’ Houston
office.

The TOGS has
been awarded a
low export rating by
the department of
Commerce making
it an ideal heading
and motion sensor
with simplified export
control regulations.
CDL’s tiny optical gyro

HAIN
DOF Subsea Norway has installed
the first Kongsberg Maritime
hydroacoustic aided inertial
navigation (HAIN) subsea system
on a MacArtney Focus 2 remotely
operated towed vehicle.
The system was installed in
Stavanger on the vessel Geosund
in preparation for pipeline
inspection work for Maersk in
the Danish sector. The Geosund
already has a HAIN subsea
installed on its remotely operated
vehicle (ROV).
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This is integrated into the survey
Eiva Navipak system along with the
Edgetech sidescan on the ROTV.

The Geosund
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Motion Reference
Kongsberg Seatex has launched
its latest motion reference unit, the
MRU 5+. Applications include the
compensation of single and multibeam echo sounders, high speed
craft motion control and damping
systems, heave compensation of
offshore cranes, hydro acoustic
positioning, ship motion monitoring,
ocean wave measurements and
antenna motion compensation and
stabilisation
The MRU 5+ builds on the
technology employed in previous
MRU generations and takes roll,
pitch and heave measurements
closer to perfection than ever
before, with documented roll and
pitch accuracy of 0.01° RMS.
The accuracy provided by the
MRU5+ is achieved through use
of sophisticated inertial sensors
including linear accelerometers and
three micro-electro-mechanicalsystems (MEMS) gyros specially
developed for maritime use by
Kongsberg Seatex.
The new MEMS rate gyro combines
very low noise, good bias stability
and gain accuracy. Solid-state
sensors with no moving parts.
Kongsberg Seatex
has ensured that
installation and
configuration of
the MRU 5+ is
straightforward, by
further developing
its Windows based
configuration and
data presentation
software, MRC.
The MRC software
is incredibly flexible,
and includes data
protocols for the
most commonly
used single and
multibeam echo
sounder systems.
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Neptune Canada
Around 6 months ago, the
NEPTUNE Canada project went live.
This visionary project can be best
described as the world’s first regional-scale
underwater ocean observatory that plugs
directly into the Internet.
From anywhere in the world, ocean
scientists will be able to carry out
deepwater experiments while other
interested parties will be able to just
‘surf the seafloor,’
Every year for the next 25 years, the
NEPTUNE Canada seafloor observatory
will amass more than 60 terabytes of
scientific data—equivalent to the text in
about 60 million books—on biological,
physical, chemical and geological
processes in the Pacific Ocean.
The data will have policy applications
in the areas of climate change, hazard
mitigation (earthquakes and tsunamis),
ocean pollution, port security and shipping,
resource development, sovereignty and
security and ocean management.
After years of preparation the project was
officially launched on Tuesday 8 December
2009. So how has the project started and
what have we learned so far?
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NEPTUNE Canada
The NEPTUNE Canada project
consists of six main sites linked in
a 800km ring, to support real-time
cabled observations from multiple
instruments across a broad region.
Major components were designed,
manufactured and installed under
a contract with Alcatel-Lucent. The
submarine network is based on
a backbone cable, with branching
units and spur cables to connect
the major network nodes.
Junction boxes, which distribute
the power, are connected to the
network nodes via extension
cables.
Each site will incorporate a number
of instruments depending on the
location and function. The exact
number and position of the sensors

will evolve over time, with old
instruments being removed and
new instruments added. This will
often be accomplished by simply
plugging them in via wet-mate
connectors on nodes and platforms
at the seafloor.
These instruments include
conductivity-temperaturedepth (CTD) meters, current
meters, hydrophones, sonars,
echosounders, acoustic Doppler
current profilers, bottom pressure
sensors, chemical and gas sensors
for measuring carbon dioxide,
oxygen, methane, nitrates, etc.
There are seismometers,
gravimeters and accelerometers,
high-resolution still-frame and
video cameras with lights, microbe
and plankton samplers and

Conductivity temperature depth gauge

Doppler profiler (600kHz)

At 17-100m,
instruments will
monitor land/ocean
interactions, marine
mammals including
humpback whales
and plankton
The 2300m deep site
lies on the ocean
spreading ridge and
will be instrumented
later
The 2200m deep
site lies on the Juan
de Fuca ridge and
will examine plate
tectonics, hot vent
systems and ocean
ridge processes.
At 2660m, this
deepest site will
support experiments
in tsunami
propagation, ocean
crust hydrology
In 1250m on the
and abyssal plain
continental shelf, it will
focus on gas hydrates
and fluids, earthquakes
and benthic organisms

microbial incubators, turbidity sensors,
transmissometers, sediment traps
as well as a benthic flow simulation
chamber.

To Barkley Canyon
Node

These instruments are normally housed
on sensor platforms. The platform can
support multiple sensors while keeping
particular instruments off the sea floor
sediment. This approach also simplifies
instrument deployment and recovery.
Inside each platform is the junction
box that provides 400V DC power and
communications.

Connector parking station

To Hydrophone

An instrumetned platform
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Some instruments, such as broadband
seismometers ,require burial in
the seafloor while others such as
hydrophones and pressure recorders
need to be located away from the
instrument platforms. The modular

Oceanology

Tsunami Warning

Sensor Locations

Energy from the Chilean earthquake radiated into the
Pacific Ocean during the first 30 hours after the earthquake
of 27 Feb 2010. DFO-IOS

On Saturday, Feb. 27 2010, a magnitude 8.8 earthquake
occurred off the coast of Chile. A tsunami advisory was issued for
the British Columbian coast.
According to the USGS, “this earthquake occurred at the
boundary between the Nazca and South American tectonic
plates. The two plates are converging at a rate of 70 mm per
year. The earthquake occurred as thrust-faulting on the interface
between the two plates, with the Nazca plate moving down and
landward below the South American plate.”

The 400–653m site on the shelf/slope
break/submarine canyon will look at gas
hydrates and ecosystems, sediment
movement, plankton blooms and the
impact on fisheries

architecture allows instruments to be added as
required or removed/replaced for servicing by
using a remotely operated vehicle.

With a magnitude of 8.8, this recent earthquake was the seventh
strongest ever recorded, and 500 times stronger than the
magnitude 7.0 earthquake that struck Haiti in January 2010.
The most powerful earthquake ever recorded, (magnitude 9.5)
also occurred off the coast of Chile in this region, the Valdivia
earthquake of May 1960.
Three NEPTUNE Canada broadband seismometers, buried in
seafloor sediments at the Barkley Canyon, ODP 1027 and ODP
889 locations, recorded the earthquake. The tremor accelerations
were also recorded by the gravimeter in the Seafloor Compliance
System at ODP 889.
Within an hour of the earthquake, tsunami waves over 5m in
height struck coastal Chile, leading to the deaths of hundreds
of people. Tsunami waves ranging from1-5m were observed in
many locations, including New Zealand, French Polynesia and
Hawaii. The tsunami propagated across the Pacific at jet-like
speeds and reached coastal British Columbia 16.5 hours after
the event. Tsunami wave heights of 50 to 100cm were recorded
along the West Coast of Vancouver Island.

Manipulating a seismometer underwater

Scientists at Canada’s DFO Institute of Ocean Science fed data
from one of the NEPTUNE Canada bottom pressure recorders
into their regional tsunami model for this event, allowing them
to simulate wave motions and interactions for coastal British
Columbia, including the Straight of Georgia. Data from events
like these are an invaluable aid to scientists, who are working
to improve tsunami prediction models for the West Coast. In
the future, improved models could greatly benefit emergency
response, public safety and disaster-preparedness operations.
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Gliding Record
For the second time in less than a
year, a University of Washington
Seaglider has set a new
endurance record for autonomous
underwater vehicles, going 9.5
months and over 5500 km.
During a mission in the Northeast
Pacific, the Seaglider 144
propelled itself for 292 days,
covering 5528km (3435 miles)
through the water, more than half
the distance from the pole to the
equator. This follows an earlier
programme in September 2009,
when a vehicle worked for 279
days of operation, propelling itself
3050 miles.
The Seaglider 144 averaged a
speed of just over 0.75km per
hour (0.5 mph), stopping for only
a few minutes about every 9hrs
to send back its data via satellite.
During this mission it got the
gasoline equivalent of over 30 000
miles per gallon from its highenergy Lithium batteries.
“We’re very pleased with this
new endurance and the data
collected” says Dr. Charles
Eriksen, University of Washington
professor of Oceanography, and
the owner of Seaglider 144.

The scientific objectives of the
mission were repeat surveys of
the environs of Ocean Station
P (50degN, 145degW). It
continuously sampled ocean
properties, including salinity,
temperature, density, dissolved
oxygen concentration (by two
methods), chlorophyll-a, and
turbidity to 1000m depth.
Ocean Station P is the site of one
of the longest time series of ocean
variability and is critical for studying
ocean-atmosphere interactions,
carbon uptake, and ocean
acidification.
Study at the site is supported by the
National Science Foundation, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, and the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans, Canada.
Seaglider 144’s mission began
at Station P in June 2009 and
continued there through late
January 2010 when it began
its 1300km transit to a location
about 120 miles off the coast of
Vancouver Island.
It was then recovered by a
chartered sport fishing boat on
April 4th this year.
Seaglider prior to launching

How it works
The sleek, torpedo-shaped
Seagliders have navigated
thousands of miles of ocean, across
boundary currents, through eddies
and in rough seas over the past
decade.
The vehicle moves without using a
propeller. Instead, to dive, it deflates
a buoyant swim bladder to sink and
pitches nose down by shifting a
battery pack forward. Wings make it
glide along a modestly sloped path.
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After diving to a pre-programmed
depth, the battery pack moves
toward the rear. This effectively
raises the nose, while fluid is
pumped into the swim bladder
making the Seaglider buoyant
so it rises at an angle toward the
surface.
Once there a Seaglider uses its
Iridium satellite modem to relay data
and receive new instructions before
diving again.
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Seaglider
Tne University of Washington’s School of
Oceanography and Applied Physics Laboratory
developed the Seaglider with funding from the Office of
Naval Research and the National Science Foundation.
The group has made the vehicle available to external
users, however, by licensing the design for commercial
production to iRobot Corporation of Bedford, MA.
Currently, over 110 Seagliders have been made and
delivered to many different institutions including the
universities of Hawaii, Oregon State and Cyprus as
well as the US Navy, Alfred Wegner Institute, Australian
National Facility for Ocean Gliders and the Scottish
Association for Marine Science in Oban.
According to Eriksen, enhancements to the Seaglider
design being tested now by iRobot should extend its
endurance and range even further.

Specifications
Body Size:
Wing span:
Antenna mast :
Weight:		
Maximum Depth
Travel Range
Battery		
		
		
Typical Speed
Glide Angle

• 1.8 m long, 30cm dia max
•1m
•1m
• 52 kg (dry)
• 1000 m
• 4600 km (650 dives to 1 km depth)
• Lithium primaries, 24V and 10V
17 MJ
• Up to 10 month run-time
• 25 cm/s (1/2 kt)
• 16-45° (1:3.5 to 1:1 slope)

Component parts of
the Seaglider
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Wave Glider
Liquid Robotics has developed the
Wave Glider, an autonomous vehicle
that can be used to gather oceanic
data. Floating on the sea surface, it
can relay oceanographic information
back to a source via satellite.

unmanned systems, the vehicle must
carry energy in batteries or energy
from the environment to maintain its
position. This challenge prompted
Liquid Robotics to develop the Wave
Glider concept.

“Oceans cover most of earth’s surface
with an average depth of more
than two miles,” said Justin Manley,
director, scientific and commercial
business. “Placing observation
equipment anywhere in this vast
area is difficult and expensive, yet
government and civilian users have
many requirements for a persistent
presence. This demand is normally
met with manned vessels or traditional
fixed moorings with associated
complex logistics and significant
expense.

The design is based on a unique
two-part architecture and wing
system. Lying on the surface is the
float component, which contains the
sensors and control system.

“The application lends itself to a large
number of small, low cost, unmanned
surface observation systems,
however, these require externally
supplied energy for missions longer
than a few days.”

Below the surface and joined by a 7m
tether is the 0.4m by in 1.9m glider. On
this are the wings 1.07m wide which
convert the wave energy into forward
propulsion. The silent propulsion
system minimises interference with the
payload sensors.

Without an anchor, currents and
weather will tend to pull any surface
vehicle off target. The problem
worsens as vehicle size decreases,
and the vehicles, therefore, require
energy to resist these effects. In small

Applications

Payload power is provided by two
solar panels, lithium ion batteries and
a charge optimisation system. By
continuously harvesting energy from
the environment, wave gliders are able
to travel long distances, hold station
and patrol vast areas without ever
needing to refuel.

The movement of the glider wings
directly converts wave motion into
thrust. This means that they can travel
to a distant area, collect data and
return for maintenance without ever
requiring a ship to leave port.

Defence, anti-terrorism, antismuggling, port and harbour security,
safety, energy and transportation

“Because the Wave Glider is not
anchored to the ocean floor, it can
move in a planned direction, controlled
via the core navigation, communication
and control module and simple-to-use
software,” said Manley.

Scientific/ Environmental

Power

Government

Climate science, oceanography,
meteorology, water quality
monitoring, tsunami warning,
resource and bathymetric survey,
sanctuary management, protected
area security and patrol, climate
science (CO2 flux), marine mammal
monitoring

Industrial

Fisheries management, aquaculture,
natural resources discovery
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The surface body of the wave rider

although this depends upon latitude and
weather. It can supply 1A and 13–17V
for each payload.
In addition to the standard
meteorological and oceanographic
sensors, there is also an Iridium
9601 satellite modem for shore
communications, as well as a Xbee-Pro
2.4GHz 801.15.4 modem.
In addition, there is a 16 channel global

At the surface is the 2m by 0.6m
float that contains the solar panels
and payload. The unit is designed to
withstand a continuous wash and salt
spray, and brief submergence of up
to 2m.
The solar cells can generate 86W
at peak for charging the lithium ion
batteries. These have a power of
665W/hrs. There is a 3–5W continuous
power supply available for the payload,
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Propulsion mechanism for the wave rider
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AC-ROV Successes
Micro ROV manufacturer AC-CESS has reported
a number of late 2009 early 2010 successes with
its AC-ROV underwater inspection system.
Dong Energy / Inspectahire
Oil and gas producer Dong Energy has purchased and deployed two ACROV systems on its North Sea based Siri platform. The mission involved
ingressing a seafloor chamber attached to the platform’s oil storage tank to
inspect dangerous cracks that resulted in the rig being taken offline. Operated
by Inspectahire a 120m tethered AC-ROV system was launched from the
hydraulic manipulators of a Fugro Rovtech workclass ROV through purpose
cut holes in the wall of the damaged chamber.
At 80–100m water depth, the workclass ROV fed the AC-ROV’s tether
through the hole as it flew into the chamber. Deployed in this manor for three
10 hour sessions, the role of the AC-ROV was to map the very congested
internal structure of the chamber so larger ROVs could go in safely and
continue the critical inspection work.
British Geological Survey
The British Geological Survey (BGS) is the lead European operator in the
Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) which explores the Earth’s history
and structure recorded in seafloor sediments and rocks, and monitors subseafloor environments.

positioning system receiver, which
allows the Wave Glider to keep station
within a 40m radius. It is possible to
navigate the vehicle remotely by a
programmable waypoint course, by a
chart-based graphical user interface via
a web page.
There are modular mechanical,
electrical and software interfaces
to a general purpose housing. The
command and control modules are low
power, averaging 0.7W.
In emergencies, a marker light and
radio beacon can be activated, and
a passive pressure actuated release
separates the float from the tether if
an entangled animal submerges the
system. There are leak sensors in the
body and the individual batteries are
isolated from each other and charge
separately.
The entire system weighs 90kg and has
a 150kg displacement. It is portable by
two people.

BGS purchased a 120m tether AC-ROV with slip ring, 2 function manipulator
and custom reel. The system has been successfully deployed on the IODP
New Jersey Shallow Shelf Expedition, 40 miles offshore Delaware to inspect
seabed debris and pipes deployed during the research drilling program.
Cameron
Cameron Subsea Systems has purchased a 40m tethered AC-ROV system
for use at its Leeds site. Rented ROV equipment had been historically
deployed to monitor subsea equipment during pressure testing. Cameron
went ahead with the purchase after witnessing the AC-ROV’s market leading
mobility, picture quality, easy of control and ability to ingress all but the
smallest spaces in the fabric of the targets. The system has been successfully
deployed multiple times to inspect subsea trees and valves.
Terebro
Terebro has purchased a 100m tethered AC-ROV with slip ring and rear view
camera. Mr Ian McArthur, Commercial Manager of Terebro explained: “The
compact and robust design of the AC-ROV make it ideal for inland industrial
use, it’s the safest and cheapest method of remote visual inspection.”
The vehicle has been successfully deployed for culvert inspection with British
Waterways, with Terebro now an approved AC-ROV operator for the UK.
Marine Scotland Science
With its mission to manage Scotland’s sea and freshwater resources, lead
marine management organisation Marine Scotland Science required an
ROV for freshwater operations. The AC-ROV system was selected for its
robustness and object avoidance capability in fast flowing river applications.
The 100m tethered AC-ROV with slip ring and rear view camera will be
deployed in freshwater locations for pollution and marine life monitoring
across Scotland.
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Predator

Last year, Global Marine Systems
and Cetrax Systems combined forces
to develop a new 300m inspection
class ROV. The unit is currently
undergoing trials and the first units
should be ready shortly.

The partnership sees the
Predator as the first in a new
generation of ROVs. It is compact
and highly modular, allowing for a
very flexible set of camera and lighting
configurations.

Called the Predator, it has been
developed for use in a wide range of
market sectors such as oil and gas,
telecommunications, military, subsea
power and inshore survey.

The Predator has a length of 900mm
(35.4in), a width of 620mm (24.4in) and
stands 450mm (17.7in) high.
It weighs around 60kg (110lb) in air
and can carry a payload of around
10kg (22lb).

“The Predator has a number of very
innovative features which are ideal
for our own use,” said John Davies,
subsea services manager for Global
Marine Systems. “One of the most
important aspects we have been
looking at is reliability.”
The ROV uses the latest high reliability
technology designs for maximum
operating efficiency in marine
operations. With the inclusion of a
network control system, the functional
design will assure continuous
performance in all operations.

The ROV has power requirements of
3kW at 400VDC. This is supplied from
the surface via a 12mm–16mm diameter
multi-core tether up to 450m (1475ft)
length. This can be neutrally buoyant in
seawater
The Predator’s propulsion comes from
high efficiency brushless DC motors with
a direct drive system, which includes
an easy-to-change seal cartridge. This
allows the thrusters to drive without the
requirement of oil and makes routine
maintenance very quick and easy.

The Predator ROV

There are four thrusters placed in vector
formation as well as a vertical thruster This
gives the ROV a turning rate of around
120deg/sec and an estimated forward
speed of 3kts.
In order to reduce drag and improve the
ROV performance, most of the electronics
have been designed to fit under the
buoyancy module on the vehicle frame
At the front of the ROV are the cameras
and lights. The Predator can house up
to six state-of-the-art LED lights (1600
Lumens per light), as well as two cameras
that can work simultaneously. The system
also has the option to connect up to four
cameras. This can include colour zoom
cameras, fixed focus colour cameras,
low-light black/white cameras and high
definition colour zoom cameras.

2HDs
This August, Schilling Robotics will
deliver the first of two next-generation
heavy-duty (HD) ROVs.
The second is scheduled for October
2010. Rated for use in 3000m of water,
the 125hp work-class ROV will be used
in a variety of field support roles.
“In recent yeas, the ultra heavy
duty (UHD) ROV system has
been particularly successful,” said
a spokesperson, “however, we
reasoned that a smaller vehicle would
have a number of advantages given
the right application.
“The HD is a response to increasing
demand from international
operators, which will be using many
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more deepwater support vessels in
coming years.”
The more compact vehicle, umbilical,
and its purpose-designed launch and
recovery system (LARS) provide a more
strategic footprint to take up less deck
space, while performing operations that
are increasingly in demand.
“Schilling’s core philosophy is to make
our customers successful in all of their
markets, and our HD system supports
Schilling’s position as a leader in
the ROV industry through a growing
subsea portfolio. The ease of system
maintainability translates to high
reliability for our customers,” said Tyler
Schilling, chief executive officer for
Schilling Robotics.
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The Schilling HD ROV
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3000m Micro-ROV
As well as the standard lights and cameras,
the vehicle can also house a number of other
devices, such as sonar systems, laser scaling,
altimeters, multibeam, etc. There is also room for
manipulators for light intervention work.
The Predator is controlled from the surface by a
PC based system. A hand control unit provides
the required functions needed to perform each
operation on the ROV.
The hand controller for the system is designed
to be portable and houses the control joysticks,
dials and membrane pad buttons required to
perform each function on the ROV. All these
controls are sealed from water ingress. The
hand controller functions can be customised by
utilisation of the surface control system setup
interface.
The ROV control system installed in the ROV
utilises a bespoke multi-drop network to control
and monitor the equipment connected to the ROV
as well as allowing the connection of multiple
devices. All vehicle functions are monitored by
a comprehensive diagnostic system which will
isolate fault sectors that may be problematic,
without loss of control to the ROV.

ROV manufacturing company AC-CESS, working in
collaboration with engineering partners and subsea winch
specialist All-Oceans, has developed a new-application for
its micro vehicle AC-ROV 3000.
In many deepwater operations, subsea intervention
is carried out by large work-class ROVs. These often
have to work in busy, congested and high risk operating
environments. This prompted the AC-ROV 3000
manufacturer to work on a concept where the micro-ROV
could be used to offer visual inspection support for host
vehicle operations.
The support this provides can be categorised into two vital
roles: as a Buddy, the AC-ROV 3000 can keep a watching
eye on the host vehicle. Duties include checking the tether,
giving added perspective on any tool deployments and
generally providing an overview of operations. This adds
up to reducing risk, limiting host vehicle movement and
increased productivity.

Specifications
Depth Rating
3000m (9843ft)
Optional 	4000m (13 123ft)
Weight in Air
3400kg (7497lb)
(with lead trim and standard equipment
installed)
Dimensions:
Length		
2.5m (8.2ft)
Width		
1.7m (5.6ft)
Height		
1.9m (6.2ft)
Lift 		
3000kg (6614lb)
Payload 		
250kg (551lb)
Power Standard
Bollard Pull
Lateral		
Vertical, Up
Vertical, Down
Thrusters (Horiz.)
Thrusters (Vert.)

93kW (125shp)
830kgf (1830lbf)
800kgf (1764lbf)
780kgf (1720lbf)
810kgf (1785lbf)
4 x Sub Atlantic SA380
3 x Sub Atlantic SA380

Alternatively, as a Scout it can be advanced into areas
where the host vehicle cannot go, or the risks for it are too
great, ie, pipework, wreck inspection, thermal vents etc.
Insurance cover for high risk operations can be difficult to
obtain or prohibitively expensive.
“This is where a less expensive asset comes into its own,
which was one of the design drivers for the AC-ROV 3000,”
said business development manager Callum McGee. “The
vehicle is small, simple and robust thereby minimising the
value and maximising the durability of the part exposed to
the greatest risk.”
Inline with the AC-CESS ethos of mobility and robustness,
the AC-ROV 3000 retains the clean, snag-free shape
and orbital mobility of the original AC-ROV underwater
inspection system. The micro ROV is garaged on the
host ROV and is deployed and recovered by an electric
tether management system (TMS), another All Oceans
specialisation.
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Front view of the
Saab Seaeye Panther XT

Shark Gets a Panther
Romanian-based subsea services
company, Shark SRL, has purchased
a Saab Seaeye Panther XT electric
work ROV for use with its Reson
SeaBat 7125 multibeam sonar
system.
They expect to see more accurate
pipeline survey results using
an electric ROV rather than the
acoustically noisy hydraulic work
vehicles commonly employed for
multibeam survey work.
Shark Subsea will also gain
considerable cost savings in space
and handling, by using the compactsized, but powerful, Panther XT work
ROV, rather than a much bulkier
hydraulic vehicle.
The package comes as a complete
compact survey ROV solution with
a pair of three-function hydraulic
camera booms fitted with Seaeye
cameras and LED lights to provide
high quality video images. Also fitted
is an Ixsea Octans Gyro, a Doppler
velocity log, sound velocity probe and
a digiquartz depth sensor.
Fitted to the aft of the Panther XT is
the Reson SeaBat multibeam sonar
and fibre-optic gyro.
The accuracy of the SeaBat sonar,
which can detect a target as small
as a tennis ball, makes it ideal for

high resolution
seafloor survey
work. The demands
of such accurate data
acquisition is more than
adequately met by the
technological performance
of the Panther XT, say top sonar
manufacturer Reson.
“It’s more than just about sonar,” said
Reson’s product lifecycle manager,
Rich Lear. “To get the best usable
acoustic data needs an ROV that
can do the job, with an easy bolt-on
interface and the right payload.”
Working with Saab Seaeye engineers,
Lear said, made the task of integrating
the sonar system with the ROV
straightforward: “They understand what
is needed to make it all work,” he said.
For pipeline survey operations the
Panther XT can operate either freeswimming with its auto altitude feature,
or with a detachable wheeled skid.
For its work tasks, Shark has chosen
to equip its Panther XT with a
detachable five and six function heavy
duty manipulator, along with an anvil
cutter, rotary disc cutter, water jet and
cleaning brush.
Like the SeaBat, fitting additional
tooling is made straightforward by

the simplicity of Saab Seaeye’s
innovative plug-and-go interface
concept.
The Panther XT comes complete
with fibre-optic video and data
multiplexing, an automatic pilot for
depth and heading and is given
fingertip control in all directions
through six brushless thrusters, each
with velocity feedback.
The powerful 1500m rated Panther
XT has evolved from the proven
Panther work ROV concept and is
designed to take on the majority of
the tasks previously undertaken by
hydraulic work ROVs, such as drill
support, salvage and inspection,
repair and maintenance.
Cost of ownership is significantly
less. The Panther XT, for example,
weighs less than a quarter of the
hydraulic equivalent, and the deck
space needed is 63m2, compared
with 150m2 for a typical hydraulic
system.
A smaller launch and recovery
system means it can be installed
on smaller vessels and requires a
smaller number of crew, with a much
faster mobilisation time, typically
12hrs compared with 40hrs for a
large hydraulic ROV.

The Saab Seaeye Panther XT electric work ROV
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Experience.….we are dedicated to delivering products that simply work.

Our

name is the benchmark for subsea intervention vehicles. For more than 40 years we
have continually developed our products through innovation - but our strength is
always shown in solid field operational reliability. Day in, day out, Perry Slingsby
products are working to deliver value for our customers.
Let us help you with your application: not just ROVs, Perry Slingsby control solutions
drive Light Well Intervention Systems, tooling packages, manned submarines and
more. Our technical team is dedicated to providing robust and mature solutions to
subsea intervention challenges. Our support team is there for the full product lifecycle
from factory to offshore, upgrades and repairs.

Experience, Dedication, Vision
www.perryslingsbysystems.com
Ho u st o n | A b e r d e e n | K i r kb ym oors id e , UK | S i ng ap ore | J u p i t e r , F L, US A
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SeaBotix’s Vectored LBV
and a sensitivity of 0.1 lux and f2.0.
There are options for rear and sidefacing HD cameras.

Historically, ROVs have tended to be
relatively minimalistic. The designers
have typically employed the smallest
number of miniaturised
components to
reduce weight and
footprint.

The modular construction
has built-in payload for
most sensors with ease of
adding floatation modules
internally to greater
increase the payload
capacity. This includes a
scanning, multibeam or
profiling sonar, as well as a
ultra-short base line (USBL)
positioning system.

Sometimes this
impacts on the
ROV’s thrust and
manoeuvrability, but
this is normally more
than compensated
for, by some of the
unique and cost
effective operations that
these mini-ROVs can
perform.
This, indeed, was the
philosophy behind SeaBotix’s
range of ROVs. More recently,
however, the company has added
a new design to its portfolio – the
SeaBotix vLBV300.
Unlike any other system on the
market, the vLBV300 incorporates
four vectored thruster configuration
and dual vertical thrusters into a
sub 20kg vehicle. This gives a high
performance and flexibility.
“The vLBV300 incorporates the
proven brushless DC thrusters
that have been used on the LBV
for years,” said marketing director,
Jesse Rodocker. “The standard
propeller diameter is 76mm,
although there is an option for 95mm
propellers to add even more power.”
Within minutes, these thrusters can
be varied from vectors of 45 to 35
to 20deg vector. At 45deg vector the
vLBV300 has a thrust of 18.7kgf in
all horizontal directions.
At 35deg, it has 21.6kgf forward
and 15.1kgf lateral, while at 20deg,
it has only 9kef lateral but 24.8kgf
forward.
“While the four manually variable
vectored thusters can be tailored
to suit each specific application the
dual vertical thrusters give active
roll compensation for increased
vehicle stability,” said Rodocker.
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The SeaBotix vLBV300

Versions
There are two versions of the
design; the vLBV300 is designed for
operations up to 300m, but for more
deepwater demands, SeaBotix has
introduced the vLBV950, which is
rated for work in 950m water depths.
This takes the 95mm propellers as
standard.
The unit has a length of 600mm,
a width of 390mm and a height of
300mm. The deepwater version
weighs 19kg in air, while the shallower
water system comes in at 1kg lighter.
It is connected to the surface by an
8mm tether with a nominal length of
400m, although ROV is designed
for tether lengths between 300m
and 2000m.
Both ROV designs incorporate
enhanced electronics with four
video inputs, multiple fast serial
ports and Ethernet. This new
technology enables the vLBV300
to be equipped with a range of
cameras and sensors. The standard
camera is a 550 line high resolution
colour unit with a range of 270deg
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The ROV can
accommodate an optional
three-jaw grabber.
The vLBV300 uses the
same operator controls as
the LBV. Over the years,
this intuitive control console
has become regarded as
the simplest to operate of
any ROV on the market.
From the removable operator
control unity, the operator can
manoeuvre the ROV assisted by
automatic depth, heading, trim
and roll compensation. Using the
15in LCD screen, the pilot can use
a video overlay to monitor depth,
heading, lighting, thruster gain,
camera angle, time, date and other
user-programmable data.
The system has a power demand of
3000W, 100-240V AC.

Plan view of the vLBV300

Quantum XP
Following the recent delivery of two Quantum XP 200hp
heavy-duty construction ROVs to i-Tech, a division of
Subsea 7, SMD has received another Quantum XP
construction ROV system order from the large provider of
ROV Support Services.
This time, the Quantum’s power is increased from 200hp
to 230hp to satisfy the market for increased in-water
performance and tooling capability. Power is delivered by
the ever reliable Curvetech hydraulic power unit (HPU),
channelling propulsion and tooling energy via twin isolated
circuits.
A high level of spare hydraulic functions 15–100LPM,
are fitted as standard, offering remote pressure and flow
adjustment for complete flexibility and precise tooling
control. The vehicle is equipped with the proven SMD
distributed vehicle control system (DVECS). This has been
fitted to over 50 work-class ROVs and features the latest
ROV technological advancements including ROV dynamic
positioning, advanced diagnostics and the ability to plug
and play common instrumentation.
Interactive graphical user interface screens keep operators
informed of vehicle status and features diagnostics for
fast fault detection and isolation. Protecting the hydraulic
and control equipment and offering exceptional space for
additional equipment is a robust frame. The frame features
replaceable sections and extensive bull work for instrument
protection. The Quantum XP ROV is configured to carry
450kg payload.
In addition to the Quantum XP ROV, the system will be
delivered with an SMD extended tether management
system (TMS), which can carry 915m of tether and boasts

Quantum XP

a tether friendly design for increased tether life. Launch
and recovery is performed by an SMD A-frame and
winch package optimised to fit on the limited space
available on board the vessel.

Four Mohicans to SeaTrepid
Aquanos has sold four of its 2000mrated Sub-Atlantic Mohicans to
SeaTrepid, adding to its fleet of
37 observation and mid-class ROVs.
A Sub-Atlantic Mohican

The Mohicans come complete with
A-frame launch and recovery systems,
tether management system (TMS),
integral hydraulic pressure unit (HPU),
over 2000m of main lift umbilical and
330m of excursion tether from the TMS.
The SeaTrepid Mohican ROV systems
are optimised for the harshest working
environments. They are versatile,
professional ROV systems suitable
for offshore use.
Their size provides a stable
platform for high quality video and
sonar surveys, and its enhanced
propulsion system allows it to
continue working in high current
conditions. A wide range of
state-of-the-art sensor and tooling
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packages are available to be run
with this equipment. High definition
camera systems, class I-IV torque
tools, flooded member detection,
cable and pipe trackers, bathymetric
systems and multibeam sonars
represent just a few of the features
included.
“We are continuing to expand our
capabilities into heavier robotics
for deeper environments while
maintaining our high service quality,”
said Bob Christ, SeaTrepid’s
president and founder. “As the
technology continues to rapidly
evolve, we are demonstrating, one
project manager at a time, how our
technology delivers so much more
for so much less.”
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When working subsea, unmanned
underwater vehicles (UUVs) are
unable to communicate over long
ranges or use a global positioning
system (GPS) to determine their
exact location. They are restricted to
acoustics which are impractical for
long ranges or high bandwidth.
Navigation methods are, therefore,
normally based on using an inertial
navigation system (INS) and a
Doppler velocity log (DVL) to sense
how far, and in what direction, the
UUV has travelled from a previous
known location. The problem with this
is that errors accumulate over time
and accuracy degrades as a function
of distance travelled.
In order to use global positioning
(GPS) or radio communications,
they must stop work and rise to the
surface. Half out of the water, they
can become unstable and have
reduced steerage, greatly reducing
operational effectiveness.
Recognising this, the US Department
of Defense created a Small
Business Innovation Research
(SBIR) programme with the aim of
developing systems to allow UUVs
to communicate through radio and
collect GPS location while 3–5m
below the surface and travelling at
2–3kts. Brooke Ocean Technology
responded by investigating concepts
for a towed antenna system (TAS).
“We began by developing a list of
design requirements,” said Roger
Race, general manager, Brooke
Ocean Technology.
“A typical mission can last up to
18hrs, during which the towed
antenna would be used 20–50 times,
each lasting from 3–8 mins. Since
Iridium transmission can draw up
to 20Ws of power, the resulting
maximum demand would be 133W/
hrs of energy. This would either
require its own battery with
133W/hr capacity, or an
electro-mechanical
tow cable that
can carry 20W
from the UUV’s
batteries.
The towed antenna
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The towed antenna planing on the surface

“For communication, as long as
the antenna stands above the
water surface, it should be able to
obtain satellite signals. Short-range
communication such as Wi-Fi and
900 MHz spread-spectrum are more
susceptible to effects from splash over
and when the antenna dips beneath
nearby waves.”
“The tow body should have minimal
impact on the buoyancy and overall
hydrodynamics of the UUV,” continued
Race, “while being large enough to
house the necessary electronics and
batteries. It would need a lift:drag ratio
greater than 1 in order to reach the
surface when deployed.
“The tow cable between the UUV and
the TAS must support multiple twoway communications, while having
minimal drag. Strength members could
allow the cable to survive the tensions
associated with towing at 5kts, as well
as any snags that it may encounter.
“Lastly, it was important that when
stowed into a special receptacle cut
into the UUV’s hull, the towed antenna
would have minimal affect on
the hydrodynamics of the
UUV. The profile was
therefore designed to
match the shape of
the 12¾in vehicle.
The launch and
recovery system
(LARS) would need
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to be small, simple, low cost, and be
able to reliably launch and recover the
tow body throughout the entire UUV
mission.”
Design
Brooke Ocean developed two designs.
One was a hydrofoil shape to provide
lift and a V-shaped hull for surface
planing. The other design was based
on a boat hull with longitudinal ribs
providing lift.
“We created 3D computer models and
used Stereolithography (SLA) to build
two half scale models,” said Race,
“and towed them behind a small UUV
to evaluate their performance. The test
results were used to further refine the
model in 3D. “We then built full scale
prototypes.”
The first design was based on the
concept of an aerofoil kite. Foil sections
offer minimal drag and a camber can
generate lift from the passing flow.
A hull based purely on a foil section,
however, would have little volume for
the electronics and little buoyancy, so a
V-shaped hull section was added.
The second design was based on
that of a boat hull with a “deep V” for
straight tracking when on the surface
as well as providing a stable platform
for communications. Its sharp bow
could cuts through the water to reduce
drag when on the surface. Like the
hydrofoil design, the top profile was

Communication
made to conform with the UUV’s body
to reduce drag when not in use. An
access panel with a GPS blister mounted
on it allowed for easy access to the
electronics. Moving of the ballast allowed
the designers to find an optimal centre of
gravity for the tow body.
The two models were, in turn, towed
behind a remote controlled UUV to
observe performance beneath and on the
surface. It showed major differences in
how each performed.
The hydrofoil model was stable both
under water and on the surface, however,
its straight line tracking was slightly wavy
due to it its lack of keel. The nose also
tended to dig in slightly when coming off
of a wave. Conversely, the boat hull model
tracked well in a straight line, but as soon
as it was pulled into a turn, it became
unstable and corkscrewed under the
surface.
From these results, it was determined that
the hydrofoil was the better design.
“To address the shortcomings of the
previous hydrofoil tow body, the designers
made changes for the full-scale model,”
said Race. A fin was placed on the base
at the stern, like a rudder on a boat, to
improve the straight-line tracking.
The body’s chord length was increased
from 250mm to 300mm, increasing the
body’s volume by 40%, giving it 40% more
buoyancy and an increasing its payload
capacity. The nose was also adjusted so
it would plane over the water’s surface
better, rather than digging in.
To facilitate the mounting of the
electronics, a sealed hatch was added to
the top of the tow body. A special blister
was built into the top of the tow body for
the test electronics to be mounted. Lastly,
a tow point was placed at the optimal
location found during the halfscale tow testing.

Harbor, Massachusetts. The tow
cable was attached to a small skiff
by a streamlined pole. The tow body
streamed back and cut along the
surface of the water as the boat went
ahead at speeds between 1–4kts

The tow cable plays an important
role in how the TAS performs.
Drag forces one can increase
dramatically with speed and if too
great, they will not allow the TAS
tow body to reach the surface.
The primary factors affecting cable
drag are velocity and exposed area.
For the depths and speeds required
by the UUV operators, cables over
a certain diameter fail to reach the
surface no matter how much cable
is let out. Keeping the cable
below this diameter while
also providing the necessary
functionality has been one of the
major challenges of this project.

Early observations were favourable,
with the tow body skimming over the
chop and small waves. Water was
displaced by the V-shaped hull and
sent away from the antennas.
In slightly larger waves, the nose
pierced through but did not bite in and
dive – an important factor as GPS and
Wi-Fi do not work when submerged in
only a small depth of water.
The testing intentionally pulled the
towed body under the surface and let
back out to simulate deployment from
a UUV. It showed good stability and
tracking both under-water and on the
surface.
The test programme included several
experiments. GPS data was fed into
Google Earth in real time to chart the
path of the tow body as it was towed
around a small harbour island. In
another test, the tow body was slowly
forced under water while recording
GPS data to determine the point
at which the receiver lost satellite
reception.
Typically, the unit maintained a GPS fix
until it was submerged more than about
25mm, but resumed a fix within two
seconds of returning. The Wi Fi system
was also tested.
Further refinements to the system,
as well as the development of an
innovative launch and recovery device,
will be explored in the next phase
of the project.

Top . The towed body run at different
speeds at a depth of 5m.
Bottom: The towed body run at
different speeds at a depth of 3m.

Brooke Ocean looked at a number
of cable diameter/ density/length/
towing speed combinations/ based
on a copper wire to send power,
and a fibre optic line for two-way
communications.
Below: The towed body stowed in a
receptacle on the upper surface of
the AUV

The towed antenna system
was tested at Padanaram
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MOD Commanche
Subsea technology group Triton
is celebrating after winning a sixfigure contract with the Ministry of
Defence (MoD). The deal will see
Sub-Atlantic supply the MoD with
specialist subsea surveillance
equipment.

The contract win enhances Triton’s
position as an industry leader in
the competitive subsea sector
and highlights their commitment
to producing ground breaking
technology for all sectors of the
subsea industry.

The Comanche remotely
operated vehicle (ROV) will be
used for multibeam survey and
salvage work. The system is air
portable so can respond quickly
worldwide.

Sub-Atlantic also provided similar
surveillance equipment to the
Spanish Coastguard in 2008, as
well as ROV components and other
subsea products to the Russian
military, the US and Australian navy.

Univers
Newfoundland-based electronics to
subsea company, Marport, has recently
received an order by Geodetic Offshore
Services Limited (GOSL) to provide
SQX-class unmanned underwater
vehicle technology.
The contract calls for delivery of two
UUVs: an SQX-500 depth rated to
500m water depth and an SQX-3000,
rated for deep-sea operations up to
3000m water depth.
What sets the autonomous vehicle
apart from many other units is its
morphology and the operational
capabilities that this basic design
confers.
The SQX-500 is based on two 25cm
diameter torpedo-shaped pods 1.6m
in length. These are joined by a pair of
fixed hydrofoils, giving the structure a
total height of 83cm. This shape gives
it an inherent stability.

The Comanche remotely operated vehicle

The Triton group is harnessing
the expertise of all its rental
businesses under a new umbrella
organisation called DPS Offshore
DPS Offshore will encompass
Group companies DPS, DPSAsia, ETS, Subco and Perry
Slingsby Tooling Rental as Triton
continues its drive to meet the
increasing international demand
for its technology and services.
The move follows more than
$15million (USD) of investment to
enhance the rental fleet, including
the creation of an in-house
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calibration facility at DPS in Aberdeen
and the expansion of its global
inventory with new technologies
such as Taut Wire systems and the
Geonav product range.
DPS Offshore brings each company’s
expertise under one roof, providing a
single source from which customers
can access some of the world’s
leading subsea services and
equipment.
It will be led by vice president Mick
Jones, with Scott Johnstone taking
up the role of business development
director.
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The hydrodynamically efficient
twin hulls allow the SQX to travel
through the water efficiently in a
straight line, while the universally
rotatable thrusters afford it
high manoeuvrability and a tight
turning circle. It also has the ability to
near-hover. This makes the design
particularly useful for applications
ranging from pipeline survey to detailed
search.
“Called the SQX-500, it has been
designed to operate in coastal waters
of up to 500m in depth, with versions
1500 and 3000m currently being
developed,” said Karl Kenny, president
of Marport. It is a hydrodynamically
stable platform designed for reliable
performance and low lifecycle cost.
The lower hull contains the payload
– typically comprising 3D bathymetry
sonars, bottom classification
sounders, sensors, profilers, precision
navigation and communication
equipment.

al AUV
The upper hull is air-filled, the
buoyancy providing the lifting
moment for the heavier lower hull and
affording the stability. The lower hull
also contains the 2.5kWh lithium ion
batteries which give the vehicle an
endurance of 8hrs at cruising speed.
Instead of the propulsion being at one
end of the hull, it comes from a pair
of specially designed motors located
halfway up the wings that connect the
hulls. These can independently swing
up and down as well as sideways,
which gives the SQX-500 its power
and manoeuvrability.
If the motors are pointing in the same
direction, it can give it a cruising
speed of 4kt and a top speed of
6kt. Depending upon how these
independent thrusters are angled,
however, the vehicle can pitch and
Left: The SQX-Class unmanned
vehicle. Above: The vehicle being
tested

yaw, and it is these that also allow
it to almost hover.
This means that it can be used
in a scenario in which the vehicle
is using a sonar to scan an area
such as a pipeline, where it sees a
particular point of interest.
It can then break from the survey
and hover directly above the
area for closer examination with
different types of sensors. It can
hover and transit laterally or
vertically, forward or reverse in
stealthy low-speed manoeuvres.
The designers say that this would
make it suitable for either civil
surveys such as pipelines or
oceanography, or for the defence
sector where it can perform
mine surveillance operations
and expeditionary warfare and
explosive ordnance disposal.
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Mafia Pots
A Hallin subsea ROV team has
discovered and retrieved 2000
year-old artifacts while searching
for radioactive waste off the coast
of Italy. Hallin was working for
Italian contractor Geolab onboard
the Mare Oceano, on behalf of the
Italian Government, as it searched
for vessels believed to have been
scuttled by the Mafia.
With the security of an Italian
coastguard patrol in close
attendance and using special
radioactive sensors, Hallin’s team
searched an area off of Capo
Palinuro, near Policastro, Italy in
500m plus water depths. Instead of
finding modern-day contaminated
wrecks, they came across the
remains of a Roman galley, which
sank thousands of years ago.
Hallin’s ROV supervisor, Dougie
Combe, said he and his crew were
looking at the seabed more than
500m down when they stumbled
across the pots lying in the mud.
The crew managed to recover five
of the rare pots intact.
The team constructed special
baskets to protect the pots and
fitted the baskets to the ROV. They
then transferred the 2000 year old

Monitoring the recovery on video
pottery into the baskets and brought
them to the surface. They were then
handed over to an archaeology
museum in the historic Greco-Roman
city of Paestum, northern Italy.
Combe said the vessels crew was
stunned when they spotted the pots
in the mud. After the first sighting
the crew worked non-stop around
the clock for two days to bring them
to the surface without damaging
them. The ROV operators cleared
the silt and debris off of the pots,
using the machine’s mechanical arm
and water jets.
Combe said: ‘It was a big surprise
when we came across the pots.
‘They were scattered across the

seabed 500m down and were clearly
from an ancient wreck.
‘The operation we were on had nothing
to do with them - we were looking for
slightly more modern wrecks from the
last 20 years or so.
‘We managed to get five up altogether,
but there must have been hundreds of
them there.”
Combe continued: ‘They would have
probably been loaded on some kind
of merchant ship which sank all those
years ago.
‘We manufactured a basket for the
ROV to spread the weight of the pots,
got hold of them with a hook and
brought them up very carefully.
It’s certainly the oldest thing we’ve
come across on the seabed.
‘We were in Norway last year and
found some relics from World War Two,
but these pots are several thousand
years old. The pots, thought to have
been used to hold precious oils as they
were transported by ship, are believed
to be ancient Greek or Roman and
are thought to date back at least 2000
years.
They are now being studied by the
“Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici
delle Province di Salerno e Avellino”
(the Salerno, Avellino and Caserta
Monuments and Archeological Sites
Office).

The pots lying in the silt
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Definitive ROV Navigation
For over 30 years Kongsberg Maritime has been leading the way in manufacturing
underwater cameras, lamps and imaging sonars for today’s demanding ROV, plough and
trencher navigation, surveillance and inspection tasks.

• Dependable colour zoom inspection cameras
• Affordable HD cameras with HD-SDI output
• Extremely low light BIT navigation cameras
• Powerful High-Intensity Discharge and LED lamps
• Robust digital Pan & Tilt and Rotator units
• Versatile high-resolution scanning sonars
Innovative design and technology, unrivalled build quality and exceptional image quality
ensure Kongsberg’s products offer the best price-performance and reliability.

To discover more, please contact Kongsberg Maritime Ltd
tel: +44 (0)1224 226500 email: km.camsales.uk@kongsberg.com
http://www.km.kongsberg.com/cameras
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Four year contract for Saipem
Saipem America has been awarded
a contract for the BP-operated Mad
Dog drilling rig replacement project
in the US Gulf of Mexico.
The scope of work includes the
project management, engineering,
transportation, removal of the
existing drilling support module from
the Mad Dog spar and installation of
new drilling rig module onto the Mad
Dog spar. Offshore operations are
planned within the window end of
2011/early 2012.
Saipem America will use the Saipem
7000, the world’s largest crane
vessel with the capacity to perform

heavy lift operations up to 14 000t.
In addition, Saipem has also been
awarded a contract extension
for ROV support services on
the Transocean’s drilling rig
Development Driller II (DDII). The
four year contract is scheduled to
continue until November 2013.
Saipem America will use two
Innovator ROVS to perform
heavy subsea construction and
intervention tasks as well as normal
drilling rig support functions.
For the past three years, Saipem
America has operated the Innovator
150 HP ROV systems on the DDII.

Cougar Offshore in C
Pro-Dive Marine Services
has taken delivery of the
technologically advanced
Cougar-XT remotely operated
vehicle (ROV) from Saab Seaeye.
David Squires, president of
Newfoundland-based Pro-Dive,
says the Cougar-XT will bring an
important inspection and electric
work ROV resource to Canada’s
East Coast oil and gas sectors.
It makes an important addition to
their existing ROV fleet and its
offshore capabilities.
The company has grown since
1983 to become a major operator
in the region where they provide
ROV and diving services,
construction and drill support,
concrete mattresses, offshore
grouting, subsea markers, offshore
project support staff and subsea
engineering.
The power of the 2000 metre rated
Cougar-XT means it can operate
heavy duty tooling and handle a
wide range of work tasks including
drill support, salvage, survey and
IRM, at a much lower cost than
using an hydraulic work ROV.
Also different tooling options are
easily added and changed, using
the ROV’s modular interface and
bolt-on custom skids.
Muscular tooling specified by ProDive for their Cougar-XT includes
a dual, five-function heavy duty
manipulator.
It is also fitted with three cameras
including a Kongsberg colour
zoom, all of which are mounted on
a pan and tilt system.
When flying the ROV, pilots get
good manoeuvrability from four
vectored horizontal thrusters

A heavy work-class Innovator 150 HP ROV system
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Canada
and two vertical thrusters, each
having velocity feedback for
precise control. They are also
built with new drive technology
that has increased thrust by
70%. This is said to give the
Cougar the highest thrust-toweight ratio in its class.
Each of the thrusters is interfaced

The Cougar XT

to a fast-acting control system
and solid-state gyro. This
provides enhanced azimuth
stability which, says Saab
Seaeye, gives the operator great
control which, and response.

an A-frame launch and recovery
system (LARS), certified to Zone
II specification and fitted with a
snubber-rotator to stabilise and
rotate the TMS for safe recovery
in rough sea states.

The Cougar-XT is deployed from
its tether management system
(TMS), that itself is launched from

The entire system comes with a
Zone II certified control cabin as
well as a workshop cabin.
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One of the world’s most advanced
rescue submersibles has undergone
a series of training exercises
and simulated rescues at The
Underwater Centre in Fort William.
The NATO Submarine Rescue
System (NSRS), designed and
built by a consortium lead by
Rolls Royce, was tested at The
Underwater Centre as part
of a seven day training schedule. It
was designed and built to replace
the ageing LR5. The NSRS is a
joint British, Norwegian and French
project.

Submarine Resc

The submersible is a free swimming
rescue vehicle that can be deployed
world wide to reach stricken
submarines. It has a crew of three
and can rescue 12 people at a
time. It is capable of diving up to
610m and coping with pressures of
6bar. It also boasts an innovative
communication system which
comprises a 7mm fibre optic cable
which connects the main rescue
vehicle to the surface.
The Underwater Centre, based on
the shores of Loch Linnhe, allowed
the submarine to be tested at
depths of up to 100m – deeper than
most parts of the North Sea.
As well as providing training
facilities, it is a world class centre
of excellence for commercial diving
and remotely operated vehicle
(ROV) training. Simulating real
life rescues, a ‘target’ acting as a
representation of a sunken
submersible was positioned
underwater at 50m. The NSRS was
then launched in a bid to test the
‘mating process’ – ensuring that
the soft seal of the rescue vehicle
properly sticks to the hatch of a
stricken submarine.
The NSRS was previously tested
at the Underwater Centre as part
of acceptance and proving trials.
Last year, the facility also hosted
trials for the LR7 rescue submarine,
commissioned by the Chinese Navy.
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The NATO Submarine Rescue System
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In the event of a submarine in distress,
NSRS will be deployed to the nearest
suitable port and taken on board a mother
ship.
At the scene of the stricken submarine, the
mother ship, using a portable A-frame as
part of the NSRS, will launch the vehicle
which will then ‘mate’ with the escape
hatches of the submarine.
Steve Ham, general manager of The
Underwater Centre said: “This is the second
time Rolls Royce has chosen to trial new

technologies here at The Centre. We
have the full package for trials and
testing – as well as the unique, natural
facilities of our Loch Linnhe site, we
have a fully equipped pier complex
which provides a range of facilities.
“The rescue training focused on
the mating process, which is the
most complex and difficult part of
a submarine rescue and our highly
experienced instructors and divers
provided valuable support to the NSRS
team throughout.”

Tritech Award

Ben Grant and Andrew Seaton at the surface control unit

Tritech has provided two of its high
technology products to The Underwater
Centre, Fort William, to assist in subsea
training. Tritech product line managers,
Ben Grant and Andrew Seaton presented
The Underwater Centre with a Super
SeaPrince DST sonar and a Seanet
surface control unit (SCU) processor.
The Super SeaPrince sonar will be fitted
to one of the Centre’s Seaeye Falcon
ROV Class II vehicle.
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Tritech’s sonar and SCU will be fully
exercised in the subsea training and
development of ROV pilot technicians
as they develop their flying skills,
in the open-water conditions at the
Centre’s purpose-built facilities.
Tritech supports the expert training
provided at the Centre and is
encouraged that students will have
access to modern equipment known
and accepted as an industry standard
throughout the world.
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Sonobot
German company Evologics has developed a small
autonomous vehicle called the Sonobot, that is
designed for surveys in shallow waters such as
ports, harbours lakes and rivers. It is small enough
to fit inside a small vehicle and can be assembled
quickly. The vehicle can be handled by a single
person.
The Sonobot stands 0.5m high, including antennas,
and is a nominal 1m wide, although this is adjustable
to 1.5m for increased stability when there are waves.
It is 1.2m long and weighs 2.4kg.
“The vehicle is a versatile platform on which the user
can mount a variety of sensors for a variety of survey
requirements,” said Rudolf Bannasch, managing
director of Evologics.
“Typical applications would be for use in the search
for objects such as munitions, archaeological
artefacts wrecks and persons. It is also suitable for
collecting survey data in shallow or hard to reach
locations.
“It can be used for the measurement of seabed
thickness and with the various sensor options, it

can be used for the inspection of underwater
construction and infrastructure such as pipes
cables, walls etc,” he said.
The Sonobot comes equipped with a variety of
tools. There is a differential global positioning
system (DGPS) for high accuracy cartography as
well as a S2C ultra-broadband echosounder with
a depth measurement accuracy of +1.5cm at a
minimum depth of 1m). There is an option for a
sidescan sonar to be fitted.
The vehicle has both autonomous and radio
controlled modes of operation, with multiple
communication options such as Wi-Fi, GPRS/
UMTS, RC being available. There is on-board
data logging and transmission on demand.
“We have installed a camera to assist in
operations in remote locations and surveillance.
Because of its gently controllable hydro jet
thrusters, it
can provide fast access to points of interest,
undergo precise manoeuvres and carry out
efficient area scanning. The batteries last for
up to 10 hours of operation.

W-Lan

Data and command
transmission

Simple no-tools assembly

Designed to be quickly
assembled and deployed
by one person

Annotated diagram of the S

The Sonobot in profile
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Sonobot

The Sonobot undergoing trials

Differential GPS
High accuracy
positioning

Radio Control

Manual operation

Camera

For georeferenced pictures or navigation in
confined spaces

Flexible payload

Different sensor configurations
available

Interchangeable supports
Alter width to increase
stability

Sidescan Sonars

Deepvision 340khz option

S2C Wideband Echosounder
Depth measurements with
1.5cm accuracy (min depth 1m)

Jet thrusters

High maneuverability
and speed
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Hydroid Orders

Unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV)
manufacturer Hydroid has received
multiple delivery orders under an existing
US Navy contract. This will provide
three additional MK 18 Mod 1 Swordfish
variants of its REMUS 100 to the Naval
Oceanography Mine Warfare Command
(NOMWC) headquartered at Stennis
Space Center, Miss.
“NOMWC has been using older REMUS
vehicles – some original Navy prototypes
– for the last couple of years, so we
are very pleased that they’ve elected to
acquire the newest and most capable
of the REMUS 100 systems” said
Christopher von Alt, president of Hydroid.
“REMUS is the only combat proven UUV
and was used by mine counter measures
(MCM) forces during Operation Iraqi
Freedom. Now our understanding is
that these systems will be used to help
safeguard vital US ports and harbors
against maritime terrorist threats.”
NOMWC operates UUVs in support
of the Navy’s operational mine
warfare force. These new systems will
provide NOMWC’s UUV Platoon an
expeditionary capability to measure
physical characteristics of the underwater
environment and identify submerged
objects, primarily in confined harbors and
restricted waterways.

Gavia
Hafmynd hasdelivered two Gavia AUV‘s to NCS Survey of
Aberdeen. The delivery is followed by successful customer
acceptance tests performed in January at Hafmynd‘s
headquarters in Iceland.
The two systems are of the Gavia Offshore Surveyor type,
which are Gavia systems optimised for the commercial
survey applications, including DGPS for increased accuracy,
various software modifications and a high visibility painted
finish. The vehicles are equipped with SeeByte’s AutoTracker
capability, which allows the system to track pipelines with
input from the onboard Marine Sonics side scan sonar, a
GeoSwath swath bathymetry system from GeoAcoustics,
and a camera system.
One of the systems is 500m rated while the other is rated for
1000m, with the main difference in the two systems being the
aluminum alloy used in the machining and extended depth
rating transducers. Both systems are the same size and
roughly the same weight (around 2.7m and 80Kg, depending
on configuration).
The two Gavia Offshore Surveyor vehicles will be used by
NCS Survey for varying commercial services in the oil and
gas market, including pipeline inspection and varying kinds
of bathymetric/side scan/photographic missions, with initial
pipeline inspection operations conducted in the Shetland
Islands and with numerous others planned for the remainder
of 2010.

Cmdr. Matt Borbash, NOMWC
commanding officer comments, “UUVs
have proven to be a force multiplier in
mine countermeasures operations with
the added benefit of environmental data
collection, whether in-stride of mine
hunting or during baseline oceanographic
survey missions.”

The two Gavia AUVs

MK 18 Mod 1 Swordfish variants of the
REMUS 100
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WW2 Wrecks
A StarFish 450F, Tritech’s shallow
water sidescan sonar system,
was recently deployed in a wreck
dive in the low-visibility waters
of Conception Bay off Canada’s
Atlantic Coast.
The StarFish 450F sonar was able
to operate at low-range, enabling
the wreck team from Ocean Quest
Adventure Resort (OCAR), based
in Newfoundland, Canada, to
collect high detail of World War II
(WW2) ships, SS Rose Castle
and PLM-27, which were hit
simultaneously and sunk by a
German U-Boat.
StarFish was able to clearly scan
the wreck of SS Rose Castle
where visible structures, as
identified in the scan images,
included rigging, substructures
and cargo holds. At approximately
160ft deep, this wreck is the
deeper of the two wrecks scanned
by the OCAR team in Conception
Bay.
Encouraged by the scans, OCAR
continued with a second wreck
dive to the PLM-27. Lying in much
shallower waters, the PLM-27
sunk on 100ft of water with only
50ft to the deck. Again, from
the spectacular sonar images,
substructures such as the stern
gun, torpedo hole, the derricks
and the cargo hold were all clearly
visible.
Andrew Hiscock, wreck booking
co-ordinator at OCAR said “We
got amazing shots of both the
wrecks from the StarFish 450F
system and the scan of the PLM27 could almost be used a map
to navigate around the 400 foot
wreck.
After diving these wrecks for
twelve years, it was great to see
them from a completely different
perspective.”

Images from the Starfish 450F

Camera Suite
Kongsberg Maritime has won
substantial orders from Fugro for
an extensive suite of cameras
and scanning sonars as part
of its Global 2010 ROV sensor
refurbishment and newbuild
programme.
The new cameras and sonars
will be fitted to both Fugro’s
existing global fleet of work class,
intermediate class and observation
class ROV and the new FCV 2000
work class ROV Systems.
The orders include more than
140 high performance Kongsberg
underwater navigation and
inspection video cameras,
numerous lamps and over 35
Kongsberg Mesotech obstacle
avoidance scanning sonars.
Further orders are also expected
for the newbuild programme.
As well as the latest versions of
the industry’s most widely used
low-light navigation and high
resolution colour zoom cameras,
Kongsberg will be supplying over
20 of its new low-light OE13-124/5
BIT navigation cameras and 6 ultra
high resolution imaging sonars.
The sensors will provide accurate
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navigation and inspection imaging
support for a broad range of
applications, including construction
support, inspection, repair and
maintenance, pipeline and seabed
survey and drill rig support.
The order follows on from a long
relationship between the two
organisations and the continued
reliable performance of Kongsberg’s
underwater imaging equipment
throughout Fugro’s demanding
global ROV operations.
“The greatest importance is placed
on the accuracy and reliability of
the payload of sensors, and after
many years of putting Kongsberg’s
equipment through its paces, we are
impressed with the comprehensive
range of high quality, dependable
and well supported equipment
offered” said Jim Mann Fugro’s
Global ROV Manager.

Fugro’s ROV with new cameras
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A new ROV-operable seafloor drilling
system developed by Seafloor
Geoservices has been designed to
take seabed core samples in excess of
100m long. Called the Rovdrill 3,
it can operate in water depths up to
3000m (9804ft). In some applications,
this may be a cost-effective alternative
to the conventional process of
deploying specialised geotechnical
drilling vessels.
“When locating a subsea structure, it
is necessary to test the competence
of the seabed to ensure the rock can
withstand its physical weight,” said
Allan Spencer, Seafloor Geoservices
Inc. “This process often concludes with
coring the seabed.”

Rovdrill 3 is the latest iteration of a
programme that started back in 2007,
when Perry Slingsby first developed a
device based on a standard work-class
ROV of opportunity. This was designed
to take geological core samples
using conventional diamond drilling
techniques in water depths to 3000m
(9840ft).
“It essentially marinised and
repackaged existing terrestrial drilling
and coring technology for operation in
the deepwater marine environment.
It was based on two major assemblies:
the subsea skid package and surface
controls package,” said Spencer.
“The negatively buoyant subsea

These coring operations are normally
carried out by a dedicated light drilling
vessel or a specialist coring device,
however this programme is often
subject to external constraints. These
may include a limited operational
weather window, loop current
conditions, etc. Handling extended
lengths of tooling becomes more difficult
with water depth, adversely affecting the
quality of core samples.
An alternative to drilled cores, is a
gravity corer, however, this often gives
poor results.
Geotechnical designers responded
by developing remotely operated
seafloor based drilling, sampling and
data acquisition rigs. The latest such
development is the Rovdrill 3.

ROV
skid itself comprises two constituent
sub-assemblies interfaced and
operated using a heavy-duty workclass type ROV of opportunity to
supply a communications link and the
necessary hydraulic and electrical
power. The specifications were
largely driven by the specific drilling
requirements of Nautilus Minerals.”
The design was limited in terms of the
number of core samples that could be
retrieved and stored in the carousel.
Another limiting factor was the overall
weight of the system when carrying
the maximum number of full core
barrels. This could not exceed the
maximum lift capacity of the ROV’s
umbilical.
Seafloor Geoservices, however,
began to see the potential of using
the system in other markets than
mineral and scientific exploration.
It took the strategic decision to
address a much wider application
market – particularly the demanding
shallow- and deepwater geotechnical
investigation markets.

Deployment of the original Rovdrill

Drilling Campaign
From June to September 2007, the
first two Rovdrill systems were used
on the Solwara 1 geotechnical drilling campaign offshore Papua New
Guinea. Solwara 1 is a massive
sulphide deposit field located in
an average 1600m depth of water
in the Bismarck Sea, in an area
between the New Britain and New
Ireland mainlands.

Rovdrill 3

The latest vehicle design, Rovdrill 3,
preserves and improves upon the
original concept.
A new addition is the detachable
suction caisson foundation, which
provides a very stable platform for the
drill module in a potentially very wide

Both Rovdrill systems were
mobilised on the Wave Mercury
with existing ST200 ROV spreads
already on the vessel. Topographical features included redundant and
active black smokers.

The original Rovdrill design
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In the campaign, 111 holes were
drilled with average core depth of
9.8m and a maximum 18.2m.
An average core recovery was
72%, and 40% of holes drilled
remained open at depth.
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Rovdrill 3 in operation
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Drill
ROV intervention
panel, including
hyadrulic and
electrical hot stab
interfaces

Drill/Sample module
assembly

Drill/sampling tooling
storage rack. It has
a case capacity of
eighty 3m long tooling
stations

Foundation module
suction caisson

Rovdrill 3 seabed assembly

range of seabed soil strengths. This
is particularly suitable for deepwater
sites with very soft sediments in the
upper surface layers. There is also a
detachable multi-legged jack-up type
foundation. This allows the drill module
to land out on sloping and rocky terrains.
The major difference between Rovdrill 3
and the previous versions is that the
work-class ROV is no longer fully
integrated into the Rovdrill structure.
It is now deployed separately and
provides hydraulic, electrical and
telemetry via ROV hot stabs from an
interface panel located on the front. It
is positioned at a height so the ROV
cameras have a view of the crosshead
assembly.
The principal advantage of keeping
the ROV separate from the subsea
assembly during deployment and
recovery is that the limited lifting
capacity of the ROV structure and
umbilical is no longer a constraining
factor on the potential weight of the
subsea package required to achieve
recovery of core samples of 80m, and it
is able to reach 200m total hole depth.
Since the ROV is free flying, a tether
management system (TMS) can be used
to give it a greater excursion capability.
The surface vessel can, therefore,
stand off at greater distances from the
drill/sampling site.
This could be particularly important
where target locations lie in sensitive
areas, such as near existing offshore

installations, platforms or areas
where there could be a significant
risk of geohazards to the surface
vessel such as shallow gas pockets.
A wireline tool deployment system
is also located on the drill module.
This allows a significant reduction
in drilling and sampling process
times, especially in deeper borings,
since the number of tool handling
operations are minimised.
As with the previous generation
of Rovdrill, the surface control
console is packaged and configured
to interface easily with the workclass ROV control system and
comprises a single surface computer,
joystick, interface and touch screen
diagnostics, telemetry feedback and
parameter editing, all packaged in a
22in rack.

Trials

Seafloor Geoservices carried out
extensive land trials during May
2009 and again in November 2009
in Houston. The objectives were
to prove all mechanical, hydraulic,
electrical and control operational
capabilities, and identify areas for
improvement in system physical
performance and operating
processes.
The test specified 1–4 test boreholes
to a maximum penetration depth of
20m below surface soil level. It would
then look a retrieved core samples
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Operating the remote unit

and CPT data from the test holes
and assess quality and correlation
with previously existing data.
During these trials a blind boring
was completed to 102m (335ft),
using the non-coring assembly. The
purpose was to test the endurance
of the system and drilling process
and to test out the on-board polymer
injection system and its ability to
assist with drilling through the sand
layers encountered in the earlier
tests. The boring was completed
in approximately 48hrs without any
major incident and without the use
of casing.

Core Values

Core bit

The Rovdrill 3 system uses 3m
lengths of 4in drill pipe and captures
3in cores up to 1.5m long. It
supports push sampling and cone
penetration test (CPT). It also has
the latest extended nose tools to
support sampling or CPT while
drilling.
CPT data is of great interest to the
end user. The CPT and is collected
on a battery powered probe during
the downhole operation. Once the
probe returned to the tool rack its
collected data is transmitted wirelessly into the Rovdrill system, and
immediately transmitted the surface
while the Rovdrill is on the seabed.
This gets the vital data to the user
for validation while the system is still
setup on the seabed.
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Survey
While electronics companies
compete in developing the latest
complex survey tools, Toulon-based
ECA has been equally imaginative in
proposing novel and cost-effective
ways to deploy them. Its latest
idea is based on developing a
stable ocean-going hydrographic/
oceanographic ship to carry out
sophisticated surveying duties in its
own right, while also acting as a host
for other smaller vehicles.
Called SIMBA (System for IMagery
and BAthymetry), the mother vessel
is able to launch a comprehensive
integrated package of established
technologies from its stern to satisfy
a wide spectrum of surveying
tasks. The novel part of the
proposal, however, is that many
of these component vehicles can
work autonomously. This allows
a number of surveys to be taken
simultaneously, thus potentially
improving efficiency at reduced
operational costs.
“SIMBA provides an alternative
approach to dedicated ships,” said
Claude Cazaoulou, project manager
at ECA, “by exploiting the synergies
of optimised sensors tailored for
the particular mission. They are not
only deployed on the ship’s hull, but
also on different remote controlled
vehicles under the unique control of
a centralised tactical system.”

Survey Suite
“This package is suitable for a variety
of applications. In a civil engineering
survey, it could cover hydrographic
and oceanographic survey work
ranging from littoral to deep waters.
It could similarly be used in subsea
inspection applications for the
scientific, mapping or the oil and
gas community. Another potential
application could be for coastal and
port security.

The SIMBA mother vessel with the
Inspector and Alister AUV

“For defence applications, this sensor
deployment platform can be used for
mine countermeasures, intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance,
structure and hull inspection, fleet
training.”
The SIMBA programme is a
partnership between ECA and the STX
France shipyard. ECA specialises in
remote and unmanned vehicle design,
mission planning, vehicle monitoring,
data gathering and post processing.
STX France, located in Lorient,
has experience in hydrographic
survey ship fabrication with a track

record including the vessel BHO
Beautemps Beaupré for the French
Navy hydrographic and oceanographic
service (SHOM).

Shallow-Water Survey
For carrying out surveys in shallow
waters depths, ECA has designed
the Inspector, a small launch with a
draught of 500mm.
It can be either controlled manually
or remotely from the Simba.
Its operational radio range is
over 10 nautical miles and it has an
endurance of 20hrs at 10kts.
Turbo diesel feed twin hydrojets,
giving it a top speed of 30kts. The
9m long vessel weighs up to 4.5t.
The highly manoeuvrable vessel
is designed to work in harsh
environmental conditions and has a
low acoustic signature.
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At its bow is an arm that can be
raised. This houses a number of
possible payloads. Hydrographic
tools include single/multibeam
echosounders, sound velocity probes
or sub-bottom profilers. For defence
applications, it has a 360deg day/
night camera, surface radar/infrared
camera, forward looking sonar and
directive microphones/speakers.

The Inspector
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A launch and recovery system on
the stern can deploy a towed sidescan sonar or magnetometer, or
alternatively,
a K-STER
autonomous mine
countermeasure
vehicle.

The SIMBA is
equipped with an
array of navigation
and dynamic positioning
systems. It also has singlebeam and multibeam echosounders, an acoustic Doppler
velocity log and a sub bottom profiler
integrated into the hull.
The selection of
exactly which type
vehicle is most suitable
depends primarily on two
factors – the water depth and the
sensors that would be required to fulfil
the mission.
Deepwater surveys are carried out
from the mother ship. There are
three basic designs of SIMBA on the
drawing board with length from 45
to 55m. The largest has a range of
5000 nautical miles and an endurance
of up to 20 days. Its cruising speed
is 12kts, rising to a maximum top
speed of 18kts. Its engines can work
in an electric silent mode so as not to
induce noise in the sensors.

The sensor package allows the
ship to carry out surveys such
as bathymetry and sediment
analysis along with sonar imagery,
simultaneously if required.
The vessel has a crew of 17 people
and accommodation for up to 22
others involved in the survey. There
is capacity within the vessel for data
processing equipment so that the
survey results can be interpreted
instantly. There are also workshops
for maintenance at sea.
Aft deck is equipped with a crane
and an A-frame over the stern ramp,
to easily deploy and recover the
vehicles that can be AUV, USV, ROV
or EMDS.

K-ster
For smaller subsea inspection
tasks, particularly for the
military, the K-ster AUV can be
launched. At a length of only
1.5m and a weight of 50kg, the
AUV has a high frequency sonar
and a video camera with lights.
The camera lies in an articulated
pod at the front, which allows
it to move independently of the
vehicle.
While the K-ster has a range of
1000m and an operational depth
of 300m, it ha an endurance
of only an hour. For longer
durations, therefore, the survey
team might wish to use the
H 300 ROV.
While this only has a speed of
25kts and is dependent on the
position of the mother vehicle,
its endurance is unlimited. It can
also house higher power lights
and colour video cameras, and a
manipulator arm may be fitted.

Deepwater Survey
For deepwater work, the SIMBA can launch an Alister
AUV. With a length of 5m, ECA’s Alister is significant by
AUV standards. Its large size allows it to carry sufficient
batteries to power a large array of power-hungry sensors
for durations up to 18hrs. Its top speed of 4kts can
reduce survey times.
Suitable for an operational depth of 300m, the Alister
incorporates a video camera with lights, multi- and
single beam echosounder, side-scan sonar a sub-bottom
profiler and a conductivity, temperature and depth (CTD)
probe.
For position keeping and navigation, there is an
inertial navigation system, a global positioning system
and a Doppler velocity log. Possible applications are
hydrography, rapid environment assessment, covert
reconnaissance and mine countermeasures.

ECA’s Alister AUV
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Noordhoek Pathfinder
The newly delivered DPII ROV Survey SV
Noordhoek Pathfinder has successfully
completed both its verification trials and
its first assignment. The ROV Survey
vessel is currently mobilising for its second
assignment.
This new, state-of-the-art vessel is
specifically designed for survey and ROV
operations in the North Sea. It has a Grade
2 dynamic positioning (DPII) system, diesel
electric drive, a large moon pool and a 25t
offshore crane.
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She is also equipped with work and
inspection class ROV systems, side scan
sonar towfish, MacArtney Focus2 remotely
operated towed vehicle ROTV systems and
a survey suite. She has accommodation for
40 people split between single and double
cabins.
The vessel’s main functions will be
analogue/digital geophysical surveys,
geotechnical investigation, hydrographic
surveys, pipeline inspection and general
inspection, repair and maintenance.
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Sensor Deployment Improves Sonar Accuracy
MacArtney has launched a new
underwater winch system which
will allow conductivity temperature
depth (CTD) sensors, deployed on
a buoy, to travel through the water
column. This is intended to assist
in sonar observation.
“Sonar images are made by sonic
waves travelling through the
water and bouncing back from
an object,” said a spokesperson.
“Detailed sonar observations
rely on a range of factors
including pressure, changes in
the concentration of salt particles
suspended in the water or altered
travel speed due to temperature.”
To ensure that the images are as
precise as possible, sonars need
to be calibrated to suit the exact
conditions. Computer software
can estimate the information
to compensate for distortions,
but knowing the exact state of
the water through which sonar
travels is can be significant when

digitally processing or correcting for
variations in the water column.
This is the concept behind the
winch/sensor array. They are
installed on the seabed and when
reeled out, the CTD buoy will
measure salinity, temperature,
pressure, depth and density
typically every 30mins, continually
transmitting bathymetry data to
onshore computers in real time.
They can be installed as single
units or in a group or pattern of
several systems.
The types and frequency of water
column readings varies enormously
from one project to another.
Some applications require almost
continual monitoring of water
conditions, whilst others may need
checking at longer intervals.
MacArtney’s underwater winch
system can be programmed to
run varying sequences according
to the project, for example launch

Turkey SeaBat
Ankara-based underwater
engineering company Derinsu has
bought a SeaBat 7125-SV system
for high resolution geophysical
surveys in and around Turkey.
Derinsu previously conducted
numerous surveys using SeaBat
sonar systems, including surveys of
the Nabucco gas pipeline/ Marmara
sea crossing offshore route.
The SeaBat 7125-SV’s transceiver
provides an integrated multiport
serial card and is optionally
available with PDS2000
pre-installed providing data
acquisition and display as well
as data processing on the same
hardware platform. Four video
outputs allow multiple survey
and helm displays to be run. Roll
stabilisation and variable swath
coverage of up to 140deg featuring
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200kHz and 400kHz frequencies
allows users to optimise the
combination of swath and resolution
given the best overall results
A real-time uncertainty output from
the SeaBat 7125 can be input into
PDS2000, along with information
from other sensors to calculate
a total propagated error (TPE).
Soundings can be filtered by setting
either the relevant IHO order or by
defining a custom vertical error limit.
Other new features of theSeaBat
7125-SV include roll stabilisation,
XYZ offsets for flexible transducer
installations, quality filter and
advanced diagnostics which increase
survey efficiency. Further, AutoPilot
uses sonar tuning values from a
default or user generated look-up
table for hands free sonar operation.
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MacArtney’s winch system

twice an hour or once a day. Other
oceanographic equipment can also
be incorporated to allow a wide
range of conditions in fresh or sea
water systems to be monitored.
The winch is stopped when the
equipment gets close to the surface,
and the cable is re-wound as data
readings are performed.
“We haves integrated several
features into the system to help
ensure that the winch works
optimally from the sea floor,” said a
spokesman.
“A foundation is positioned on
the seabed so that the winch that
is mounted on it sits as flat and
evenly as possible. The winch
drum material has been specifically
chosen to be lightweight yet strong
for extended lifespan in situ.
“The cable that links the winch
to onshore provides both fibre
communication and power supply.
Oil compensation in the winch box
ensures that pressure is correctly
compensated, providing a cooling
system for the equipment.”

L3’ Klein’s 3900 Side scan finds a shipwreck in Spain

L3 Klein System 3900
Since L3’s system 3900 high resolution digital
side scan was developed, it has become a sonar
of choice for a variety of organisations including
Police, Sheriff and Fire and Rescue departments
as well as US and foreign navies, colleges and
universities, drug enforcement agencies, fish and
wildlife resource organisations, geological survey
companies and undersea explorers.

processing unit (TPU), custom-configured laptop and
50m of lightweight tow cable.
The Model 3900 Towfish electronics are housed in a
stainless steel body.

The system 3900 model is a selectable dualfrequency system with 445kHz, which offers good
range and resolution, and 900 kHz which offers
higher resolution of identified targets. The system
is configured to be operated by one person from a
small boat in shallow water.
The standard system configuration comes
complete with a splash-proof transceiver

The 3900 gives good image recognition.
Left: Plane. Middle: Drowning victim. Right: Anchor,
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Proteus
A drawback of wind energy is that
the power source is intermittent,
which means that power supply is
irregular and unpredictable. This
has let many alternative energy
developers to look at water currents
and in particular, harness tidal
power.

The device is moored in the free
stream, minimising environmental
impact and operates equally
efficiently for both flood and ebb
currents.
The rotor is maintained at optimal

This prompted East Yorkshirebased Neptune Renewable Energy
Ltd (NREL) to develop the Proteus
tidal stream power plant. The first
full-scale demonstrator of its in
the Humber Estuary at Hull. Once
moored, the state-of-the-art Proteus
is able to work equally well in ebb
and flow currents.

power outputs by sets of computer
controlled shutters within the duct
and by the variable electrical
load. Neptune designed and
used computational flow dynamic
testing of the computer controlled
flow shutters. This increased the
impacted length of the flow on
the turbine to almost half of the
circumference, thus increasing

Flow shutters/diverters

Design
The Neptune Proteus consists of a
6m by 6m vertical axis, crossflow
turbine which is mounted within a
symmetrical Venturi diffuser duct.
Above this lies a simple steel deck
arrangement including buoyancy
chambers.
The vertical shaft connects to the
1:200 gearbox and generator in the
deck housing.

Duct base

Vertical rotor blades on the Proteus

Bernoulli duct

Entrance to
Bernoulli duct

The Bernoulli duct on the Proteus
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shaft torque and power outputs.
Theoretical work and 1/10th, 1/40th
and 1/100th scale laboratory
experiments suggest an overall
efficiency of greater than 45%.
Extensive model tests at
the University of Hull’s Total
Environmental Simulator research
facility has allowed the design to be

continuously refined. The result is
that the innovative design has the
potential to generate 30% more
electricity compared with traditional
hydro designs. In addition, patented
flow control shutters on the Proteus
maximise the area of water hitting
the turbines to increase torque and
power output.
The demonstrator was constructed
in by Wear Dock and Engineering in
Shaft
Vertical rotor supports
Vertical rotor blades

Exit from
Bernoulli duct

Cutaway showing the rotor drum
and flow diverters on the Proteus

the South Docks, Sunderland. It was
subsequently taken to Hull in early
January for commissioning. It was
based on designs by naval architects
IMT Marine.
Created specifically for estuarine
sites which can exhibit powerful
currents, yet have the advantages
of lower access, cabling and
maintenance costs than in offshore
environments
Neptune believes that the Proteus
offers a number of practical
advantages including a proximity of
the generating capacity to the grid or
distribution supply points. The turbine
components are serviceable on site
except for the lower bearing which
can be serviced and replaced with
local dry-docking.
The device can be towed to site
using a small tug and moored in
relatively sheltered locations which
means that waves do not impact
on, and thus damage, the structure.
Being close to land simplifies
the installation and maintenance
process.
While there are at least ten British
estuarine sites with peak spring
currents of more than 2.5m/sec
which would support this technology,
Neptune selected the Humber
Estuary for the first deployment
of Proteus as, given its depth and
tidal flow, it is considered one of the
best locations in the British Isles for
tidal stream power. Once in situ the
advanced Neptune Proteus NP1000
should generate at least 1000 MWh/
year.

Generator

Gearbox

Artist’s impression showing the
location of the gearbox and
generator and flotation system on
the Proteus
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When it comes to the environment,
as the Proteus is a moored
system, according to Neptune, the
demonstrator will have a minimal
impact. Also, the bulk of its mainly
steel construction can be recycled in
the future.
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PowerBuoy
Ocean Power Technologies (OPT)
has won a $1.5 million award from
the US Department of Energy (DoE)
for the development of OPT’s next
generation PowerBuoy wave power
system.
The grant will be used to help fund
the scale-up of the power output per
PowerBuoy from the current level of
150kW to 500kW.
In addition, the technology
development effort will focus on
increasing the power extraction
efficiency and a design-formanufacture approach, which aims
to achieve lower installed capital and
energy costs.
This is the second award to OPT
by the DoE. In 2008, OPT received
$2million to provide funding for the
construction of a PB150 PowerBuoy
to be deployed in connection with
the Company’s project at Reedsport,
Oregon.

OPT aims to be one of the first
developers to install its PowerBuoy
technology at Wave Hub, the
innovative renewable energy project
in the South West of England, off the
North Cornwall coast, near Hayle,
which aims to create the UK’s first
offshore facility for the demonstration
and proving of arrays of wave energy
generation devices.

How it works
The PowerBuoy wave generation
system harnesses the rising and
falling of the waves.
The unit can be considered as two
components. The lower, stationary
part of the buoy is moored to the
seabed. The upper part of the buoy
can move freely up and down. The
separation of the two parts results
in a mechanical stroking which
is converted via a sophisticated
power take-off to drive an electrical
generator.

The PowerBuoy in operation

The plan envisages a large number
of buoys relatively close together to
effectively form a subsea power station.
A 10-Megawatt power station would
occupy only approximately 30 acres
(0.125km2 ) of ocean space.
Low voltage cables carry electricity
from a these units to a subsea junction
box, the combined power is transmitted
ashore via an larger underwater power
cable.
Sensors on the PowerBuoy
continuously monitor the performance
of the various subsystems and
surrounding ocean environment. Data
is transmitted to shore in real time.
In the event of very large oncoming
waves, the system automatically
locks-up and ceases power production.
When the wave heights return to
normal, the system unlocks and
recommences energy conversion and
transmission of the electrical power
ashore.

The buoy is moored to the seabed but the top part floats. As the wave passes, the two
parts are separated and the stroking movement of the internal parts is converted to
electricity via a generator
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“There are many ideal locations in
Europe, North and South America,
Africa, South Pacific Ocean and Asia

European Grant
In March, OTP was awarded a
€2.2 million under the European
Commission’s Seventh Framework
Programme (FP7) governing new
and renewable sources of energy,
energy efficiency and innovation.
This was part of a €4.5 million grant
a consortium of companies, to deliver
a PowerBuoy wave energy device
under a project entitled WavePort,
It is anticipated that the PowerBuoy
will be deployed at the Santoña site
in Spain, where OPT has worked on
a wave energy project under contract
from Iberdrola, the major Spanish
utility company.
OPT will be responsible for the
design, supply and deployment
of the PowerBuoy and an
underwater substation pod, with
additional funding going to the
remaining consortium members
where high power densities exist
close to highly populated areas,”
said a spokesman. “Wave power is
predictable and dependable, with the
ability to accurately forecast the wave
power spectrum days in advance.

of the PowerBuoy was supported
by Hawaiian diver and workboat
subcontractors. This reflects the
Navy’s long-term commitment to
renewable energy and reducing its
dependence on fuel oil shipments.

“OPT’s PowerBuoy offers high
load factors and availability. It is
environmentally benign and nonpolluting: no fuel, no exhaust gases,
no noise and has minimal visual
impact.

The Hawaii wave energy technology
(WET) programme included the
deployment of subsea and utility grid
cables as well as the installation of
an on-shore station.

Testing
In December 2009, OPT deployed
one of its PowerBuoys at the US
Marine Corps Base Hawaii (MCBH)
at Kaneohe Bay under the company’s
ongoing programme with the US Navy
for ocean testing and demonstration
of PowerBuoys. This follows three inocean buoy deployments.
The PowerBuoy deployment site is
located approximately three-quarters
of a mile off the coast in 100ft of water.
Compact and modular in design, the
PB40 PowerBuoy is less than 12ft in
diameter and 55ft long. Deployment

“This is the latest phase of
testing, following a programme of
hydrodynamic modelling using actual
measurements through wave tank
and ocean work,” said a spokesman.
“We were able to refine and ocean
test the software that tunes buoy to
the wave frequency.”
The system underwent an extensive
environmental assessment by an
independent environmental firm
in accordance with the National
Environment Policy Act (NEPA).
This study featured evaluation of
potential impacts on the seabed, fish
and benthic organisms, mammals,
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for the steel fabrication, wavemonitoring equipment, wave
resource prediction research,
system monitoring and project
management. As well as OPT, the
consortium members include the
Wave Energy Centre (Portugal),
Fugro Oceanor (Norway),
DeGima (Spain), the University
of Exeter (UK) and ISRI (UK) (the
‘Consortium’).
OPT’s has a proprietary energy
conversion and control system that
allows for wave-by-wave tuning
of the device to optimise electrical
output. The University of Exeter
has expertise in the area of wave
prediction and Fugro will provide
wave-monitoring equipment to
collect and transmit wave data to
the PowerBuoy, with the aim of
increasing overall energy production.
vegetation, and water quality.
The first PowerBuoy PB40
prototype was tested for 24
months in New Jersey. It had an
overall length of 14.6m(48ft) and a
float diameter of 3.5m (11.5ft).
When deployed, the PowerBuoy
is stands 4.25m (14ft) above
the water. It demonstrated
control system architecture,
data exchange, algorithms to
extract the maximum amount
of wave energy from incoming
waves, mooring concepts, and
installation approaches.The
principles demonstrated by the
40kW prototype PowerBuoy were
integrated into the designs of the
two successive in for Hawaii and
Spain.
In 2008, an agreement with the
European Marine Energy Centre
in the Orkneys resulted in the
installation of PowerBuoys up to a
maximum capacity of 2 MW. This
was based on the larger 150kW
design, the PB150. It will sell
power into the national grid.
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Salvage
After the

Earthquake
Titan Salvage safely removed the partially
submerged Washington gantry crane and other
navigational hazards from Port-au-Prince,
Haiti, for the US Transportation Command
(USTRANSCOM). The company’s work helped to
re-establish port infrastructure and significantly
increase the volume of marine cargo into Haiti
following the devastating earthquake in January.
The largest and most hazardous obstruction
removed was a 300t gantry crane, which was
partially submerged and listing towards the
harbor at approximately 15deg, blocking access
to the northern dock.
Using oxy/acetylene torches and a 300t capacity
crane barge, under contract with Resolve Marine
group, Titan removed the crane piece by piece
from the collapsed pier. Large pieces were
landed on shore and then cut into smaller, truckable pieces. A local Haiti company handled the
processing and sale of the scrap metal.
Also included in the port recovery effort was the
removal of submerged debris deemed a hazard
to navigation. This included debris from an 800t
area, along the 1400ft concrete northern dock,
which had collapsed and become submerged in
the harbour. Sunken containers, a 79t container
reach-stacker, a tractor-trailer with 40ft chassis,
miscellaneous vehicles and several of the actual
2ft by 2ft concrete dock pilings were removed.
Titan recovered an average of 32t of debris per
day throughout the project with the heaviest piece
weighing in at 80t.
This effort was undertaken in order to install a
pair of 400ft long by 100ft wide deck barges,
which are now functioning as temporary floating
piers, allowing for the efficient handling and
delivery of humanitarian and reconstruction
supplies to the people of Haiti.
While debris was being removed along the north
pier to provide a mooring site for the Crowley
barge ATKA, a second Titan team, supported by
the crane barge MB1215, under contract with
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Associated Marine Salvage, worked to prepare a second
floating pier site for the Crowley barge 410 just north of
the heavily damaged south pier.
The team installed piles and rock fill in order to safely
moor each barge in place and provide a stable landing
site for 300t capacity roll-on, roll-off ramps, which would
also provide access for container trucks from the barges
to the shore.
Titan became involved in the Haiti relief efforts soon after
the earthquake in January. A survey team first conducted
an extensive survey of the port to map out navigable
routes into the port and to determine what underwater
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Above and below. Removing the gantry crane

obstacles needed to be
removed to allow cargo to
enter the country directly via
vessel.
The company also determined
that a cargo lightering
operation was possible in
Port-au-Prince whereby a
Crowley containership could
transfer full container loads
to a smaller vessel offshore
and deliver that cargo over a
beach.
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PGS Apollo

Petroleum GeoServices has named
its new 3D seismic vessel, the
PGS Apollo. The vessel offers a
powerful and efficient 3D platform.
PGS Apollo, equipped with 10 full
length streamers and 12 streamer
reels, is a purpose-built and
efficient seismic ship in the medium
capacity segment. The vessel will
be a valuable supplement to PGS’
existing high capacity Ramform
fleet. With a transit speed of
18kts, she is designed to move
rapidly between jobs, cutting non-
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productive steaming time by several
days.
Several new equipment handling
features and maritime components
are implemented on this ship,
including the low resistance hull
for increased fuel efficiency, a new
source handling solution and a
central location of the streamer reels.
These features are specially
designed for the PGS Apollo’s sleek
106 by 19.2 /22 meter molded hull
and deck, offering speed, safety,
productivity and efficiency.
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The new PGS Apollo is a powerful
and fuel efficient addition to the PGS
fleet. Smart design features have
packed her slim lines with a power
station capable of generating over
15000 KW, and the flexibility to tailor
power consumption and minimise
fuel use during operations.
In addition to the state of the art
seismic and maritime equipment, the
new vessel is rigged with processing
nodes, disk storage and tape drives
capable of supporting full onboard
seismic data processing.
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Bergen Surveyor
CGGVeritas’s seismic vessel, the Bergen
Surveyor, has won the annual HSE award
given by the TGS-NOPEC geophysical
company (TGS) for 2009.
The award is given for the best health
and safety performance of all the vessels
used by TGS during each year. The annual
award was launched a number of years
ago to raise awareness and encourage
and promote the importance of a strong
safety culture on board the survey vessels.
The Bergen Surveyor received the 2009
award in recognition of its strong HSE
performance while conducting three
surveys in the North Sea, Greenland and
West Africa.
For the North Sea survey, the vessel
acquired data from April to July with very
little technical or operational downtime,
despite working in busy waters with
the presence of shipping traffic, fishing
vessels, oil field operations and other
seismic crews.
Offshore Greenland, the Bergen Surveyor
exceeded the original client programme
by acquiring 46% more data than
originally planned and sailing as far north
as 74 degrees where the CGGVeritas
seismic crew faced the additional risk of
floating ice.
When the vessel was finally forced to
withdraw in late October due to the
formation of ice, it sailed across to West
Africa where it is currently achieving high
production levels on a survey due for
completion in March 2010.
The award citation stated: “Throughout the
year the crew demonstrated strong HSE
reporting especially with regard to leading
indicators such as toolbox meetings, drills
and audits which are believed to reduce
the number of actual incidents. This
strong HSE performance has also helped
lead to a strong operational performance
as confirmed by the high production
and efficiency statistics. The successful
completion of the Baffin Bay survey was
due in part to the mitigation measures put
in place and the continued diligence of the
crew.”
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TGS Expansion
TGS confirmed the continuation
of its multi-client 2D seismic
acquisition programme in
offshore Indonesia. An additional
7300km of 2D seismic data is
being acquired in three areas
along the Sundaland Margin;
including offshore South Java,
West Sumatra and Northwest
Sumatra, Indonesia.
These new seismic surveys
complement TGS’ existing data
library. Upon the completion of
this latest program, the TGS
Indonesia library will exceed
108 000km of 2D seismic;
400 000km of multi-beam
bathymetric data and 1200 core
samples covering over 1 million
km2 of Indonesia’s deep-water
basins.
TGS has the largest
geoscientific multi-client data
library in Indonesia and the
only multi-client data across the
entire Sundaland Margin. The
project is supported by industry
prefunding.

Black Marlin
Black Marlin Energy and operator
East Africa Exploration have
commenced mobilisation of a
shallow water seismic shoot.
The 2D seismic project of 400km
over previously identified leads,
will take approximately 5 weeks
to complete.
The survey will use purposebuilt shallow water vessels that
will allow for acquisition to be
completed in water depths as
shallow as 2m. Data processing
will be conducted on location
to accelerate evaluation and
consequently enable program
extension if warranted.
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Brian Mercer

Amy Brown
Birns, designer and manufacturer
of high performance lights,
connectors, penetrators and cable
assemblies for the subsea, military,
commercial diving and nuclear
power industries, has appointed Amy
Brown as its Director of Corporate
Communications.

ITF, the oil Industry Technology
Facilitator has appointed Brian
Mercer, innovation manager at
Production Services Network
(PSN), the international energy
services company, to its board
of directors.

Kirk Barwick

In her new position, Brown will be
responsible for developing and
managing a comprehensive set
of strategic external marketing,
media relations and internal
communications programs for the
ISO 9001:2008-certified company.
She will advise the company’s CEO
on critical communications matters
and will lead all branding and market
share strategies, including the

Amy Brown
development and launch of Birns’
new global corporate identity.

Chris Harding
GL Noble Denton has appointed
Chris Harding as the new
Executive Vice President for the
Americas region.
He will direct all business
activities of GL Noble Denton in
the United States and Canada,
Brazil, Mexico, and Trinidad and
Tobago.

Kirk Barwick of Amec will serve
as Director of Angolan operations
for Paragon Angola Engenharia e
Serviços.
Barwick, who has been with AMEC
for 31 years, will be responsible
for business development and
execution responsibilities on all of
AMEC’s Angolan projects, including
ExxonMobil’s Kizomba satellites,
Chevron’s area A gas management
programme and other recent awards.
He will continue to be based in
Houston
Barwick is currently working towards
a Master’s Degree in Project
Management at the University of
Manchester.
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GL Noble Denton provides
international oil majors,
independent operators and
companies in the region with
technical design, consulting,
assurance and execution
services.
Chris Harding has been Head
of Global Business Streams for
GL Noble Denton. He has over
30 years oil and gas experience
in a variety of international
engineering, project management
and business development roles. I
n his position as Executive Vice
President at GL Noble Denton
he reports to the President, John
Wishart.
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Greg Vetter

Deborah Willingham

Wood Group’s Alliance Engineering
hired Greg Vetter as manager of
offshore business development
within its offshore business unit.

Deborah Willingham has joined Tidewater as vice president and chief
human resources officer. Ms. Willingham will report to chairman,
president and CEO, Dean Taylor, and will be responsible for worldwide
human resources for the company.

In his new role, Vetter will be
responsible for identifying
opportunities and enhancing the
growth of Alliance in existing and
new offshore markets. Vetter has
over 10 years of sales, marketing
and business development
experience, with eight years
servicing the offshore oil and gas
majors and independents.

She joins Tidewater with over 25 years of HR experience, most
recently as vice president of human resources for BMC Software,
which she joined in 2006.

He comes to Alliance from
EDG, where he served as
business development consultant
responsible for offshore business
development.

Maryann T Seaman
Maryann T. Seaman has been appointed vice president, treasurer and
deputy chief financial officer of the FMC Technologies. She has been with
the company since 1986, serving in a variety of accounting and financial
positions during her career. Ms. Seaman was promoted to vice president,
administration in July of 2007.
The company also announced that Mark J. Scott will succeed Ms. Seaman.
Mr. Scott most recently served as senior vice president, human resources
at Dresser.

Matt Fox

John Gremp

Matt Fox has been named as
executive vice president, international
oil and gas at Nexen. He succeeds
Laurence Murphy who retired in late
2009.

FMC’s has appointed John T. Gremp as President and Chief Operating
Officer. Mr. Gremp will succeed Peter D. Kinnear as President. Since joining
the company in 1975, Mr. Gremp has served in a variety of operations
management roles, most recently as executive vice president of energy
systems.

Matt joins Nexen after spending 27
years at ConocoPhillips and is a Civil
Engineer. He holds a masters degree
in petroleum engineering.

In addition, Robert L. Potter will succeed Mr Gremp as executive vice
president of energy systems. In this role, Mr. Potter will be responsible
for the energy processing and energy production segment businesses.
Previously, Mr. Potter was Senior Vice President of FMC’s Energy
Processing and Global Surface Wellhead businesses.

Prior to joining Nexen, Matt was
President and CEO of ConocoPhillips
Canada. He had previously held
progressively senior positions in
ConocoPhillips divisions including
the Canadian Oil Sands, the UK,
US and the Middle East. Over that
period of time he also served as chief
reservoir engineer, Conoco Upstream
Technology.

Eivind Nydal
Eivind Nydal has joined Hydra Tidal
as chief executive officer.
has a very versatile background
comprising many years in the
banking industry and in a number
of companies where he worked with
innovation, startups and spinoffs.
Previous roles comprise financial
management, logistics, marketing
and sales in addition to business
administration.

“With his expertise in reservoir
engineering, Matt will make a
contribution to the advancement of
Nexen’s development opportunities,
while his experience managing large
complex operations will make him
an important addition to Nexen’s
leadership team.” Marvin Romanow,
President and CEO.

Founder Svein Henriksen is
now chief technology officer
and will continue working on the
development of the Morild.
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Hess sells UK assets

Apache on the Warpath

Hess has sold its natural gas assets and
infrastructure to SSE (Scottish and Southern
Energy). This covers three regions of the North
Sea: the Everest/Lomond area, the Easington
catchment area and the Bacton area.
SSE will pay a total cash consideration of
$423million for Hess’ assets.

Apache and Mariner Energy
have entered into a merger
agreement that will combine
Apache’s global reach and
resources with Mariner’s
track record of successful
deepwater exploration and its
resource potential.

The total gas and liquid resources, which SSE is
acquiring total around 383billion ft3 or 64million
barrels of oil equivalent (mmboe). The headline
transaction price for these resources is $6.6/
barrels of oil equivalent (boe) or $1.1/million ft3
Additional, less certain resources of gas may
also be identified through further exploration. The
main production asset operators are BG, BP and
Perenco.

Under the agreement, Mariner
shareholders will receive,
in aggregate, 0.17043 of a
share of Apache common
stock and $7.80 in cash for
each outstanding share of
Mariner’s common stock,
subject to an election feature
and proration.

While the upstream gas assets represent the
large majority of the transaction, SSE will also
acquire a number of other assets from Hess
including its 17.7% equity interest in the Central
Area Transmission System (CATS) pipeline, which
delivers over 10% of the UK’s total gas demand
through a 400km pipeline from the central North
Sea to a processing terminal in Teesside. The
CATS pipeline is operated by BP.

The transaction values
Mariner’s shares at $26.22
per share or approximately
$2.7 billion. Apache also will
assume $1.2 billion in debt.

New Indian Base for Expro
International oilfield service
company Expro has officially
opened its new service centre in
Kakinada, India.

The 2.5 acre base, which houses
office, workshop and maintenance
premises, means Expro can
locally deliver well testing, subsea
services and support to the growing
regional market. The company also
plans to offer its range of downhole
camera systems, with drill stem
testing and slickline services also
being considered.
Expro’s 20 India employees are
currently working on two contracts
for an oil operator.
Expro currently offers deepwater
subsea and well testing services
and high pressure high temperature
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In February, Mariner
produced 63 000 barrels of
oil equivalent (boe) per day

(HPHT) well testing services in India.
The expected rise in regional
demand for the company’s products
and services mean employee
numbers are likely to rise by 30 in
the next year, and the new facility
has room for expansion.
Hemant Shah, Expro’s India
business manager, said: “Our
investment in the new facility
is a clear demonstration of our
commitment to the Indian market.
“It will provide an excellent
operations centre for our ongoing
regional HPHT and deepwater
contracts, and will ideally position
us to secure future contracts in the
region. India is a key market for us
and I am confident the new base will
greatly assist our regional growth
plans.”
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from the Gulf Shelf and
deepwater, the Permian
Basin and unconventional
onshore plays.
At year-end 2009, Mariner
had estimated proved
reserves of 181 million boe
(47% liquid hydrocarbons)
as well as unbooked
resource potential of
2 billion boe.
Mariner’s deepwater
portfolio includes nearly 100
blocks, seven discoveries
in development – including
interests in Lucius and
Heidelberg – and more than
50 prospects.
Apache and Mariner teamed
up in the 2008 deepwater
Geauxpher discovery and
development at Garden
Banks 462. Mariner also has
more than 240 blocks on the
Gulf Shelf.

.....
RBG Lafayettte Centre

Keppel buys Brazilian yard

RBG has expanded its Gulf of Mexico (GOM) operations with the
opening of a new service centre in Lafayette, USA. The company
has has been operating in the region since 1999 and the move
comes after the company outgrew its previous facility, also located
in Lafayette.

Keppel, through its wholly-owned Brazilian
subsidiary, Navegantes Maritime Construction
and Services, has entered into an agreement
with Brazil’s TWB Group to acquire the
Estaleiro TWB shipyard in Navegantes, Santa
Catarina.

The new base will increase capacity, efficiency and costeffectiveness for clients, while supporting RBG’s continued growth
in coating and cleaning services to offshore and onshore clients in
the region.

RBG’s new base

This 7.6hectare shipyard will be operated
by Keppel Singmarine. It has a 300m long
waterfront and is equipped with a slipway, pipe
and hull shops and an outfitting quay. Keppel’s
total investment in the yard, including further
capital expenditure to upgrade and modernise
the facility, will be in the region of about
US$50 million.
Mr Chow Yew Yuen, President (the Americas)
of Keppel, said, “Petrobras has announced
plans to charter some 147 locally-built offshore
support vessels over the next five years, with
at least 70% of the work on each newbuild
to be carried out within the country. Through
this new facility, we will bring our specialised
shipbuilding expertise to the doorsteps of
Brazil’s offshore field development market to
help satisfy the demand for robust support
vessels.”
To be named Keppel Singmarine Brasil, the
new yard will focus on the construction of
offshore support vessels such as anchor
handling tug supply vessels, platform supply
vessels, oil recovery support vessels and
harbour tugs, among others. It will also be
equipped to undertake the fabrication of
offshore modules, which will be an added
advantage for Keppel to support the execution
of major projects at the BrasFELS yard.
The modernisation programme planned
for Keppel Singmarine Brasil will include
upgrading the existing slipway, as well as
constructing a new slipway, a wharf, heavy lift
gantry cranes and pipe and hull shops fitted
with modern machinery and equipment.
Keppel’s new yard is expected to be
operational by the second half of 2010. At full
capacity, it is estimated to be able to complete
an average of eight vessels a year.
The shipyard is located 110km north of
Florianopolis, the capital city of Santa
Catarina. It is also in proximity of supporting
marine industries in the Navegantes and Itajai
areas.

Expro’s new facilities in India
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SMD
SMD has opened a facility in
Houston, Texas, where customers
will be able to get help, spares,
training and support for existing
equipment.
Clients will have access to thrusters,
power packs, control systems and
other sub-assemblies, enabling them
to upgrade or develop their own
subsea equipment. Complete SMD
vehicle systems will be available and
the first Atom ROV will be arriving
towards the end of the year.
Ian Griffiths has been recruited as
General Manager to set up SMD’s
operation in Houston. Ian has
had a long career in the offshore
oil and gas industry spanning 18
years in operations and business
development. Prior to joining SMD
Ian was with Trelleborg Offshore and
has been based in Houston since
2005.
SMD has also retained the services
of the ROV industry consultant Norm
Robertson.

Mike Jones, Ian Griffiths, Norm Robertson and Andrew Hodgson

Subsea 7 Base
Subsea 7 has established a new
Asia Pacific office in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. The office will initially
house 32 Subsea 7 personnel,
including the regional management
team, with space to expand as the
company positions itself for future
growth in the Asia Pacific region.
The new office, Malaysia’s first
‘green’ building (BCA Gold
Greenmark), is strategically located
at the G Tower in Kuala Lumpur
city centre at the heart of the
international oil and gas sector in
Malaysia.
Subsea 7 will maintain project
management and engineering
capabilities in Singapore and Perth,
in addition to the planned expansion
of the Kuala Lumpur office, thus
providing three centres to support
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project execution in a geographically
diverse and expansive oil and gas
region.

commercial director of the North
America region.

The company has made two
senior appointments. Dick
Martin is vice president of
business development for the
Asia Pacific region, based in
Perth while Stuart Cameron is
the commercial director for the
asia pacific region, based in
Kuala Lumpur.
Dick, who has already
commenced his new role, was
previously vice president for
life-of-feld services based in the
company’s Aberdeen office. He
has 30 years operational and
business experience with the
company, in various parts of
the world. Stuart is currently Subsea 7’s Kuala Lumpur office
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SCF/Nautronix

Silverstone/Bridge

Nautronix has been acquired by the
Houston-based private equity company
SCF Partners. Nautronix has 80 staff in
Aberdeen and Houston and an annual
turnover of over £12 million. Mark
Patterson, will continue as CEO of
Nautronix.

UK based Silverstone Energy and
Norwegian-based Bridge Energy have
combined under the name of Bridge
Energy. It is listed on the Oslo Stock
Exchange.
The two companies become
subsidiaries of the holding company
Bridge Energy ASA. Bridge Energy
ASA recently completed a private
share issue raising NOK 324 million
($55 million) in new equity.

The transaction value has not been
disclosed. The company, which will now
trade as Nautronix Group Limited, will
maintain its headquarters in Aberdeen,
Scotland. It has invested around £14 million
over the last decade.
Mark Patterson and ex chairman Iain Suttie

Schlumberger/IGEOSS

The combined company has
32 licence awards, 11 farm-in
acquisitions and 12 wells resulting in
7 discoveries. The first discovery to
be developed was the Victoria gas
field in the UK Southern North Sea
which started production in 2008
and is currently producing 1500 boe
per day. The company is a qualified
operator on the continental shelf in
both UK and Norway.

The company says that the
acquisition continues Schlumberger

Information Solutions (SIS) strategy
to invest in core technologies to
enhance modeling of challenging
environments. The IGEOSS
capabilities will be embedded in the
Petrel software to help geoscientists
better understand fractured
reservoirs and the impact of stress
regimes over time, particularly in
sub-salt, compressional and shale
gas plays.

Deep Down /Cumming

Sabine/ WMA

T&T Bisso CISPRI

Deep Down has entered into a
conditional purchase agreement to
acquire the Cuming Corporation.

Sabine Surveyors has purchased
the Houston-based marine
surveying company World Marine
Associates.

Bisso, active in vessel emergency
response, salvage and marine
firefighting services, has an
exclusive cooperative services
agreement with Cook Inlet
Spill Prevention and Response
(CISPRI).

Schlumberger has acquired IGEOSS,
a developer of structural geology
software. The IGEOSS applications
and expertise will be integrated with
existing Schlumberger software
to advance customers’ modeling
capabilities, particularly in areas with
complex geology.

Privately-held Cuming was
founded in 1980 and is a leading
manufacturer of buoyancy and
insulation products with a wide
range of deepwater oil and gas
industry applications.
Deep Down expects to acquire
100% of the stock of Cuming
Corporation for approximately
$37 million. In 2009, Cuming
generated revenue and gross
profit of approximately $73 million
and $15 million, respectively.
As of March 31, 2010, the
business had contracted backlog
and signed letters of intent
representing approximately $138
million and $32 million of orders.

Sabine Surveyors carries out
regional marine surveys in the
Gulf and East coasts of the United
States. World Marine Associates
specialises in cargo surveys, heavy
lifts, project cargoes, consultancy,
and stowage and securing surveys.
This purchase is part of Sabine’s
business plan to become the singlesource marine surveyors in the
United States.
“The purchase of World Marine
Associates will significantly increase
our current presence in the heavy
lift and project cargo market
within the United States,” said a
spokesperson. 				
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A field development plan for the
Vulcan East gas field is under
preparation with expected first gas
late in 2011. A scheduled exploration
programme mainly in Norway.

Based in Nikiski, Alaska, CISPRI
is a comprehensive standby oil
spill response cooperative whose
mission is to provide immediate
response capability to its member
companies.
The agreement provides a unique
platform for OPA 90 related
salvage, emergency lightering,
firefighting and oil spill response
services in Alaskan waters and
further strengthens the planning
and response posture for tankers
and non-tank vessels operating in
the area.
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the long term future for its workers
and their families, is by achieving
sustained growth, success and
profitability. This objective has been
achieved through a policy of longterm organic growth, careful cash
management, an avoidance of highrisk expenditure and re-investment of
profits back into the business.

Applied Acoustic
Engineering
Great Yarmouth based Applied
Acoustic Engineering has
won the Queen’s Award for
Enterprise in the International
Trade category. The Award is
recognition of its outstanding
achievement in boosting export
revenues by over 300% during
six years of continuous growth,
and selling more than 70% of
its products overseas. This
extraordinary performance has
been made possible through
innovation of highly technical
products and sustained support
of a strong network of overseas
representatives.
“This is tremendous news for us,”
said Managing Director Adam
Darling, “We have competitors
all over the world, so it’s great to
know that what we do in terms of
engineering excellence, customer
service and fast response technical
support, really pays off. Our sales
figures reflect our team effort in
the truest sense. I’m pleased for
everyone in the company because
the recognition of a Queen’s Award
is about as good as it gets in
business.”
The company designs and
manufactures underwater
acoustic positioning, tracking and
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Business has grown since 2003,
when it had 25 employees and a
turnover of £1.8 million. By 2010,
ACE had employed 147 staff and a
projected combined turnover of £16
million, with 75% of turnover realised
from international activities and
sales.

Adam Darling, Managing Director

survey equipment sold mainly to
the commercial offshore energy
market but increasingly sales have
been secured with oceanographic
research institutions and naval
defence industries.
Applied Acoustics’ largest overseas
market is the USA followed by the
Far East. New markets established
in recent years include Australia,
Canada, Argentina, Brazil and India.
The company is gearing up for more
orders in 2010 with job openings
planned imminently.

“We will continue to invest in growing
our people and service offering to
ensure that ACE Winches continues
to provide the industry not only
tailored-made solutions for our
clients in the manufacturer and hire
of deck machinery, but continue to
heavily invest and grow a strong hire
fleet division.”
This award is the latest in a series of
prestigious wins for ACE Winches,

Ace Winches
ACE Winches, a leader in the design,
manufacture and hire of hydraulic
winches, marine deck machinery and
provision of associated personnel
for the offshore oil and gas, marine
and renewable energy markets, has
also received the Queen’s Award for
Enterprise 2010 International Trade.
This year’s international trade award
recognises companies that have
demonstrated growth in overseas
earnings.
ACE Winches is a private business
wholly owned by Alfie and Valerie
Cheyne. From the outset the
company’s main objective to secure
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Alfie and Valerie Cheyne

including the Scottish Offshore
Export Achievement Award which
it received last month, Northern
Star Business Award’s Rising Star,
Entrepreneur of the Year at The
Grampian Awards for Business
Enterprise last year and the Scottish
Modern Apprenticeship Awards in
2009.
Plans are well underway to relocate
from its existing Montbletton facility
to a multi-million pound purpose-built
base at Towie Barclay Works, Turriff.
The move will be undertaken in three
phases. The firm’s manufacturing
arm and administrative staff will then
finalise their move.
The ACE Hire Equipment fleet is
scheduled to transfer in November
2010 with the final phase being a
new corporate office to complete the
firm’s global headquarters, which will
be unveiled in 2011.

Sparrows
The Aberdeen-based lifting,
handling and fluid power specialist,
Sparrows, has received the Queen’s
Award for Enterprise, also in the
International Trade category. The
citation congratulates the company
on “more than trebling exports to £78
million over six years, an outstanding
achievement.”
Sparrows began in 1973 as a
crane operation and maintenance
services company for the North Sea
oil industry. Over time, resources
grew to include the largest and most
focussed integrated team of engineers
specialising in offshore crane design,
safety, maintenance, modification
and repair in the world. The scope
of service expanded to include all
aspects of mechanical handling in the
offshore and marine environments,
including training.
Since 2007, the Sparrows portfolio
has further grown to include design
and manufacture of subsea pipe and
cable laying technologies and design,
test and manufacture of fluid power
systems for the offshore energy sector.

Aker Solutions
The subsea engineering and
construction services company
Aker Solutions has seen its
commitment towards raising the
bar for health and safety in the
offshore industry, recognised with
a coveted international award.
The Aberdeen-based organisation
has been presented with
the British Safety Council’s
International Safety Award for the
12th consecutive year.
The prestigious accolade is
awarded following a rigorous
and independent assessment
of an organisation’s health and
safety policies and procedures.

Businesses must demonstrate
they have comprehensive health
and safety policies in place,
a clear commitment to health
and safety from the boardroom
to the shop floor and be
committed to promoting a positive
safety culture throughout the
organisation.
Charlie Ingram, vice president of
HSE in Aker Subsea, said: “We
are delighted to have received this
award for 12 consecutive years,
this demonstrates our continued
hard work and the contribution
made by each and every member
of staff to sustain our health and
safety culture.”

IEEE / Oceanic Engineering Society
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle Conference 2010

Mapping the Worlds Oceans
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California
1–3 September 2010
Call for Papers
Welcome to the Autonomous Underwater Vehicle Conference 2010. The
conference objectives are to provide the international ocean community with a
forum for technical information exchange and to promote coordination among
those concerned with developing and using autonomous underwater vehicles.
The 2010 Workshop focuses on the latest in AUV technologies for accurately
obtaining ocean data, imagery, bathymetry and how best to present the various
data sets in an integrated fashion.
Student papers and posters are encouraged as the Conference has a specific
aim of bringing together students and established AUV practitioners. Tutorials
related to the Conference theme will take place – contact the Tutorials Chair
if you have a tutorial to offer. A new Award – the IEEE/OES AUV Technical
Achievement Award – will be presented at the Conference, with nominations
sought from all who are registered.

Deadlines:
Abstracts due no later than 21 May 2010
Notification of acceptance 18 June 2010
Final paper due no later than 13 August 2010
Early Registration: 15 April 2010
Registration Deadline: 25 August 2010
Don’t forget nominations: Technical Achievement Award
Accommodations - Reserve Early!!!!
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UDT Features Crossover Technologies
The boundaries between the civil and military sectors of
undersea technology are becoming increasingly blurred.
Armed forces are eager adopters of commercial off-theshelf (COTS) technologies as they strive to reconcile the
need to expand their capabilities with tight procurement
budgets, while the growth of global terrorism and organised crime poses a threat to virtually all involved in the
undersea and coastal environments. This trend is highlighted by the support the Society for Underwater Technology is giving Underwater Defence Technology UDT, as a
technical associate.
A highlight of this year’s UDT Europe will be a session
focusing on the crossover technologies that can be applied
to both the commercial and defence sectors. Chaired by
SUT, discussions will focus on the challenges the end users face with ROVs, UUVs and AUVs as well as the synergies between the systems used in the oil and gas industry
and the defence sector.
Recent years have seen the focus of undersea defence
switch from deep sea to littoral operations. Captain Fritz
from the Centre of Excellence for Operations in Confined
and Shallow Waters, Kiel, will examine the proposition that
the littorals are the Achilles heel of maritime security. His
presentation will include a review of the risks, challenges
and considerations associated with this important subject,
while the growing threat to military and maritime shipping
and oil and gas industries will be addressed by Paul Warth
of Trelleborg Offshore.
Under the title ‘Underwater explosives ordnance disposal
for mine clearance divers,’ Klaus Bock-Mueller of Szenaris

will discuss the role of training software in the context of ordnance disposal, diving equipment and compact, remote-controlled underwater survey vehicles.
The protection of harbours is a high priority for many maritime
nations. In his presentation, Chris Brook of Atlas Elektronik will
be assessing an underwater threat detection method based on
the underwater electromagnetic/electric potential (UEP) and
extremely low frequency electromagnetic (ELFE) influences. He
will also compare and contrast the advantages and disadvantages of monostatic and bistatic barriers as protection devices
for harbour areas. Arne Lovik, Arnt Rune Bakken and Tron
Ellefsen of Kongsberg Defence and Aerospace will give a paper
on a maritime port and coastal security system. Hauke Voss,
assistant head of branch, the Technical Centre for Ships and
Naval Weapons, Naval Technology and Research, Germany,
will report on harbour reconnaissance trials with UUVs.
Technical aspects of the role of UUVs in maritime mine countermeasures will be reviewed by DJ Berry and S Ray of Atlas
Elektronik, while the detection of drifting sea mines using ship
radar and electro-optical systems is the subject of a presentation by HS Dol, AS Kossen, PBW Schwering and ALD Beckers
of TNO.
The sessions on non-acoustic sensors include ‘Covert viewing in extreme low light conditions – addressing obsolescence’
by Mike Winstanley of Bowtech; ‘Detection and classification
of subsurface objects in a marine environment by the use of
a Lidar System’ by Frank TP Cianciotto, senior electrophysics engineer, Boeing Directed Energy Systems; and ‘Magnetic
System for detecting undersea objects’ by Miroslaw Woloszyn of
the Gdansk University of Technology.

Low light camera
Bowtech has developed the Explorer Extreme
camera. The full prototype is completing
its trials and exceeding expectations in
performance, shock, vibration and pressure
tests.
Ultra low light covert viewing has generally
been conducted in the past with either Silicon
intensified target (SIT) or intensified charge
coupled device (ICCD) sensors. The former
already obsolete, and the later dependent
upon diminishing supplies of intensifiers. A new
technology is ready for the market.
The SIT and ICCD relied on an intensifier to
further amplify the electrons created by the SIT
or CCD sensors. This also amplified the base
noise.
Camera sensor technology has improved
recently, resulting in the electron magnifying

Last year’s UDT conference
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Mine Countermeasure Sonar

Nexus at UDT

EdgeTech’s littoral mine countermeasures sonar (LMCS) is a highly
advanced, dynamically focused, multi-pulse side scan-sonar system.
It combines EdgeTech’s multi-pulse technology for high speed rapid
deployment mine detection, along with dynamically focused transducers for
high resolution mine detection at long range (600kHz).

At UDT in Hamburg, Applied Acoustics will
be showing its latest underwater tracking
system. The company has been supplying
the Royal Navy and other European
Navies with tracking systems for some
years following the launch of their first
Easytrak system, so this latest model, the
Easytrak Nexus, has been keenly awaited.

A secondary conventional, dynamically focused, ultra high frequency
(1600kHz) is also provided for detailed classification and identification of
mine and IED-like target capabilities.
The mine warfare sonar system is
based on commercial off-the-shelf
technology that meets US Military
standard requirements. It comes
with a 600/1600kHz dual frequency
towfish. The 600kHz frequency uses
both the multi-pulse technology and
dynamically focused transducers
for high resolution mine detection
at long range. The 1600kHz
frequency uses dynamically
focused transducers for detailed
classification and identification of
mine and IED-like targets.

Littoral mine countermeasures sonar

charge coupled device EM CCD, which
can obtain an image from virtually no
light at all.
The photons falling upon the sensor
and converted to electrons are then
amplified up to 1000 times by the
electron mutiplying process on
the chip itself. Effectively the
electromagnetic sections
transfers the electrons at a
higher voltage than normal
and allow one electron
to generate one more, a
process which is performed
many times.
Even with this operation taking
place on the chip, the sensor operates
in real time with very low readout noise,
allowing images to be derived from

The LMCS comes standard with
a towfish, rack mount topside
processor and customer-specified
length of tow cable for operation in
up to 300m of water. The system
is also suited for AUV and ROV
installations and employs the
common control and data interface.

extremely low lit objects and
very dark scenes.
These sensors are available
with shielded anti-blooming, a
high quantum efficiency whilst
minimising blooming from
strong light.

Bowtech’s EMCCD camera
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The Nexus has sophisticated spread
spectrum technology incorporated in
its design, which makes the acoustic
transmission of signals underwater less
susceptible to interference so enabling
the calculation of accurate positioning
information. The technology also rejects
unwanted reflected signals that have
made operating in challenging locations
such as ports and harbours difficult in the
past.
The Nexus system consists of only
three main components, the rack-mount
command console with built in PC (ideally
housed in the vessel’s Operations room),
the in-water transceiver connected by
cable and a beacon attached to the
underwater target, such as a diver or
underwater vehicle. Activity of up to
10 subsea targets are displayed on a
separate monitor, with clear graphics and
intuitive software, customised to suit the
application.
Defence organisations and law
enforcement agencies are increasingly
aware of the importance of subsea
technological products as part of their
armoury, and the Easytrak Nexus system
is another advanced product which can
prove a valuable contribution to this
challenge.

The Easytrack Nexus
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BP SUT Award
The BP-SUT postgraduate award for
best MSc thesis for the academic year
2008-09 in the fields of offshore and
subsea engineering and technology
was awarded to Ani Bede Chinedu
from the University of Aberdeen for
his thesis entitled, ‘Analysis of Large
Diameter Catenary Risers for Oil
Production in Moderate Water Depths’

Oceanology International 2010, the global forum for the ocean science and
marine technology community saw record-breaking attendance when it was held
at London’s ExCeL in March. Over the three days 6921 people from 75 countries
attended. By far the highlight of the event was the Oceanology International Lifetime
Achievement Award which went to Ian Gallett, until recently Chief Executive of the
Society for Underwater Technology.

Left: SUT Chief Executive Bob Allwood presenting the BP-SUT prize to Ani Bede Chinedu from
the University of Aberdeen. Above: Reed Exhibitions chairman Ralph Rayner presenting
Ian Gallett with the Lifetime Achievement Award

Perth Branch

Overview of Subsea Projects

Report of the SUT Perth Branch evening meeting. By David Cox
With 164 participants in the ‘Overview
of the Subsea Projects in Australasia
Region’ session of the Subsea
Australasia Conference, it is certain
there is a strong thirst for commercial
knowledge right now, as Australian
companies prepare themselves for
what is certain to be busy times
ahead.
The first speakers of the afternoon,
Graham Bonner, who is currently the
Chevron Upstream commissioning
manager for the Gorgon Project,
and Drew Peoples, Chevron’s
Wheatstone Expansion gas manager,
provided interesting overviews on the
Gorgon and Wheatstone projects.
It was a great opportunity to hear
first hand the technical details of
the projects, as well as the planned
project time frames.
The second presentation was from
Bill Tinapple on subsea projects
in Western Australia. Bill is the
executive director of petroleum for
the Western Australia Department of
Mines and Petroleum. This was an
excellent overview from someone
with first-hand knowledge of the
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planned developments coming up
in Australia over the coming years.
Of keen interest to the commercial
participants was the data presented
on the number of trees, manifolds and
kilometres of pipeline to be installed
over the coming eight years. With a
peak of 27 subsea wells being installed
in Australia in 2014 and a 1250km of
pipeline in 2013, the market in Australia
over 2013/2014 will certainly be busy.
Malcolm Rutter, project director of
Clough Ltd, provided a presentation on
Effectively Servicing the Australasian
Subsea Market – A Contractor’s
Perspective. Referring to the lack
of critical mass found in Australia
(compared with the North Sea or Gulf
of Mexico), Malcolm covered people,
assets and places and how Clough
is dealing with the issues associated
with these areas. With an impending
skills shortage in Australian oil and gas
companies, the approach Clough is
taking to overcome this problem was of
particular interest.
The ‘Talent Management Assessment’,
to more easily seek local skills while
tapping into talent from Houston and
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the UK, is helping them to keep the
pending skill shortage problem at bay.
Malcolm also discussed the need for a
suitably located offshore support base
(equivalent to Aberdeen/Peterhead
in the UK) to help reduce the issues
of mobilising and supporting the
development of the very remote sites off
the coast of Western Australia.
Finally, Ian Wilson, chairman of PROFA,
presented ‘An Introduction to PROFA
– Pipeline Repair Operator Forum of
Australasia’.
PROFA anticipates having a Joint Industry
Agreement between Woodside, Chevron
and Inpex in place by the end of March
2010. The aim of PROFA is to provide a
locally based emergency offshore pipeline
and flowline repair capability, covering
Australian, New Zealand, and SE Asian
offshore developments. PROFA expect
the system will be capable of diver and
diverless operation to repair pipelines,
including clad lines, from 6in to 44in
nominal diameter. Ian’s presentation
provided PROFA’s broad plan from scope
definition to operation, with the goal of
having the full pipeline repair capability in
place during 2013.

SUT

Aberdeen Branch

Renewables
Report of SUT Evening Meeting, Wednesday, 17 February 2010
By Bill Donaldson, Entec Marketing
A cold Aberdeen evening could
not detract some 130 people from
attending February’s evening meeting
on Renewables at the Treetops Hotel,
one of the largest turn outs for some
time. The evening was chaired by Judith
Patten of All-Energy.
Judith opened the evening with a review
of All-Energy’s successful events in
Aberdeen, UK, and Perth, Australia,
during 2009 and a look-ahead to
2010’s exhibition and conference.
The extraordinary growth of this event
since its inception in 2001 indicates a
corresponding growth in the attention
renewable energy is receiving, and
SUT is proud to be the Learned Society
Patron of All-Energy.
The first speaker was Chas Spradbery
of J P Kenny, who introduced the
audience to the Wave Hub project.
Wave Hub is the first facility for wave
energy converter (WEC) arrays to
be connected to the grid. The facility
allows up to four operators to connect
arrays via a subsea junction box. A
1km by 2km area will allow operators
to potentially install more than 20 WEC
devices. Located on the North Cornwall

coast, the project has had to address
a number of challenges, not least how
to balance the outputs of a number
of differing devices with the grid, as
well as the difficult seabed and beach
crossing through which the power cable
has to be laid, in what is of course
also a high wave energy environment.
Currently being installed, Wave Hub
will be operational this year.
Chas was followed by Alan MacAskill
of SeaEnergy Renewables. Alan and
his team were responsible for the
successful Beatrice offshore wind
farm project, which as well as being a
provider of many ‘firsts’ in the industry,
also yielded a wealth of experience to
be applied to future developments. Alan
described SeaEnergy’s technical and
commercial strategies and the market
opportunities that are underpinned by
an attractive regulatory regime, the
government’s commitment to £100bn
capital investment in delivering wind
power and the effect of Renewable
Obligation Certificates (ROCs).
SeaEnergy was granted two licenses
in the recent round of awards and will
be applying its experience from the

Beatrice project to overcome the
many challenges posed, including
training and safety, efficient
fabrication of the key components,
particularly the serial production of
substructures, and operations and
maintenance.
The Techbyte slot featured
Green Ocean Energy’s George
Smith, the inventor of the Wave
Treader, a WEC that piggybacks
onto an offshore wind turbine to
increase power output and share
infrastructure. Green Ocean
is also developing the Ocean
Treader, an autonomous WEC
and, like the Wave Treader, ias
capable of generating over 500kW
peak power. Detailed design is
underway, with construction due to
commence in the second quarter
of this year in order to be ready for
testing the following year.
Judith closed the evening by
thanking our speakers who, like
her, are clearly passionate about
renewable energy, while thanks
also go to Technip, the sponsors
for the evening.

North of England Branch

Carbon Capture and Storage–the Subsea Solution to Climate Change
Report of SUT Evening Meeting, Wednesday, 27 January 2010 By Ian Frazer, GL Noble Denton
On Wednesday, 27th January, over forty
people gathered in the Royal Station
Hotel, Newcastle upon Tyne, to listen to
two excellent presentations relating to the
subject of carbon capture and storage
(CCS).
The first speaker was Dr Julia Race from
Newcastle University who provided an
excellent overview of the subject with
her presentation Understanding the role
of carbon capture and storage in climate
change.
Julia illustrated the issues relating to
CCS by raising a series of questions,
which initially addressed the Problem by
highlighting the requirements to prevent
the release of CO2 into the atmosphere
particularly with the use of fossil fuels in
the power generation industry.
This was followed by considering the safe

transportation and storage of CO2 and
the significant factors which need to be
solved for this to be successful. The
base case solution being an onshore
gathering system, followed by pipeline
transportation to an offshore location
and then storage in a depleted reservoir
or aquifer.
Julia also presented some of the pilot
schemes in Norway and France which
CCS is currently being used.
The second speaker was Keith
Armstrong, Chief Engineer from the GL
Noble Denton test site at Spadeadam
in Cumbria. With his presentation Full
Scale testing for Carbon Capture and
Storage, Keith expanded the theme
set by the first speaker by presenting
an overview of the full scale testing
work being carried out at Spadeadam
to address the knowledge gaps and
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high pressure hazards relating to the
transportation of CO2.
The tests included fracture and release
from high pressure CO2 pipelines, the
effects of impurities in the CO2, and
the dispersion from below ground
release of CO2, which was followed by
a lively discussion with both presenters
fielding questions from the audience. It
is clear that CCS can provide a part of
the solution to the reduction in carbon
releases to the atmosphere; however,
this will require a significant level of
technical development work as well as
the economic realisation of a carbon
value chain.
Once again the Royal Station Hotel
proved to be an excellent venue with the
provision of a buffet supper and bar to
ensure the discussion carried on much
longer after the formal presentation.
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Global Offshore Prospects 2010 Update
Report of SUT Evening Meeting Thursday, 18 February 2010
By Ian Gallett, SUT
In what has now become an annual
treat, John Westwood and Thom
Payne gave their usual, very popular
update on what has been going on
in the energy market, looking at both
the offshore oil and gas sector and
the emerging marine renewables one.
John first looked at the drivers, or what
he described as two linked concerns
and one driver. The linked concerns
are the future availability of energy
supplies and the increasing demand
due to population growth. The driver is
global warming.
The first point to be made was
that energy demand is outpacing
population growth (193% to 95% over
the last 43 years), with developing
countries using more energy per head
of population even as their populations
grow. What would happen when
China and India’s populations began
moving to cars? Could the global
economy handle this huge growth in
demand for energy? Security of supply
is also becoming a key issue, and
certainly more pressing and immediate
to many than climate change. By
2030, Douglas Westwood (DW) is
predicting that China will be the key
driver of global oil demand with half
the total. This would drive down US,
EU and Japanese consumption. It is
now noticeable that China is already
investing in future energy supplies, of
all sorts, around the world.
This greatly increasing demand was
against a backdrop of falling supplies
– a fact encapsulated by the dramatic
statement at the meeting that there
was the need to find and get into
production a new Saudi Arabia every
three years! Yet all forecasters have
been essentially suggesting that peak
oil was virtually upon us! However, a
conclusion of particular interest to this
audience was that offshore was one of
the few remaining places where the oil
majors could increase production.
This led straight on to DW analysis
of offshore oil and gas and its
importance, with deepwater production
growing to 10% by 2012 and the only
sector to continue to grow after 2015.
For gas, offshore production was
noted to account for 31% of global
output, rising to 41% by 2020 and
putting off peak offshore gas to 2026,
thanks to deepwater development.
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A particular challenge for the
international oil companies (IOCs)
was the increase in the national oil
companies’ (NOCs’) ownership of
reserves to 80%, currently. This was
allied to the need to manage the
increase in offshore costs. Global
offshore Capex had fallen with the
recession, but Opex still sees long term
growth. According to DW, the subsea
market is also seen to be turning the
corner. In fact, deepwater production
is expected grow by 99% with future
deepwater investment totalling $137bn
over the next five years. Coupled to
this, floating production and remotely
operated vehicle (ROV) markets are
expected to see resumption in growth.
In particular, natural gas production
was expected to soar, with continuing
growth in global liquefied natural gas
(LNG) capacity.
On the renewable energy front, DW
identified the main problem as cost,
with the UK’s main areas of interest
at the moment in coal, nuclear and
offshore wind all being essentially more
expensive than deepwater oil and gas.
Wind power itself, though, is expected
to see a $36bn world market. The
UK presently has 3% of the installed
global capacity, which itself grew by
31% in 2009. For the UK particularly,
offshore wind is a lot more attractive
than onshore as it is out of sight and in
a better wind regime. The UK was thus
the world’s leading market. However,
this growth would inevitably lead to an
increase in costs, while also leading
to a surge in demand for offshore
installation equipment, especially
boats. The UK Round 3 for offshore
wind, while being a very ambitious
programme, has massive technical and
cost challenges. It needs high value,
long term support and at the meeting
it was suggested that the 2020 target
date would be nearer 2030 in fact. On
the tidal stream front, the prediction
of 41MW installed by 2013 now looks
ambitious, given the progress in 2009
and similarly for wave power where
44MW had been.
Looking to the future, the predictions
for UK demand suggest that it could
outstrip capacity by 2017 if the existing
power station closure programme
is implemented. In the short term
gas plant is both available and the
cheapest solution, and more than 50%
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capacity additions are expected by
2017. Security of supply is clearly an
issue, and salt caverns in the Irish Sea
are planned. This would add 30% (of
an existing 4% gas storage capacity
compared with Germany’s 20%) to
UK’s storage capacity by 2014.
Rounding up with a lively question
and answer session from a large and
very interested audience, the evening
closed with a networking session over
the traditional wine cheese.
SUT Melbourne Branch

Under the Antarctic Ice
planned missions by an AUV
Friday 26th February 2010
The Melbourne Branch held a Lunch
and Learn event presented by
Professor Neil Bose, the Director of
Australian Maritime College – National
Centre for Maritime Engineering
and Hydrodynamics, University of
Tasmania.
Prof Bose’s presentation focused on
the autonomous underwater vehicle
(AUV) operations whose preparatory
missions enable operation of an
AUV under sea ice in polar regions.
The polar projects have included
operations under land-fast ice in the
Arctic through an ice moon pool and
a planned project to assess sea ice
mass balance and habitat assessment
in the Southern Ocean in East
Antarctica.
The talk was largely focused on the
preparatory missions, done in open
water, and the planned Southern
Ocean project. The plan is to use an
AUV for the under ice component of
measurements. The ultimate goals
are: to quantify the size and shape
of ridge keel structures and their
contribution to the sea ice mass
balance over a study region; to
understand the processes that link sea
ice with the distribution of ice algae
and krill; to provide the necessary field
measurements, over sufficiently large
areas, for the calibration/validation of
satellite-based measurements of the
sea ice and snow cover thickness; and
to provide baseline measurements of
sea ice thickness for future climate
monitoring.
Twenty-five participants turned out
for this event and a few questions
were raised by the audiences and
this created a lively and interactive
atmosphere.
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UT3 is a new online magazine
covering the subsea industry.
It does not have the space
restrictions of the print version
but has a considerably greater
geographic distribution.
Log on to the website

www.ut-2.com
and click the UT3 logo
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